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A B S T R A C T

The solar wind electrons, as the lightest constituents of the solar wind,
have not been as widely studied as the heavier solar wind protons
and other positive ions, carrying nearly all of the solar wind mass and
momentum. In contrast, electrons are important for the global dynam-
ics of the solar wind precisely due to their low mass that allows high
electron thermal speeds, which already in the solar corona reach way
above the escape speed of the Sun. These fast electrons are responsible
for part of the solar wind acceleration exerted on the positive charged
solar wind species through the ambipolar electric field, which pre-
serves the quasi-neutrality of the interplanetary plasma.

During the solar wind expansion, an interplay between Coulomb
collisions, ambipolar electric field, magnetic moment conservation and
electro-magnetic field-particle interactions, shapes the solar wind par-
ticle velocity distribution functions (VDFs), which often depart from a
simple Maxwellian VDF. Electron VDFs in the solar wind are usually
modelled by three components: a dense core present at lower electron
energies, and a close to isotropic halo and a beam-like strahl, which
both dominate higher electron energies. The goal of this thesis is to
investigate the behaviour of these separate electron populations in
order to gain new insight on the physical phenomena taking place
during the solar wind expansion, as well as on the state of the solar
corona. For this purpose, we have revisited data from the Helios mis-
sion, alongside the analysis of the novel Parker Solar Probe (PSP) data.
To be able to relate the in-situ solar wind data to the conditions at
its origin, we additionally make use of a numerical approach, a fully
kinetic model of the solar wind accounting for magnetic moment con-
servation, ambipolar electric field, and binary collisions between par-
ticles (BiCoP).

We focused especially on the fast streaming strahl electrons, which
are, due to their high anti-sunward directed velocities, believed to pre-
serve the information about the solar corona. Expanding in a weaker
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the strahl electrons experience fo-
cusing with increasing radial distance. This focusing is however coun-
teracted by various scattering mechanisms. In the near-Sun PSP obser-
vations we found a solar wind type, where the strahl electrons could
be scattered solely by Coulomb collisions, thus allowing a direct com-
parison between the experimental VDFs and the numerical VDFs. The
model runs assuming a Maxwellian corona were found to better re-
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produce the observed VDFs, which showed no signs of Kappa-like
energy tails. The strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖) was found to in-
crease slightly due to Coulomb collisions during expansion, therefore
reaching up to 15 % above the temperature of the electron in the solar
corona.
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R É S U M É

Les électrons du vent solaire, dont ils sont les composants les plus
légers, n’ont pas été étudié d’une manière aussi poussée que les pro-
tons et autres ions positifs bien plus massifs, qui représentent la quasi
totalité de la masse du vent solaire, transportant la plus grande par-
tie de sa quantité de mouvement. Mais précisément de par leur faible
masse, les électrons sont d’une grande importance pour la dynamique
global du vent solaire. Cette faible masse leur permet d’atteindre de
grandes vitesses thermiques, qui dés la couronne solaire dépassent
largement la vitesse de libération du Soleil. Ces électrons très rapides
sont responsables d’une part de l’accéleration du vent solaire, en ac-
célérant les espèces positivement chargées via le champ électrique am-
bipolaire, qui préserve la quasi-neutralité du plasma interplanétaire.

Durant l’expansion du vent solaire, les effets cumulés des collisions
Coulombiennes, du champ électrique ambipolaire et des interactions
entre particules et champs électromagnétiques façonnent les fonctions
de distribution des vitesses (FDV) des particules, qui le plus sou-
vent diffèrent d’une simple distribution Maxwellienne.Les FDV des
électrons du vent solaires sont habituellement modélisées à l’aide de
trois composantes: le coeur, dense, présent à faible énergie, le halo,
quasi-isotrope et le faisceau du strahl, tout deux dominant les élec-
trons de plus haute énergie. Cette thèse a pour objectif d’étudier le
comportement de ces populations d’électrons, dans le but d’améliorer
notre compréhension des phénomènes physiques se produisant lors
l’expansion du vent solaire, ainsi que notre connaissance de la couronne
solaire. Dans ce but, les données expérimentales de la mission Helios
ont été revisitées, en parallèle de l’analyse des données récentes de la
sonde Parker Solar Probe (PSP). En outre, de manière à interpréter
les conditions du vent solaire à son origine, basé sur ses données
in-situ, nous utilisons une approche numérique, un modèle intégrale-
ment cinétique du vent solaire tenant compte des collisions binaires
entre particules (BiCoP).

Nous nous concentrons particulièrement sur les électrons rapides
de la composante du strahl, qui de par leur importante vitesse dans la
direction opposée au Soleil pourraient préserver l’information qu’ils
ont à leur origine à propos de la couronne solaire. S’écoulant dans
un champ magnétique interplanétaire plus faible, ces électrons com-
posant le strahl sont focalisés à mesure que la distance au Soleil aug-
mente, une focalisation à laquelle s’opposent cependant différents mé-
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canismes de dispersion. Dans les données collectées dans l’environement
proche du Soleil par la sonde PSP, nous trouvons un type de vent so-
laire pour lequel les électrons du strahl peuvent être disperés unique-
ment par les collisions Coulombiennes, nous permettant une compara-
ison directe entre les FDV expérimentales et les FDV simulées par le
modèle BiCoP. Les résultats de ce dernier lorsque les électrons de la
couronne solaire sont distribués selon une Maxwellienne reproduisent
plus fidèlement les FDV obervées expérimentalement, qui ne présen-
tent aucune queue de distribution de type Kappa. Dans les résultats
numériques, la température parallèle du strahl (Ts,‖) augmente légère-
ment en raison des collisions Coulombiennes durant l’expension, at-
teignant jusqu’à 115 % de la température des électrons dans la couronne
solaire.
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R I A S S U N T O

Gli elettroni del vento solare, in quanto costituenti più leggeri del
vento solare, non sono stati studiati così a fondp come i protoni e
gli altri ioni positivi che trasportano la gran parte della massa e quan-
tità di moto del vento solare. Tuttavia gli elettroni sono importanti per
la dinamica del vento solare proprio per la sua piccola massa: nella
corona solare la loro velocità termica è così elevata da permettergli
di sfuggire facilmente alla attrazione gravitazionale del sole. La loro
evaporazione produce un campo elettrico (detto campo elettrico am-
bipolare) necessario a preservare la neutralità del plasma del mezzo
interplanetario il quale imprime un’accelerazione agli ioni positivi del
vento solare.

Durante l’espansione del vento solare, la combinazione tra colli-
sioni Coulombiane, campo elettrico ambipolare, conservazione del mo-
mento magnetico e interazioni tra campi elettro-magnetici e particelle
modella le funzioni di distribuzione di velocità (VDF) delle specie os-
servate nel vento solare che spesso si discostano significativamente
dalla distribuzione di equilibrio termodinamico. In particolare, le VDF
degli elettroni mostrano spesso tre distinte popolazioni: per basse en-
ergie cinetiche si ha un core, mentre ad energie più alte si osserva una
componente quasi isotropa detta halo. Infine, ad alte energie e lungo il
campo magnetico in direzione uscente dal sole è presente un fascio di
elettroni collimati, chiamato strahl.

L’obiettivo di questa tesi è stato lo studio delle proprietà di queste
popolazioni e di come esse evolvano durante l’espansione del vento
solare. Ciò è stato fatto sia rivisitando i dati delle missioni Helios,
sia analizzando i dato della recente missione Parker Solar Probe (PSP).
Questo ha permesso di incrementare le nostre conoscenze sulle propri-
età degli elettroni del mezzo interplanetario e di dedurre informazioni
delle stesse prorietà nella corona solare. Per permettere di correlare le
osservazioni in-situ del vento solare con le condizioni fisiche alla loro
origine ci siamo avvalsi di simulazioni numeriche di un modello com-
pletamente cinetico del vento solare che tien conto sia delle collisioni
coulombiane, sia degli effetti del campo elettrico ambipolare e della
conservazione del momento magnetico.

In lavoro si è concentrato in particolare sulla popolazione strahl che,
essendo debolemente o per nulla soggetta a colliosioni, si ritiene con-
servi informazioni sulla funzione di distribuzione degli elettroni nella
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corona. L’espansione sferica in un campo magnetico che decresce con
la distanza, comporta una sempre maggior collimazione di questa
popolazione che è eventualemente controbilanciata da meccanismi di
diffusione.

Nelle osservazioni PSP, più vicine al sole, nelle condizioni di vento
solare osservato, la collimazione del fascio di elettroni può essere sp-
iegata dal solo effetto delle collisioni coulombiane. Usando il modello
cinetico abbiamo confrontato le VDF misurate in-situ con quelle ot-
tenute dalle simulazioni. Il confronto risulta migiore assumendo che
nella corona solare le funzioni di distribuzione siano Maxwelliane,
dato che le VDF osservate in situ non mostrano evidenze di code in
eccesso alle alte energie. Le simulazioni hanno anche mostrato un au-
mento della temperatura parallela al campo magnetico dello strahl
direttamente correlato alle collisioni che comporta un aumento della
temperatura fino al 15% rispetto a quella assunta nella corona solare.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The interplanetary space is filled with a continuous flux of magnetised
plasma, which escapes from the hot solar corona in the centre of our
solar system. It was named the solar wind by Eugene Parker (1958), a
young scientist at the time, who was the first to propose a physical
solution for the nature of this flow, as we know it now.

The solar wind was first measured by the three Luna spacecrafts
sent to the Moon (Gringauz et al., 1960), only providing a measure
of the proton density. Parker’s prediction of continuous supersonic
hydrodynamic flow was not confirmed until the Mariner-2 mission
designed to flyby Venus reached the solar wind in 1962 (Neugebauer
and Snyder, 1962). Ever since, the solar wind has been continuously
measured and extensively studied. Due to its expansion over ∼ 94 as-
tronomical units (au) (the location of the measured termination shock
by Voyager 1 spacecraft (Stone et al., 2005)) it is marked by high gradi-
ents and a broad range of spatial and temporal scales.

A global model for the propagation of magnetic field from the Sun
to the interplanetary space was proposed already by Parker (1958). A
combination of the Sun’s rotation, and the magnetic field, frozen in the
radially expanding solar wind, in the ecliptic plane results in a Parker

spiral shape of the magnetic field lines (Levy, 1976; Mariani et al., 1978,
1979).

An important quantity for understanding the plasma dynamics is
the ratio between thermal and magnetic pressure, referred to as the
plasma β:

βα =
8πnαkBTα

B2
. (1)

Letter n stands for the density, and T for the temperature of a
plasma species α, kB is the Boltzmann constant and B the magnetic
field strength. In the solar corona plasma beta is typically much smaller
than one (β << 1), and the magnetic field controls the plasma flow,
forcing it to rotate with the Sun.

At farther distances B decreases, and the control is taken by the
dynamic pressure of the accelerating plasma flow, which pulls the
magnetic field lines radially outward, making them bend in a spiral.
The angle of the Parker spiral changes with radial distance:

φ(r)B =
Bφ

Br
=

ΩSsinθ

up
· (reff − r), (2)
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2 introduction

where ΩS is the angular speed of the Sun’s rotation, θ the polar
angle, up the solar wind proton speed, and reff the distance at which
the plasma flow starts to dominate the dynamics. This distance was
estimate to be ∼ 10 RS for fast solar wind and ∼ 20 RS for slow solar
wind (Bruno and Bavassano, 1997). Magnetic field strength decreases
with radial distance with:

B(r) ∝

√
1+ tan2φ(r)B

r2
. (3)

One of the most basic properties of the solar wind is its variability,
which is strongly related to the conditions at its origin. The fast solar
wind with velocities of about 500 to 800 km/s and low densities is be-
lieved to originate in the coronal holes, the regions in the solar corona
exhibiting open magnetic field lines. These regions appear darker in
the UV and X-ray images of the Sun, as the plasma densities there are
lower and the temperatures cooler. The the exact origins of the more
variable slow solar wind (300 to 500 km/s) are still a subject of re-
search and discussion. Generally, the slow solar wind appears to orig-
inate from regions with more complex magnetic field configuration,
consisting of open and closed magnetic field lines (magnetic loops)
(Phillips et al., 1995; McComas et al., 1998, 2000; McComas, 2003). A
sub-type, called slow Alfvénic solar wind, is due to the Alfvénic na-
ture of its magnetic and velocity fluctuations, believed to originate
from small equatorial coronal holes (Stansby et al., 2020). The termi-
nal speed of the solar wind is highly dependent on the conditions in
the solar corona, like amount of turbulence and electromagnetic fluc-
tuations, as well as on the temperature and the shape of the velocity
distribution functions there. Protons in the coronal holes, the source
regions of fast solar wind, are believed to be hotter, and electrons to
be colder than in the solar streamer belt region. This information is
preserved in the solar wind through a correlation / anti-correlation
between the proton / electron temperature and the solar wind speed
(Neugebauer, 1976; Marsch et al., 1982; Marsch and Goldstein, 1983;
Kasper et al., 2008; Halekas et al., 2019; Stansby et al., 2020; Maksi-
movic et al., 2020).

More than 60 years has passed since the solar wind discovery, how-
ever, some relevant enigmas remain. One, which is also a subject of
this thesis work, is the energy balance of the solar wind acceleration.
First, how much thermal energy is required in the solar corona to ac-
count for the observed properties of the solar wind, and how is it
distributed over particle species? And second, how is this thermal en-
ergy converted to the solar wind kinetic energy? While both, fluid and
kinetic approaches (discussed further in Sec. 1.2), are able to produce



1.1 solar wind electrons 3

slow solar wind, they can not explain the acceleration of the fast so-
lar wind without assuming extreme boundary conditions or ad-hoc
heating. By boundary conditions we refer to the properties of coro-
nal velocity distribution functions. For example, the presence of supra-

thermal electrons, an excess of high energy electrons with respect to the
Maxwellian distribution in the solar corona, has a strong influence on
the solar wind electron heat-flux and on its final speed (Maksimovic
et al., 1997a; Lamy et al., 2003; Zouganelis et al., 2005). The shape of
electron VDF in the solar corona can unfortunately not be measured
in-situ, but can be inferred either from remote sensing instruments, or
from the field aligned, fast steaming electrons which in the solar wind
represent the electron strahl population. Due to their fast speed the
strahl electrons have limited time to interact with their environment
on their way from the Sun, and even at the location of our spacecrafts
preserves some information about the state of the electron VDF in the
solar corona.

The radial evolution of the solar wind is a product of concurrent ac-
tion of Coulomb collisions, adiabatic expansion, heat-flux, global and
local electro-magnetic fields and turbulence. In this work we address
the solar wind acceleration from the kinetic point of view. We focus
on the solar wind electrons in acceleration region in absence of electro-
magnetic fluctuations, and quantify their contribution to the global dy-
namics of the solar wind. In Sec. 1.1 we summarise the current knowl-
edge on the solar wind electrons, and in Sec. 1.2 the evolution of the
kinetic solar wind models. The following, Sec. 1.3, presents the plasma
kinetic description with velocity distribution functions, and Sec. 1.4 re-
veals the expectations about the focusing of the strahl from a simple
collisionless focusing model.

1.1 solar wind electrons

The solar wind expanding through our solar system with a radius
larger than 20 thousand RS originates from a small spherical surface
of the hot solar corona with a radius of just a few RS. The plasma
conditions inside the solar corona, so deterministic for the solar wind
properties, can not be measured in-situ. However, plasma moments
like density and temperature can be inferred from remote observations
using spectroscopy (David et al., 1998; Cranmer, 2002; Mercier and
Chambe, 2015). The recent works by Hahn et al. (2011) and Saqri et al.
(2020) present the spatial an temporal evolution of coronal density and
temperature in a polar and equatorial coronal holes, put into perspec-
tive with the quiet-Sun regions. The obtained density is lower in the
coronal holes (∼ 108cm−3), the regions marked with open magnetic
field lines allowing efficient acceleration of plasma. In the quiet-Sun
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regions, where magnetic field topology is more complex, the density
was observed to be from 10 to 50 times larger. The same trend was
found for the coronal electron temperature spanning between 0.6 and
1 MK (52 and 86 eV) in the coronal holes, and reaching above 2 MK
(172 eV) in the quiet-Sun regions. The presented temperature values
were calculated assuming a Maxwellian shape of coronal VDF, how-
ever, both cited works report an existence of a second, less dense and
hotter electron population inside the coronal holes, with temperature
∼ 1.5 MK (129 eV). Furthermore, Dzifčáková et al. (2018) show, that
assuming a Kappa distribution in the solar corona accounts well for
the spectroscopic observations of a solar flare.

The hot and dense coronal plasma is governed by strong magnetic
fields and collisions. Due to their small mass, most of the electrons in,
for example, 1 MK corona with thermal speed of 5504 km/s, are fast
enough to escape the Sun, whose escape velocity is 618 km/s. How-
ever, this is not the case for the 1836-times heavier coronal protons,
with thermal speed of 131 km/s. To assure the charge neutrality of
the solar wind, and prevent the charging of the Sun, an electric field
emerges pointing radially away from the Sun, transferring kinetic en-
ergy from electrons to the protons. This is the ambipolar electrostatic

field, one of the key components of the solar wind acceleration.

As soon as the solar wind starts to accelerate and expand, great gra-
dients arise in all the plasma parameters. Due to the rapid decrease of
magnetic field strength, the mirror effect takes place. The conservation
of first adiabatic invariant, the magnetic moment µ:

µ =
mv2⊥
2B

, (4)

results in the focusing of the electrons and protons along magnetic
field B. The observed gradients of B would quickly give rise to ex-
tremely anisotropic distribution functions, if there were no relaxation
mechanisms, like Coulomb collisions, or plasma instabilities. The elec-
tron focusing in the collisionless approximation is further discussed in
Sec. 1.4.

Solar wind electrons are usually modelled with three components.
Most of the electron density belongs to the core population present at
lower energies, and well represented by a bi-Maxwellian. This popu-
lation was found to be regulated by Coulomb collisions, and experi-
ences only low anisotropy (< 20%) (Štverák et al., 2008). A correlation
between electron collisional age, a measure of the number of collisions
experienced by the expanding solar wind electrons, and isotropy of the
electron VDFs was shown using Wind measurements by Salem et al.
(2003). The Coulomb collision cross-section is dependent on the rela-
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tive velocity between colliding particles and decreases with v4. Conse-
quently collisions are only efficient at isotropising the thermal electron
population, the electron core, and have much smaller or no effect on
higher energy electrons.

Higher energy electrons belong to the halo population present at
all pitch angles, and a magnetic field-aligned, beam-like population
called the strahl. The supra-thermal populations have been modelled
with Maxwellian- and Kappa-like distributions, and especially at large
distances from the Sun (∼ 1 au), appear to be well represented by a
bi-Kappa distributions (Feldman et al., 1975; Pilipp et al., 1987a; Ham-
mond et al., 1996; Maksimovic et al., 1997b; Maksimovic et al., 2005;
Štverák et al., 2008, 2009; Tao et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2019a,b; Macneil
et al., 2020). A study of the Coulomb scattering of the strahl electrons
using kinetic theory is presented in works by Horaites et al. (2018,
2019), who provide an analytical expression relating the strahl pitch-

angle width (PAW) to the energy and density of solar wind electrons.
PAW was found to decrease with electron energy, at 1 au affecting
electrons below ∼ 300 eV.

The effect of the collisions on the electron core and strahl is inves-
tigated in the scope of this thesis project using a numerical model
simulating a radially expanding solar wind under the presence of bi-
nary Coulomb collisions (BiCoP) (Landi and Pantellini, 2001, 2003).
The results are gathered in Chapter 3 and in Article C.

While the observed radial profiles of electron core temperature and
density have been explained by models accounting for Coulomb col-
lisions (Phillips et al., 1989; Phillips and Gosling, 1990; Lie-Svendsen
et al., 1997), we still do not completely understand the evolution of
the supra-thermal electron components. Against the expectation of fo-
cusing with radial distance, strahl has been observed to scatter during
expansion between 1 and 3.5 au (Ulysses data, Hammond et al. (1996)),
and between 1 and 6 au (Cassini data, Graham et al. (2017)). We inves-
tigate the behaviour of the strahl electrons in the inner heliosphere,
using Helios mission data, sampling the distances between 0.3 nad 1

au (Article A, Ch. 2).

Since the strahl electrons are the main carriers of the heat flux, the
energy stored in the asymmetry of the electron VDF, the strahl scat-
tering mechanisms are important for the heat flux regulation in the
solar wind. Besides that, the scattered strahl electrons might become a
part of almost isotropic halo population. The study of radial evolution
of separate electron VDF components over a radial distance between
0.3 and 3 by Štverák et al. (2009) reveals, that while relative density
of the core does not vary with radial distance, the relative densities of
the strahl and the halo do. Closer to the Sun the strahl is dominant
and the halo barely seen, while at further distances the strahl density
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decreases and the halo density increases. This implies that the halo is
formed from the scattered strahl electrons. Furthermore, Graham et al.
(2017) report that the strahl ceases to exist at distances larger than 5.5
au as it is most likely completely scattered into the halo population.

The scattering of the strahl electrons and the origin of the halo elec-
trons remain active topics in the physics of solar wind electrons, as
well as in global physics of solar wind expansion. During the course
of this thesis project we provided pieces of observational and numeri-
cal evidence, which are presented in this manuscript and the attached
articles, and will hopefully help develop a more complete understand-
ing of the evolution of the solar wind as it escapes from the Sun.

1.2 kinetic exospheric solar wind models

At the same time as Eugene Parker was developing a fluid, hydrody-
namic model of the solar wind (Parker, 1958), Joseph W. Chamberlain
was working on a kinetic description, which was published in 1960 in
a form of an exospheric solar wind model (Chamberlain, 1960).

Exospheric models were developed with the aim of more accurately
describing the solar wind plasma above a radial distance, where the
density and temperature drop and the plasma becomes collisionless,
and where the Maxwellian assumption adopted by fluid models is no
longer valid. This radial distance is, in the frame of exospheric models,
referred to as the exobase. Compared to the fluid models, which by con-
struction assume Maxwellian VDFs of all fluids included, exospheric
models allow a free evolution of the VDF chosen at the exobase, the
shape of which then depends only on the forces included in the model.
The collisionality of the plasma can be measured with a Knudsen num-

ber (Kn), which is the ratio between the mean-free path (λ) and the
atmospheric density scale-height (H):

Kn =
λ

H
. (5)

When Kn > 1, the plasma is collisionless, and departures from
Maxwellian VDF can be expected. Accordingly to the Parker’s fluid
solar wind model, the exobase, the radial distance at which Kn = 1, is
located at 4 RS (Brasseur and Lemaire, 1977).

The evolution of a particle velocity distribution (VDF, fα) is de-
scribed with the Boltzmann equation:

∂fα

∂t
+ v ·

∂fα

∂x
+ a ·

∂fα

∂v
=

(δfα
δt

)
c
, (6)

where a is the acceleration due to static electric and magnetic forces.
These forces do not account for Coulomb electric field fluctuations. On
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the right-hand side the collisional term describes the temporal evolu-
tion of fα as a result of particle collisions. In the exospheric solar wind
models the contribution of collisions is neglected (δfα/δt = 0), and
the Boltzmann equation describes the conservation of the phase-space
density along trajectories, and is related to Liouville’s theorem. The ex-
ospheric solution is stationary and provides us with the shape of an
VDF at any position in the exosphere.

In exospheric models particles are divided into 4 particle classes
depending on their velocity and angular momentum.

• Escaping particles are particles with velocities high enough to es-
cape the gravity of the Sun.

• Ballistic particles are particles with velocities lower than the es-
cape velocity, which eventually ballistically fall back to the solar
corona.

• Trapped particles are particles with velocities lower than the es-
cape velocity, which are trapped by magnetic mirror force, there-
fore bouncing between the magnetic mirror point and the gravity
turning point.

• Incoming particles are particles originating from outside of the
solar system. Note that this population has been ignored in the
existing exospheric models, which equals to assumption that the
pressure of the interstellar medium is negligible.

The exospheric particle classes can be related to the solar wind elec-
tron VDF model determined from the observations. Three classes con-
sisting of particles with velocities not large enough to escape the Sun
(ballistic, trapped, and incoming electrons) represent the electron core.
While the escaping electrons correspond to the electron strahl. Exo-
spheric models do not produce a halo population, which is one more
reason to believe that the halo is a result of field-particle interactions
during the solar wind expansion.

Due to the difference in the mass of electron and proton, gravita-
tional force tends to polarise the plasma consisting of the two species.
Therefore, an electrostatic field directed oppositely to the gravitational
force is needed to preserve the plasma, quasi-neutrality. The expres-
sion for the electric field, present in a gravitationally bound plasma
in hydrostatic equilibrium, consisting of protons and electrons, was
derived by Pannekoek (1922) and Rosseland (1924):

EPR = −∇ΦPR = −
(mp −me)g

2e
, (7)
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where g is the gravitational potential, and e the electron charge.
However, the solar wind is not a plasma in hydrostatic equilibrium,

and using EPR in the early exospheric models resulted in the subsonic
proton expansion velocities. The kinetic model by Chamberlain (1960)
produced a plasma with a velocity of ∼ 20 km/s, and a density of
370 cm−3 at 1 au, and was thus referred to as the solar breeze model.
As soon as the first solar wind observations confirmed the supersonic
prediction by Parker, the exospheric models were proven wrong and
largely abandoned. That is until (Lemaire and Scherer, 1970, 1971) dis-
covered this flaw in the electric field assumption, and presented the
exospheric models producing supersonic protons. At the same time as
Jockers (1970) found a supersonic solution independently.

Lemaire and Scherer (1971) proved that the evaporation of electrons
is faster than that of protons, due to the electron small mass and high
thermal velocity. The electrostatic field required to balance the flux
of evaporating electrons and protons, now also referred to as the am-

bipolar electric field, was calculated assuring quasi-neutrality and zero
current condition at any radial distance. The newly obtained total po-
tential difference (∆Φ) between the exobase and infinity, assuring that
the Sun remains charge free, was more than two times larger than
∆ΦPR. Using Φ(r) resulted in radial density, bulk velocity and total
temperature profiles, which compared very well to the observations
of the slow solar wind. On the other hand, the temperature anisotropy
predicted by the exospheric models at 1 au for both solar wind species
(Te,‖/Te,⊥ ∼ 3, Tp,‖/Tp,⊥ ∼ 164) was much higher than that observed.

As this model did not include the effect of rare Coulomb collisions,
nor the effect of wave particle interaction, the high anisotropies were
accounted to these two phenomena. Later Chen et al. (1972) and Pier-
rard et al. (2001) showed that the proton anisotropy is significantly
reduced, if Parker spiral magnetic field configuration is used instead
of purely radial assumption adopted in the previous models.

Many models developed up to this point, kinetic and fluid, were
able to produce solar wind with terminal speeds up to 500 km/s as-
suming realistic coronal proton and electron temperatures. However,
none of them could go beyond this velocity limit. That is until the
exospheric models were generalised to the use of Kappa VDFs, as op-
posed to only Maxwellian VDFs used in the previous works (Pierrard
and Lemaire, 1996; Maksimovic et al., 1997a). A Kappa VDF exhibits
an increase of supra-thermal electrons compared to a Maxwellian VDF
with the same temperature. Therefore, assuming a Kappa VDF at the
exobase results in a larger coronal electron evaporation flux, which in
turn leads to larger ∆Φ, and higher terminal solar wind speed. These
models were the first ones able to produce the solar wind with veloci-
ties reaching up to 800 km/s. Zouganelis et al. (2004) showed, that the
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enhancement of the electron evaporation flux is not only a property of
a Kappa VDF, but can be achieved by increasing the relative amount
of supra-thermal electrons in the corona in any way. They obtain high
terminal solar wind speeds using an initial exobase VDF consisting
of a Maxwellian core and another less dense and hotter Maxwellian
population.

The first solar wind model accounting for Coulomb collisions by
solving the Boltzman equation with the Fokker-Planck collision term
was developed by Lie-Svendsen et al. (1997). A Fokker-Planck treat-
ment of Coulomb collisions was used also in the exospheric model
by Pierrard et al. (1999), who use a electron VDF observed at 1 au by
WIND spacecraft and advance it all the way back to the solar corona.
They conclude that the observed features of the VDF (the core, the
halo and the strahl) can not be a result of solely the effects of colli-
sions during the expansion. The observed VDFs at 1 au are either a
consequence of field-particle interactions during the expansion or the
presence of non-thermal features already in the solar corona.

In this manuscript we present the results of a numerical kinetic
model of the solar wind, based on the exospheric kinetic models (Landi
and Pantellini, 2001, 2003; Landi et al., 2010, 2012, 2014). This is a sim-
ple model, not accounting for any type of wave-particle interactions,
but exposing the effects of particle kinetic properties on the solar wind
expansion. The benefits of the numerical model in comparison to the
existing exospheric models are:

• a statistical treatment of binary Coulomb collisions instead of
using an ad-hoc Fokker-Planck collision operator,

• a self-consistent calculation of the ambipolar electric field, and

• a continuous transition between the collisional and collision-less
regime (the exobase is not defined as a single radial distance and
is not required as an input parameter).

The goal of our project is to analyse and understand the in-situ mea-
surements of solar wind electrons in the inner heliosphere, to then,
using a numerical model, try to relate them to the state of the solar
corona at their origin. On the way to the spacecraft, electron trajecto-
ries get modified as a consequence of expansion and interaction with
other particles and EM-fields, and this interaction needs to be well un-
derstood, if we wish to back-trace the observe electron VDFs to their
origin.
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1.3 velocity distribution functions

Throughout the work we use a kinetic plasma physics description,
which provides the statistical properties of the plasma, using the parti-

cle velocity distribution functions fα(x, v, t). fα is normalised so that its
integral over three-dimensional space and three-dimensional velocity
space equals to the number of particles (nα):

nα =

∫

fα(x, v, t)d3xd3v. (8)

fα can be reduced to a set of macro-physical parameters only ex-
hibiting three dimensions in space and one in time. Therefore, these
parameters are obtained through an integration over a full velocity
space of the distribution function, and are referred to as the plasma
bulk parameters, or velocity moments.

The zeroth velocity moment corresponds to the number density nα

(Eq. 8), the first plasma moment to the bulk velocity uα:

uα =
1

nα

∫

vfαd
3v, (9)

and the second plasma moment to the pressure tensor Pα:

Pα = mα

∫

(v − uα)(v − uα)fαd
3v. (10)

It is often useful to express the pressure tensor in a frame aligned
with the background magnetic field (B), to obtain the components par-
allel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) to B. If I3 is a three-dimensional unit
matrix, and b̂ ≡ B/|B|,

p⊥,α ≡
1

2
Pα for (I3 − b̂b̂) (11)

p‖,α ≡ Pα for (b̂b̂). (12)

From here we can obtain plasma temperatures parallel and perpendic-
ular to B:

T⊥,‖,α =
p⊥,‖,α

nαkB
. (13)

We expressed only the first four plasma moments, but infinite amount
of higher moments exist, and can be obtained using the same pattern
as above.
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The fundamental model velocity distribution function (VDF) fre-
quently used in space physics is a Maxwellian VDF, the velocity dis-
tribution of a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium:

fM(v) =
n

π3/2w3
exp

(
−

(v − u)2

w2

)
, (14)

where

w =

√
2kBT

m
. (15)

We assume a cylindrical three- dimensional system, where the asym-
metric axis is aligned with the magnetic field B. Eq. 14 representing
isotropic distribution function is adapted to account for anisotropies
with respect to B, regularly observed in space plasmas. The bi-Maxwellian

VDF is defined as:

fbM(v⊥, v‖) =
n

π3/2w2
⊥w‖

exp
(
−

v2⊥
w2

⊥

−
(v‖ − u‖)

2

w2
‖

)
, (16)

where w⊥ and w‖ can be expressed in terms of perpendicular and
parallel temperature:

w⊥,‖ =

√
2kBT⊥,‖

m
. (17)

Another commonly used model distribution is the Kappa VDF (Tsal-
lis, 1988; Maksimovic et al., 1997a; Livadiotis and McComas, 2013; Li-
vadiotis, 2017), exhibiting an excess of high-energy particles in com-
parison to a Maxwellian VDF.

fκ(v) =
n

π3/2w3
κκ

3/2

Γ(κ+ 1)

Γ(κ− 1/2)
·
(
1+

(v − u)2

κw2
κ

)−κ−1

, (18)

where Γ(x) is the Reimann Γ -function (Abramowitz and Stegun,
1972), and

wκ =

√
κ− 3/2

κ
·
2kBT

m
. (19)

The parameter κ, always greater than 3/2, determines the amount
of suprathermal electrons. In the limit κ → ∞, a Kappa VDF tends to-
wards a Maxwellian VDF. A bi-Kappa VDF can be defined, accounting
for anisotropy along B:

fbκ(v⊥, v‖) =
n

π3/2w2
κ,⊥wκ,‖κ

3/2

Γ(κ+ 1)

Γ(κ− 1/2)
·

(
1+

v2⊥
κw2

κ,⊥
+

(v‖ − u‖)
2

κw2
κ,‖

)−κ−1

,
(20)
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where

wκ,⊥,‖ =

√
κ− 3/2

κ
·
2kBT⊥,‖

m
. (21)

1.4 simple collisionless focusing model

Due to the radial gradient in the interplanetary magnetic field (B), so-
lar wind is subject to the focusing mechanism. All particle species are
affected by it, however, the effects are much stronger on the subsonic,
than on the supersonic VDFs. The comparison between sub- and su-
personic focusing is shown in Fig. 2 in Landi et al. (2012). We focus on
the behaviour of subsonic, solar wind electrons. Electron core compo-
nent is dominated by Coulomb collisions, efficiently counteracting the
focusing at lower energies. However, at higher, strahl electron energies,
the focusing effect can be observed. As the strahl electrons move in the
antisunward direction, to the regions with weaker magnetic field, their
velocity perpendicular to B gets converted into parallel one, conserv-
ing magnetic moment and electron energy:

µ =
mev

2
⊥

2B
= const. (22)

E =
me

2
(v2⊥ + v2‖) − eφ = const., (23)

where φ is the ambipolar potential. The contribution of gravity on
the solar wind electrons was neglected.

We make use of these two simple equations to model the radial, col-
lisionless expansion of the solar wind electrons in a radially decreas-
ing B (B ∝ r−2). An illustration of the VDF evolution with distance
is shown in Fig. 1. The variables in this model are the location of the
exobase (r0), the distance at which collisions are not able to support
a Maxwellian VDF and where the focusing starts, the electron VDF
at this distance (f0), the distance of interest (r1), and the difference of
electric potential between r1 and r0 (∆φ).

This simple model has three main drawbacks. It does not account
for non-radial, Parker spiral behaviour of B; it assumes there exists a
single exobase, a discrete distance at which focusing begins to have
effect; and it does not account for Coulomb collisions. We were able to
isolate the importance of the last two phenomena, the multi-exobase
and Coulomb collisions, which are accounted for in the kinetic model
BiCoP. The comparison between the simple and BiCoP model is shown
in Ch. 3.
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shown the expectations about the behaviour of the strahl electrons
accordingly to the simple collisionless, waveless assumption. In na-
ture these conditions are not fulfilled, and departures from the simple
model are expected. In the following Chapter 2 we present the ob-
servational findings obtained from the electron VDFs measured by
Helios and PSP spacecrafts. After, in Chapter 3 we present the results
of a kinetic model accounting for Coulomb collisions, compared to
the simple model and the observational results. Combining the three
approaches allows us to isolate the effects of separate physical mecha-
nisms on the electron VDF.





2
O B S E RVAT I O N S

2.1 helios

The Helios mission includes two probes build in Germany, and launched
onto an ecliptic orbit around the Sun in years 1974 and 1976. The
mission objective was to investigate the solar wind in the inner helio-
sphere over the radial distance from 0.3 to 1 au (or 64.5 to 215 RS).
Measurements provided by the two Helios spacecrafts led to a better
understanding of the solar wind and are, even almost 40 years after
the end of the mission operation, still used in new scientific publica-
tions (e.g. Articles A and B).

Electron VDFs observed by the Helios mission were presented by
Pilipp et al. (1987a) and Pilipp et al. (1987b), and the radial evolution
of the core electron temperature was studied by Marsch et al. (1989).
They reported that the radial temperature gradient for solar wind
electrons is smaller than that of protons. The radial evolution of the
suprathermal electron components was presented with a combination
of Helios and Ulysses observations by Maksimovic et al. (2005). They
report the decrease of the relative strahl electron density with distance.
This trend was confirmed by Štverák et al. (2008, 2009, 2015), who pro-
vide statistical analysis of electron VDFs measured by Helios, Cluster
and Ulysses mission. They show that both, plasma instabilities and
collisions play a role in isotropisation of the electron core population.
κ-value, a measure of the relative abundance high-energy tails, was
found to decrease with the radial distance and the solar wind velocity,
showing that high-energy tails are predominant at large heliocentric
distances and in the fast solar wind. In contrast to solar wind protons,
the observed temperature gradients of the solar wind electrons do not
require the existence of important heating mechanisms. The electron
heating rates were actually found to be negative for both the slow and
fast solar wind.

Macneil et al. (2020) use Helios electron measurements to reveal that
the sunward directed strahls, appearing due to local inversions of the
magnetic field lines, referred to as the switchbacks, are broader and
less intense than their outward directed counterparts. They account
this effect to the longer path travelled by these strahl electrons result-
ing in more scattering along the way.

We used Helios electron VDF to study the radial evolution of the
strahl electron component between 0.3 and 1 au (Article A). We found

21
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that the strahl properties are different for the solar wind separated
by electron core beta parameter βe,c. The strahl of the low-βe,c so-
lar wind, corresponding to faster and more tenuous solar wind, was
found to be narrower than in the high-βe,c solar wind. In the low-βe,c

solar wind, the strahl electrons with energies below ∼ 250 eV slightly
focus over the radial distance within 0.74 au. At higher energies and
in the high-βe,c solar wind, the strahl broadens with radial distance,
as reported previously by Hammond et al. (1996) and Graham et al.
(2017) for the distances above 1 au.

More energetic strahl electrons of the low-βe,c solar wind show a
correlation between the strahl PAW and their energy, for which we
developed a simple empirical model. The increase of strahl electron
velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field was observed to be expo-
nentially related to the parallel strahl electron velocity and the change
in radial distance. Further studies are required to understand which
phenomena could scatter strahl electrons in this particular way de-
scribed with Eq. 18 in Article A.

Strahl electrons in the high-βe,c solar wind are effectively scattered
over their whole energy range. From an anticorrelation between the
PAW and electron energy at 0.34 au, the strahl gets scattered to PAs
above 100o at 1 au, many times disappearing completely from the elec-
tron VDF. We believe that the stronger scattering observed is related
to the βe,c parameter itself – high-βe,c solar wind is more unstable
with respect to the kinetic instabilities.

2.1.1 Electron core and halo properties

Besides our novel treatment of the Helios strahl electron observations
(described in Sec. 3 of Article A), we present a larger statistics of the
electron core, and halo moments, compared to the previous published
Helios electron studies.

The electron instruments on-board Helios probes only provided a
2-dimensional VDF measurement, taking advantage of the spin of the
spacecraft to sample electrons in the ecliptic plane. Consequently, the
fitting of the measured VDFs with a traditional bi-Maxwellian or bi-
Kappa electron VDF model, could only be performed during times
when the magnetic field was in the ecliptic plane – the plane of mea-
surement. The data sets presented by Štverák et al. (2008, 2009, 2015)
and in Article A, are therefore limited to this criteria, as these studies
explore the properties of the electrons along the magnetic field direc-
tion.

However, the electron properties perpendicular to the magnetic field
can be obtained also from the VDFs measured at times when magnetic
field is not in the plane of measurement. We preformed a Maxwellian
core, and a Kappa halo fit following the method description in Sec. 3
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of Article A to all the electron VDFs measured by Helios 1 mission,
which resulted in 200159 successful fits. This large statistics of the
perpendicular electron VDF properties was used by Maksimovic et al.
(2020), presenting the anti-correlation between the total electron tem-
perature and the solar wind velocity in the near-Sun regions. In Figs.
7 and 8 we show the 2-dimensional, column normalised histograms
revealing the relation between the perpendicular temperature of the
core (Tc,⊥) and halo (Th,⊥) components separately, and the solar wind
velocity for different radial distances.

The strongest difference between Tc,⊥ and Th,⊥ in the slow and fast
wind can be seen in the upper plots of Figs. 7 and 8, presenting the
parameter variation in the radial bin closest to the Sun. In the farthest
radial bin (lower plots), the anti-correlation between Tc,⊥ and Th,⊥,
and vp is barely observed, resulting in only the slightest difference
in the temperature of the slow and the fast solar wind. This implies
that, while the electrons of the slow solar wind cool down significantly
between 0.3 and 1 au, the electrons of the fast solar wind barely change
their temperature.

Furthermore, two separate populations can be recognised by two
separate peaks in the 1D histogram of Tc,⊥ in the radial bin closest to
the Sun (Fig. 7, upper plot). In the middle radial bin the two popula-
tions can be barely separated, and in the farthest bin only one peak in
Tc,⊥ is seen. The different solar wind populations observed by Helios
mission are presented by Stansby et al. (2020), who relate the popula-
tions’ properties to their different origins. The higher-Tc,⊥ population
corresponds to a mixture of slow non-Alfvénic, and slow Alfvénic so-
lar wind, while the lower-Tc,⊥ corresponds to the fast solar wind.

We investigate the relation between Th,⊥ and κ value for different
radial distance bins (see Fig. 9). Low κ values mark the halo VDFs with
strong high-energy tails. As the κ value increases, the halo VDFs tend
more towards a Maxwellian distribution, and limits to a Maxwellian
for κ → ∞.

A positive correlation was found between Th,⊥ and κ for all ra-
dial distances. The solar wind with higher Th,⊥ corresponds to the
slow solar wind, which was observed to exhibit higher Tc and higher
plasma density. Higher electron temperature and density result in
higher plasma β value, placing the electron VDF closer to the ki-
netic plasma instability thresholds (see Fig. 6 in Article A). VDF re-
laxation through plasma instabilities could explain the halo popula-
tion ten towards a Maxwellian VDFs in the slow solar wind. On the
other hand, the fast solar wind is characterised by lower Th,⊥, Tc, and
plasma density and exhibits a relatively higher amount of suprather-
mal electrons. This lower-β solar wind is far from plasma instability
thresholds and is believed to be younger compared to the slow wind
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measured at the same radial distance: its journey from the solar corona
was shorter, providing less time for the relaxation of the halo VDF to-
wards a Maxwellian. Presented results agree with the evolution of κ

values presented by Štverák et al. (2009).
On the other hand, our conclusions are in contradiction with Sec. 2.2

of Lazar et al. (2017). An anti-correlation between the halo temperature
and κ was found in this study, and accounted to the fundamental
properties of the Kappa distribution function.

2.1.2 Noise level

An artefact was found in the Helios electron VDF measurements. The
upper plots in Fig. 10 present the electron VDF measurements in one
instrument azimuth bin aligned with the magnetic field, directed anti-
sunward (left plot), and sunward (right plot). All the data presented
in this section was obtained between Dec 1 1974 and Mar 8 1975, and
is filtered only to instances during which the average magnetic field
was in the plane of measurement (the exact criteria used is described
in Sec. 3 of Article A).

From the VDF slices shown in Fig. 10 (left) one can recognise a steep
energy gradient at low electron energies (< 30 eV) corresponding to
the electron core population. A second, less steep gradient covers most
of the shown energy range and corresponds to the electron strahl. The
same can be seen in Fig. 10 (right), however, the high-energy popu-
lation is not the strahl but the halo, as the slices displayed describe
the electrons moving in the sunward direction. For the highest three
measured energy bins (at 790, 1119, and 1581 eV), one can observe
that some of the VDF measurements end up on exactly the same VDF
values, even though these measurements were taken over a time span
of three months. We believe that this artefact appears when only a few
counts were recorded during the integration time. These one-, two- or
three-count measurements then correspond to exactly the same VDF
value. Unfortunately the data set used for the analysis, taken from
the Helios data archive (http://helios-data.ssl.berkeley.edu) does not
include the information on the actual number of counts measured.
Neither does the documentation provide the noise levels of the instru-
ments.

Highest-energy measurements are the most relevant for the deter-
mination of the strahl and the halo populations, as these are the en-
ergies where we expect the high-energy, Kappa distribution tails. We
preformed a test to determine how much effect do these last three en-
ergy bins have on the halo population moments obtained by fitting
a Kappa VDF. The same fitting procedure was applied to the elec-
tron VDF measured in all energy bins (upper plot in Fig. ??), and the
electron measurements in all but last three energy bins (lower plot in
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Fig.??). The obtained fitting parameters: κ value, total halo tempera-
ture (Th = (2 · Th,⊥ + Th,‖)/3), and the halo density (nh) are compared
in Fig. 11. In each plot a dashed black line shows the x = y line.

Fitting to the VDF limited in energy results in a higher κ values.
From Eq. 20 we see that the κ parameter also effects the obtained
wκ,⊥,‖ and therefore also T⊥,‖,κ. Higher κ values are expected to result
in higher Th, which was also found in the results of our test (see mid-
dle plot in Fig. 11). The trend is not as strong for nh (lower plot in Fig.
11), however, the majority of values obtained from the fit to the VDF
limited in energy are smaller than the ones obtained by the fit to the
total VDF.

The performed test reveals that assumed few-count measurements
at high electron energies have a strong effect on the parameters ob-
tained from a fit to the electron halo population. This result was ex-
pected since high-energy tails, at velocities a few times the distribu-
tion’s thermal velocity, are crucial for the definition of the κ parameter.
At lower energies the differences between a Kappa and a Maxwellian
distribution function are much more subtle, often too small to be cap-
tured by the instrument resolution.

We conclude that the halo Kappa VDF fit depends strongly on the
measured suprathermal tails. The most affected fitting parameter is κ,
which was found to vary to ∼ 50 % depending on the energy selection
of the data before the fit. For the Helios electron measurements the
high energy measurement were found to be unreliable and probably
affected by the instrument noise. One needs to consider this limitation
when interpreting the published observational results.

2.2 parker solar probe

Parker Solar Probe (PSP) is a recent heliospheric mission launched
on Aug 12 2018, with a goal to explore the near-Sun solar wind. Its
orbit from the launch to Oct 1 2020 is shown in Fig. 12. Soon after
the launch, PSP encountered Venus and with its gravity assist reached
the first perihelion at the distance of 35.7 RS from the Sun. After the
third orbit, another gravity assist assured the closest approach at 29.3
RS. This manuscript, and the associated publication (Article B), only
include the data from orbits 1, 2 and 4. The 3rd encounter measure-
ments have not been used in this work because the data of one of the
instruments used in the data analysis – the Solar Probe Cup (SPC), pro-
viding the proton plasma moments – is not available. The solar wind
measurements obtained during the first encounters of PSP already led
to new understanding of the solar wind (Bale et al., 2019; Kasper et al.,
2019; Howard et al., 2019; McComas et al., 2019).

Electrons on board PSP are measured by two electrostatic analy-
sers (SPAN-E), SPAN-A and SPAN-B. They are located in the opposite
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strahl scattering. The absence of halo VDF measurements at very high
energies for now constrains the modelling of the halo. As mentioned
in Sec. 2.1.2, the high-energy tails are the most important to differen-
tiate between a Maxwellian and a Kappa VDF. As for now, the halo
was found to be well represented by a Maxwellian VDF (Halekas et
al., 2019). However, future closer approaches of the PSP might let us
investigate the halo properties in a more affirmative way, and draw
conclusions on the existence of the halo population closer to the Sun.

An anti-correlation between electron total temperature and the so-
lar wind speed was found for the first time in the near-Sun regions,
which implies that the temperature of electrons carries the informa-
tion about the state of the corona at the origin (Halekas et al., 2019;
Maksimovic et al., 2020). In our work (Article B) we go even a step
farther. Assuming collisionless focusing of the strahl electrons in the
absence of any wave-particle interactions, the shape of the strahl par-
allel slice through the VDF (fs,‖) does not evolve with radial distance.
Therefore the shape of the coronal electron VDF should be preserved
in the parallel component of the strahl electron population.

We performed the analysis of strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) to esti-
mate the importance of strahl scattering mechanisms from the Sun to
the distances between 35 - 60 RS. The PAW was found to be relatively
narrow and decreasing with electron energy for the lower-βe,c solar
wind (βe,c < 0.7), representing the majority of measurements. Large
increase in PAW was found for the energies below 200 eV, which we be-
lieve to be a consequence of the Coulomb collisions of the strahl with
the core electrons. In agreement with the findings of Article A, strahl
electrons in the high-βe,c solar wind appear broader. Even though we
believe that the observed strahl electrons have already been slightly
scattered before intercepted by PSP, we investigated whether the fs,‖

can be related to the coronal origins. Because the observed fs,‖ is
well represented by a one-dimensional Maxwellian, we characterise
its shape with a strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖). Ts,‖ obtained from PSP
as well as Helios observations, does not vary with radial distance, but
it shows an anti-correlation with the solar wind velocity. This implies
that the strahl in fact carries the information about the state of the
VDF in the solar corona.

Ts,‖ appear to be slightly larger than the expected coronal electron
temperature, which leads to the conclusion that Ts,‖ has been some-
what affected by the scattering mechanisms taking place within 35 RS.
The effect of scattering by Coulomb collisions was investigated using
the kinetic model accounting BiCoP, and the results are presented in
the following Chapter 3.
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EM fields measurements on board PSP reveal the presence of waves
at frequencies that could affect the solar wind electrons. Malaspina
et al. (2020), for the first time, report an observation of electrostatic

whistler waves with a frequency of 0.7 of the electron gyro-frequency
(fce). They are present in the steady solar wind periods with magnetic
field close to the radial direction, and are accompanied with the large
electron core drift. Their wave-frequency makes is a good candidate to
have an effect on electron VDFs locally, however the nature of this pos-
sible interaction is yet to be investigated. The existence of EM whistler

waves in the solar wind is well known (see Ch. 1), and was confirmed
also by the PSP. Interestingly, however, the EM whistlers observed by
PSP appear to be propagating sunward (Agapitov et al., 2020), as op-
posed to anti-sunward whistler observed at larger distances (Stansby
et al., 2016). The local interaction between this type of waves and solar
wind electrons has not yet been investigated.

2.3 radial evolution of core electron moments obtained

by helios & psp

Merging the data sets from the PSP encounter periods 1, 2, and 4 and
Helios 1, we present the radial evolution of core electron parameters.
Total of 162606 VDF samples were used from PSP, and 39180 from
Helios. The data has been separated according to the solar wind ve-
locity into slow (vp < 500 km/s) and fast (vp > 500 km/s) solar wind.
Slow solar wind represents 98.5 % of PSP measurements and 48.5 %
of Helios measurements.

This could be a consequence of the limited statistics of PSP: even
though the number of measurements is high, PSP has not spend a
long period of time in the solar wind. There is a possibility that PSP
has not yet been lucky enough to observe a pure fast solar wind stream.
Another explanation is that at the radial distances probed by PSP, the
solar wind in ecliptic plane mostly originates from the streamer belt.
However, due to the super-expansion of the pure fast solar wind orig-
inating from the polar coronal holes, the observed solar wind in the
ecliptic plane farther from the Sun, has a higher probability to origi-
nate from the coronal holes and reach high wind speeds. This could
explain the different proportions of the fast wind found in PSP and
Helios data. A third explanation is that the PSP has reached the so-
lar wind acceleration region, measuring the solar wind which has not
yet reached its terminal velocity. In fact, for now unpublished results
reveal that the same solar wind stream observed at the distance of
PSP crossed the Earth’s orbit, preserving the variations in B and vSW ,
however, with a higher solar wind speed. Another proof of solar wind
acceleration was found in Helios data by Maksimovic et al. (2020),
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who from the statistical analysis of the solar wind between 0.3 and 1

au found an acceleration reaching up to 90 km/s/au.

The radial evolution of core electron density (nc) is shown in Fig.
13. Two dashed lines, representing the expected radial density gradi-
ent for a spherical expansion with constant velocity (∼ r−2), are added
to the plots for comparison. While the density of the fast wind (up-
per plot) appears to follow well the r−2 lines, the density of the slow
wind (lower plot) decreases faster than that. Gradient, faster than r−2,
would take place in the solar wind acceleration region: the slow solar
wind close to the Sun has not yet reached its terminal velocity and is
accelerating slightly over radial distances up to 100 RS, from where on
the density appears to follow the expected radial evolution.

Fig. 14 shows the radial evolution of core electron temperature (Tc).
Tc is smaller in the fast solar wind (upper plot), where a clear radial
decrease is only observed close to the Sun. Above the distance of ∼

100 RS, Tc remains almost constant. The data was fitted with a power
law distribution shown with red dashed line. For comparison, a re-
sult from the work by Moncuquet et al. (2020), who obtain the power
law index only from quasi-thermal noise electron temperature mea-
surements on-board PSP, is added to the plots with black dashed line.
As Moncuquet et al. (2020) do not separate for different solar wind
populations, the obtained relation r−0.74 comes from a fit to all the
measurements done during the first two PSP encounters.

A stronger radial gradient can be seen for Tc in the slow solar wind
(lower plot) for the Helios data set (r > 60RS, see dashed green fit),
which corresponds to the results of Maksimovic et al. (2020). However,
PSP Tc measurements appear to be lower than expected from the fit
to the Helios data. This could be a hint that solar wind separation
solely according to velocity is not enough to classify solar wind into
different types. As already proposed above, an explanation could lie
in the solar wind acceleration. A portion of the solar wind classified
as slow, which peaks at temperature 25 eV (= 101.4 eV, see right 1D
histogram in the lower plot of Fig. 14), could still be accelerating, and
could be at larger distances classified as fast. In fact this peak would
match well with the upper plot where a peak in Tc below 65 RS can
be found at the same value.

A fit to the combination of PSP and Helios data sets therefore gives
a power law index -0.71, smaller than the index obtained solely from
Helios data set.

Core temperature anisotropy (⊥ / ‖) shown in Fig. 15, was ob-
served to be farther from unity in the fast than in the slow solar
wind, with a predominant parallel direction. Taking into account only
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the solar wind expansion, electrons are expected to become more
anisotropic with radial distance. However, as shown by (Štverák et
al., 2008), Coulomb collisions and EM wave instabilities are efficient in
isotropising the electron core. Accordingly no clear radial trend was
found from our data analysis.

Fig. 16 shows the evolution of the absolute value of the parallel core
drift velocity in the solar wind proton rest frame (v‖). The core elec-
trons are most of the time drifting sunward with respect to the protons,
to balance the antisunward flux of the fast, anti-sunward streaming,
strahl electrons. Štverák et al. (2009) used Helios, Cluster and Ulysses
data, and Halekas et al. (2019) PSP data, to verify whether the oppo-
sitely directed fluxes cancel each other out and fulfil the zero-current
condition predicted in the solar wind. In both studies small depar-
tures from zero-current values were found, but were attributed to a
measuring or data analysis uncertainties.

Strahl electrons in the fast solar wind appear more focused (Arti-
cle A), and relatively denser than in the slow solar wind (Štverák et
al., 2009). Accordingly higher v‖ were found in the fast wind. How-
ever, strahl electrons were found to scatter with radial distance and
decrease in their relative density (Hammond et al., 1996; Graham et
al., 2017; Štverák et al., 2009), therefore we would expect to see a de-
crease in v‖ with radial distance. Yet, no strong radial trends were
observed between 30 to 215 RS.

We have shown that the electron VDF measurements in the solar
wind are crucial to develop our understanding of the physical mecha-
nisms modifying trajectories of the solar wind electrons. While great
amount of data already exists and provides reliable statistics includ-
ing several years of observations, new missions with state-of-the-art
technology let us dig deeper, conduct the measurements in a faster
and more precise way, in the yet unexplored areas of our solar system.

Modelling the observed VDFs with separate components, the core,
the strahl and the halo, we try to separate and isolate the physical
phenomena affecting each of them. This allows us to connect the ob-
servations with various theoretical models, analytical and numerical
solutions capturing one or a few phenomena at the time. In the follow-
ing Chapter 3 the observations are compared to the numerical results
the kinetic simulation of the solar wind accounting for Coulomb colli-
sions between particles.









3
K I N E T I C S I M U L AT I O N S B I C O P

We use a kinetic solar wind model named BiCoP (Binary Collisions in
Plasmas), developed by Landi and Pantellini (2001, 2003). The model
is 1-dimensional in space and 3-dimensional in velocity space, and
allows us to study the radial evolution of solar wind under the effect
of gravity and binary Coulomb collisions. It does not account for the
non-radial magnetic field (Parker spiral) or the EM wave interactions.
BiCoP has been used to study the evolution of electron heat flux over
a 0.2 RS wide slab above the solar surface assuming a non-thermal
VDFs in the solar corona (Landi and Pantellini, 2001). The next study,
also focused on electron heat flux, includes simulations over a radial
distance of 50 RS from the Sun (Landi and Pantellini, 2003). Despite
the reduced proton-to-electron mass ratio in the first two works, the
model proved to describe well the solar wind kinetic dynamics. The
following works used realistic plasma input parameters, investing the
evolution of electron VDF from 0.3 to 3 au, where effects of gravity
can be neglected (Landi et al., 2010, 2012, 2014). The obtained plasma
parameters match well with the observed parameters measured at 1

au.
A short description of the model in given in Article C. Here we pro-

vide a more detailed model description and the unpublished results.

3.1 model description

3.1.1 Equation of motion

In the model, electrons and protons are free to move along the one
spatial dimension which is aligned with the radial direction (see Fig.
17). The two particle species can be separated only by mass, and the
oppositely signed electric charge. They are subject to a gravitational
and an electric force, and their motion is determined by the equations:

d2r

dt2
= −

GMS

r2
+

L2

m2r3
+

q

m
E(r), (26)

L = mr × v, (27)

where r denotes the radial distance from the Sun, G the gravita-
tional constant, MS the mass of the Sun, L the angular momentum,
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along the radial direction (Pantellini, 2000). If the particle pair does
not collide they continue with unchanged velocities. Using this par-
ticle advancing technique and discretization of the simulation spatial
domain is avoided.

To decrease the computational time the collision probability can be
varied in the model. For collision pairs with relative velocity below vC,
defined on the input, a collision is conducted every time. For vi,j > vC,
the probability remains unchanged, decreasing with v4i,j. It was shown
by Pantellini and Landi (2001), that as long as vC is smaller than the
most probable relative velocity, the results of the used kinetic model
compare well the Fokker-Planck description of a collisional plasma.

3.1.3 Electric field

The electric field in the simulation is composed of two contributions.
First is a global electric field, radially decreasing with r2, keeping
the balance between electron and proton fluxes. This electric field is
obtained in the first simulation phase lasting until ncoll,el0 are con-
ducted. At the beginning of the first phase the electric field is set by
an input parameter el0, which prescribes a radially decreasing electric
field in the simulation domain: E = el0/r

2, following the Pannekoek-
Rosseland electric field (EPR, Eq. 7). EPR is an electric field that arises
due to the difference in mass between electrons and protons in all
gravitational bound plasmas in hydrostatic isothermal equilibrium. It
is known that E in the solar wind is larger than EPR, including positive
terms due to the acceleration, the pressure gradient and Coulomb col-
lisions. At the end of the first phase we obtain a corrected el0, aligning
better with the simulated system.

Second part is the charge-neutralising electric field, a local polarisa-
tion field resulting from local charge imbalances. This field is obtained
by considering each particle as a thin spherical conducting shell cen-
tred in the Sun, and calculating the local field of a system of conduct-
ing spherical plates. Second phase lasts until ncoll are conducted in
total, or ncoll,el0 after the end of first phase. The local polarisation
field is then added to the global electric field, together forming the
total ambipolar electric field, responsible for the acceleration of the
simulated solar wind.

3.1.4 Simulation boundaries

The simulation is bounded on two ends, with the bottom boundary
lying closer to the Sun and the top boundary farther from it. Besides
the general simulation inputs listed in the upper part of the Tab. 1 in
Appendix B, we need to define the simulation boundary conditions
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(lower part in Tab. 1). The model tends toward a stationary solution
for an expanding solar wind, therefore the parameters set at the two
boundaries need to align with this solution. If boundary conditions are
not suitably chosen, the model does not converge, or quasi-neutrality
is not fulfilled.

At the bottom boundary we have to define the shape of the electron
and proton VDF. The chosen shape was either Maxwellian, or a non-
thermal Kappa function defined as:

fM = nM ·
( mα

2πkBTα,loc

)3/2

exp
(
−

v2

v2α,l

)
, (28)

fK = Ak ·
(
1+

v2

(κ− 3/2)v2α,l

)−κ−1

,

vα,l =

√
2kBTα,l

mα
,

(29)

where either vα,l, or Tα,l, and κ in case of the Kappa-like boundary,
are defined on the input. At the bottom boundary ve,bot for electrons
is defined with veth,bot, and vp,bot for protons through the temper-
ature ratio, rTbot. For simplicity, the temperature of the protons and
electrons at the bottom boundary was set to be the same (rTbot = 1)
for all the simulation runs. As the protons are accelerated to super-
sonic velocities in the simulation domain, they all escape at the top
boundary and are not injected back from the top, so a prescription for
a proton VDF there is not necessary. However, electrons remain sub-
sonic, and a definition of the electron VDF shape at the top boundary
is required, representing electrons coming into the simulation domain
from farther distances. ve,top is set with a parameter veth,top. It has
a great influence on the final result of the simulation and is highly
dependant on ve,bot. For all the successful runs shown below, many
tests were required to iterate towards a good setting of veth,top.

Anther important boundary parameters are the velocities of both
species at the bottom and top, vbot and vtop, defining the total particle
flux at the boundaries.

3.1.5 Velocity Distribution Functions

VDFs are sampled at each radial bin by making a statistics of the pass-
ing particles over time, starting with the second simulation phase. Sim-
ulation runs with larger ncoll,loc therefore provide statistically better
VDFs. Kinetic properties of the protons are not addressed is this work,
as their near-Sun dynamics is strongly affected by EM instabilities, not
accounted for in BiCoP. From proton plasma moments one can see that
the proton VDFs are very anisotropic, but nevertheless supersonic.
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Electron VDFs are sampled on a nv × nv grid spanning speeds
up to vmax,e. A 3-dimensional velocity space is described with a 2-
dimensional cylindrical coordinates (f(v‖, v⊥)) assuming gyrotropy along
the radial direction, which is also aligned with the magnetic field. The
velocities parallel to the radial direction (v‖) are sampled on an inter-
val [-vmax,e, vmax,e], while the perpendicular velocities (v⊥) are sam-
pled on [0, vmax,e], doubling the velocity resolution. The measured
quantity in the simulation is not the electron VDF f(v‖, v⊥), but:

g(v‖, v⊥) = f(v‖, v⊥) · v‖. (30)

3.1.6 From simulation to physical units

The physical parameters in BiCoP are, like in most of numerical mod-
els, normalised in a convenient way. The normalisations of all param-
eters, except for the plasma density, can be derived from the length of
the simulation domain, L, and a normalisation used for the velocity:

v0 =

√
2kBTe,bot

me
. (31)

This velocity represents the thermal velocity of the electrons at the
bottom boundary, and only depends on the choice of the temperature
of the electrons at the bottom boundary (Te,bot in Kelvins). Since all
the other quantities in equation of motion (Eq. 26) are constants pro-
vided that we are simulating a plasma of electrons and protons in the
gravitational field of the Sun, Te,bot and L, are the only variables af-
fecting the dynamics of the system. The dynamics is determined by
the ratio between gravitational and the electron thermal energy at r0:

γ =
GMS

r0
·

me

2kBTe,bot
. (32)

Gravity is thus expressed as

g0 = γ
L

r0
, (33)

where L is the length of the simulation domain and r0 the location
of the bottom boundary. The ratio between the two, htop = L/r0, is an
important dimensionless parameter. The spatial simulation dimension
z is defined on the interval [0,1], where 0 is the bottom and 1 the
to boundary. The radial distance in physical units can therefore be
written as:

r = r0 · (1+ htop · z). (34)
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The physical units of an electric field E and potential φ are obtained
from Newton’s equation:

me
dv

dt
= −eE, (35)

where the physical quantities can be expressed with the normalised
simulation quantities: v = ṽv0, t = t̃L/v0, and E = ẼE0. We obtain:

mev
2
0

Le

dṽ

dt̃
= −ẼE0, (36)

and

E0 =
mev

2
0

Le
. (37)

Accordingly, electric potential is normalised to φ0 = E0r0.
The relation between the number of particles N in the simulation

and the physical plasma density n, has to be found otherwise as n

does not take place in the Eq. 26. We find it through the physics of
Coulomb collisions. The Fokker-Planck electron-proton collision fre-
quency can be written as:

νFP
e,p =

ne4

3ǫ20m
1/2
e (2πkBTe)3/2

lnΛ, (38)

where

lnΛ = ln
(12π(ǫ0kBT)3/2

n1/2e3

)
, (39)

is the Coulomb logarithm. We compare the predicted collision fre-
quency νFP

e,p with the measured collision frequency in the simulation
νe,p. The comparison is made in the densest radial bin, close to the
Sun where collisions are very frequent.

Since n is the unknown, but also required for the calculation of lnΛ,
we first obtain predicted density n ′ assuming lnΛ = 24. This value is
obtained from Eq. 39, assuming typical expected plasma parameters:
lnΛ(T = 172eV ,n = 106cm−3) = 24.3.

n ′ =
νe,pvth,0

l
·
3ǫ20m

1/2
e (kBT)

3/2

4(2π)1/2e4
1

24
. (40)

The final density n0 is then obtained by:

n0 = n ′ 24

lnΛ(n ′)
, (41)

The density in the rest of the radial bins (ni) is determined by com-
paring the number of particles in this bin (Ni) to the first bin with the
known density n0 (ni = Ni/N0 ·n0).
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3.2 bicop results

3.2.1 Solar wind acceleration and terminal velocity

We use BiCoP to study the radial evolution of electron VDF from the
solar corona to a few tens of RS, to be able to relate the observed VDFs
at the location of PSP and Helios missions to plasma properties in the
solar corona at the solar wind origin. The region just above the so-
lar corona is referred to as the acceleration region, and is marked by
strong gravitational field and frequent Coulomb collisions. In Article
C we show that the solar wind protons originating from a Maxwellian-
like, Te = 2MK, corona get accelerated to supersonic velocity only
by force exerted on them by the solar wind electrons. As described
already in Chapter 1, the faster and lighter electrons have velocities
high enough to escape the Sun, however, they are decelerated by the
ambipolar electric field E, which ensures the quasi-neutrality and zero
current condition in the solar wind, and accelerates the protons. The
terminal speed reached this way equals 206 km/s, which is still much
less than the values reported from the solar wind observations. Thus
we conclude, that electrons are partially responsible for the accelera-
tion of the solar wind, however, they alone are not able to provide
acceleration to velocities observed even in the slow solar wind.

In the Article C we only include the simulation runs starting from a
Maxwellian-like corona, because, as mentioned in the previous chap-
ter, the strahl VDFs observed by PSP appear to be well represented
by a Maxwellian. However, Kappa-like electron corona has often been
considered in the frame of exospheric solar wind models and is known
to produce a faster solar wind. Here we extend the results of the Arti-
cle C to the Kappa-like bottom boundary condition. While the bottom
temperature (Te) is the same for all, the VDFs shapes are different,
including a Maxwellian VDF, and Kappa VDFs with κ values from 6

to 3. The input parameters are listed in Appendix B in Table 2. The
simulation run Maxw is the same as the run A from Article C. All the
runs span the radial distance between 1 and 46 RS, and start, at the
solar surface with a zero bulk velocity.

Fig. 18 compares radial evolution of plasma moments for different
simulation runs. The density (n) exhibits very high gradients within 5

RS, corresponding to the fast increase in velocity (v). At farther radial
distances velocity remains almost constant and the density approaches
r−2 radial trend. Densities in all simulation runs have approximately
the same value, because the amount of particles (N), Te and vC, param-
eters important for the calculation of density, remained unchenged. As
shown for the exospheric solar wind models (Pierrard and Lemaire,
1996; Maksimovic et al., 1997a; Zouganelis et al., 2004), the terminal
velocity of the solar wind depends on the amount of suprathermal
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inal gyrotropic VDF from the simulation run Maxw. A 2-dimensional
linear interpolation between the sampled points was used, resulting
in a smoother and more continuous plot. Logarithmic colour scale al-
lows a recognition of the typical electron VDF features: a dense and
isotropic core component and a beam-like strahl at positive velocity
values.

The middle plot shows the same VDF in the scaled representation,
where each energy bin – each circular belt in the (v‖, v⊥) parameter
space is scaled to the values between 0 and 1. With this representa-
tion we lose the information about the absolute value of f and its
strong gradient along the energy dimension, but we expose the smaller
anisotropic features at all energies. In cases where two features arise
in the same energy bin, the scaled VDFs can be misleading, only high-
lighting the bigger feature. This can be seen already in Fig. 21 (middle
plot), at energies dominated by the overdensity in the sunward direc-
tion (red feature at negative velocity values). As the overdensity is
larger than the strahl feature at the same energy, strahl is not visible,
until the energy where the sunward density disappears.

The right plot shows the normalised representation, where the values
are normalised to the perpendicular cut through electron VDF (f⊥ =

f(v‖ = 0)). Regions of VDF where the density flux is lower than along
the perpendicular direction appear in blue and regions with higher
density in red. With this representation the small VDF features are
less pronounced than in the scaled VDF, however, a relation with the
original VDF is preserved through a norm, in this case chosen to be
f⊥. VDFs are shown in electron core resting frame, as this is the frame
in which isotropy is expected.

The scaled distribution reveals two features aligned with magnetic
field: the strahl present at positive velocities, and another overdensity
at small negative velocities. The second feature is very small and does
not appear in the normalised representation. It results from a slight
mismatch between the anti-sunward portion of electron VDF leaving
the simulation at the top boundary and the sunward portion defined
with input parameters.

vD and vφ are overplotted as half circles with dashed black, and full
blue line, respectively. Negative signed vD corresponds to the velocity
where the overdensity in the sunward direction starts to form (see
the scaled representation), while negative signed vφ coincides with
the cutoff, clearly seen in blue in the normalised representation. In
fact positive signed vD corresponds to the strahl break point velocity,
which is clearly seen in the VDF slice representation shown in Fig. 20,
however it can be not well seen in the scaled representation due to
the second feature at the same electron energy - the sunward directed
overdensity.
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We are mainly interested in the behaviour of electron VDF parallel
to the magnetic field, thus we average the values within a pitch-angle
10o to create parallel cuts through the VDF in original, scaled and
normalised representation. These cuts are then plotted with respect to
the radial distance to form a spectrogram in Fig. 22 for κ = 4, and in
Fig. 23 for Mawx simulation run. This plotting technique allows us to
observe the radial evolution of the core and the strahl component.

The same properties as found in a single VDF representation in Fig.
21 appear to work well for the parallel VDF cuts at all radial distances.
Blue line marking vφ for both of the runs nicely follows the colour
transitions in the normalised VDF representation. All through out the
simulation domain it denotes the start of the deficit in blue (for nega-
tive v values), and the start of the overdensity in red (for the positive
v values). The transition in the scaled representation is below 30 RS

well described with the black dashed line, noting vD. At larger ra-
dial distances the electron strahl is a weaker feature than the sunward
directed peak, as discussed above, making the strahl break point veloc-
ity not showing up on this type of representation. Similar trends were
found for the rest of the simulation runs listed in Table 2 for which
plots are not shown.

BiCoP modelled electron VDFs appear to be well described by the
velocities vφ and vD, derived from exospheric model and Dreicer elec-
tric field theory, respectively. Exospheric theory describes the global
effects of the electric potential, with vφ marking the electron cutoff
velocity in the sunward direction, and the velocity at which the strahl
becomes dominant over the core population in the antisunward direc-
tion. The velocity derived from Dreicer electric field (ED), used also
in the SERM model (Scudder, 2019), was found to describe well the
effects of the ambipolar electric field (E) locally. vD in the antisun-
ward direction indicates the velocity at which the collisions are weak
enough to allow the formation of the strahl component through the
focusing mechanism.

According to the collisionless exospheric description electrons be-
long to a Maxwellian core if their energy is smaller than the local
electric potential energy, and to the escaping strahl if their energy is
bigger than that. By contrast, our model results show that the strahl

electrons can exist below the energy needed to escape the potential well. The
smallest strahl velocity is determined only by the collisionality of the
system.

3.2.3 Strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) and parallel temperature (Ts,‖)

In Article C, we present the effect of collisions on the strahl PAW and
Ts,‖, by comparison of simulation runs with different collisionalities.
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We found that at the distance of 35 RS, energies above 250 eV are not
affected by Coulomb collisions. For energies below 250 eV Coulomb
collisions are able to scatter the strahl electrons and change the depen-
dence of PAW on electron energy. The shape of the PAW in the most
collisional run was found to match the shape observed in the low-β
solar wind by PSP (shown in Article B).

Analogously with Sec. 1.4, we computed the pitch-angle widths
(PAWs) of obtained VDFs for the simulation runs presented in this
chapter at the distance of 35.6 RS (Fig. 24). Strahl from Maxw run ap-
pears broader and reaches lower energies than the strahl in the rest
of the runs. The PAWs for all the κ runs are smaller and almost iden-
tical. We compare the results with the PAWs obtained from a simple
collisionless model starting from a Kappa-like corona with κ = 4, with
different exobases (r0 = 1 or 2Rs). While the highest strahl energies
correspond well to the PAWs from a simple model with r0 = 1RS, the
lower agree better with the model starting at r0 = 2RS. This compar-
ison results in the same conclusion as in Article C: the multi-exobase
phenomena has a strong effect on the strahl PAW. Electrons with very
high energies start focusing at the bottom boundary, where lower en-
ergy electrons are still dominated by collisions and form the electron
core. These lower energy electrons only start focusing 1RS above the
bottom boundary, and thus correspond better to the simple model
with r0 = 2RS.

Following the exospheric prediction, the parallel cut through the
strahl VDF (f‖) should preserve the shape of the electron VDF in
the solar corona. In Article C we verified that the f‖ resulting from a
Maxwellian-like bottom boundary remains Maxwellian, however, the
strahl parallel temperature Ts,‖ increases slightly with radial distance.
The same was found the the Mawx run shown in this chapter.

The radial increase in Ts,‖ is graphically demonstrated with Fig. 25

for simulation run Maxw. Both plots include electron VDFs integrated
along the perpendicular direction for different distances (f‖,i), which
are then normalised with a known VDF. The normalisation function
used in the upper plot is the VDF at the bottom boundary integrated
along the perpendicular direction, so the lines represent:

l =

∫
fi(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥

∫
fMaxw(T=T0

(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥
, (45)

where index i describes the radial bin, and fMawx(T=T0) a Maxwellian
VDF with a temperature of the bottom boundary (Te,bot). The bottom
plot is obtained analogically, but instead of fMawx(T=T0), we use a
Maxwellian VDF with a temperature slightly larger than than set at
the bottom boundary (fMawx(T=1.05·T0)).
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With this type of representation we can see whether the fs,‖ varies
with radial distance. Close to the Sun (blue lines) the strahl portion of
the integrated VDF above ∼ 1wk,0 appears flat, which means that its
shape is close to the initial VDF. Far from the Sun (red lines), however,
we observe a slight positive slope in the integrated VDF indicating the
increase of the flux at higher electron energies. When the VDF are nor-
malised with a Maxwellian with a higher temperature (bottom plot) a
decrease is observed for the blue lines, while the red lines appear to
flatten out. From here we conclude, that Ts,‖ has increased with radial
distance for the Maxw simulation run. In Article C we even show that
this increase is related to the collisionality of the system, and therefore
conclude that it is a consequence of Coulomb collisions. We also pro-
pose a mechanism that could expain this effect of Coulomb collisions
on Ts,‖.

Contrary to the Maxwellian VDF, an increase in temperature with
radial distance is expected for the Kappa VDF. This phenomena is re-
ferred to as the velocity filtration (Scudder, 1992a,b), and is a result
of the radially decreasing electric potential. Further investigation is re-
quired to properly account for the velocity filtration of the Kappa VDF,
and separate its contribution from the increase of the Ts,‖, found to ex-
ist for the Maxwellian case as a consequence of Coulomb collisions.

Modelled solar winds originating from a Kappa-like solar corona
possess the global, plasma moment features predicted by the exo-
spheric solar wind models (Pierrard and Lemaire, 1996; Maksimovic et
al., 1997a; Zouganelis et al., 2004). The obtained electron VDFs showed
similar core electron properties for the Maxwellian and Kappa runs,
however, differences were found in strahl electron population. The
conclusions presented in Article C, were all met also by the κ runs.
Furthermore, the result of the increasing Ts,‖ with radial distance was
strengthened, as the strahls are more pronounced and have a more
peculiar shape in the κ simulation runs.

Even though some evidences of a Kappa-like electron VDF in the
solar corona exist, we, based on the shape and behaviour of the mod-
elled and observed electron VDF in the solar wind close to the Sun,
conclude that the coronal electron VDF is not a Kappa VDF. Our sim-
ulation results starting from a Maxwellian corona compare far better
to the VDFs measured by PSP (see Ch. 2, Article B).





4
C O N C L U S I O N S

We present a study of the solar wind electrons the in the inner he-
liosphere. Due to their low mass and high velocities, electrons are
responsible for a significant part of the solar wind acceleration. As a
consequence of their lightness, the electron time scales are short, much
shorter than the time scales related to the solar wind protons. To un-
derstand their behaviour we thus need space instrumentation with a
sampling cadence high enough to capture the electron physics, and
sufficient sensitivity to detect the low electron fluxes entering the in-
struments during these short integration times. This used to be one of
the reasons why, observational studies of solar wind electrons used to
be difficult. However, with the evolution of technology and the state-
of-the-art scientific instruments, in-situ electron measurements now
provided us with detail and fast electron VDF measurements. We be-
lieve that a combination of the novel PSP observations, combined with
numerical and analytical modelling, will help resolve long-standing
open questions related to the evolution of the electron VDF and its
importance for solar wind acceleration.

We analysed electron VDFs measured in the inner heliosphere by
Helios and PSP missions. We found that solar wind separated with
respect to the solar wind velocity, and the core electron beta (βec,‖),
exhibits different properties, which can be related to the different con-
ditions at the solar wind origin, in the solar corona.

An anti-correlation between the temperature and the solar wind ve-
locity was found separately for each of the electron populations: the
core, the halo and the strahl. We found that the difference between
core and halo electron temperature (Tc,h) in the slow and the fast wind
was the largest close to the Sun, and then slowly decreased with radial
distance, to almost completely disappear at 1 au. This result points to-
ward different cooling ratios in the fast, and slow solar wind (Halekas
et al., 2019; Maksimovic et al., 2020).

The variation with radial distance was not found for the strahl paral-
lel temperature (Ts,‖) obtained from a 1D non-drifting Maxwellian fit
to a parallel cut through strahl electron VDF. This observation agrees
with the exospheric solar wind model prediction, that in the absence of
collisions and wave-particle interactions, the fast streaming strahl elec-
trons preserve the information about the shape of the electron VDF in
the corona.
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However, strahl pitch-angle widths (PAWs) obtained by a simple
collisionless (single-exobase) focusing model, assumed also in the ex-
ospheric models, were found to be much lower than the ones ob-
served in-situ. Wider PAWs can be a consequence of a multi-exobase
phenomena, or scattering mechanisms like Coulomb collisions and
field-particle interactions, not accounted for by the simple collision-
less model. Using the kinetic model BiCoP we were able to investigate
the effect of the first two. Three simulation runs with different colli-
sionalities reveal that the high energy strahl electrons are collisionless,
exhibiting the same PAWs at the radial distance of 35 RS. These PAWs
are still larger than the ones obtained by the simple collisionless model
with the same exobase (bottom boundary in the simulation runs). The
difference between the two is accounted to the the fact that all elec-
trons do not have the same exobase location. While the highest energy
electrons start focusing at the simulation bottom boundary, some elec-
trons are still dominated by collisions and only start focusing at larger
radial distances. In the frame of exospheric models these electrons are
believed to have different exobase locations.

Coulomb collisions were found to scatter the strahl electrons with
energies below 250 eV at the radial distance of 35 RS. The shape of
PAW with respect to electron energy for our most collisional run ap-
pears to agree well with the shape of PAW observed in the low-β solar
wind during the first two perihelia by PSP. However, the observed
strahl electrons still appear ∼ 15o broader. We believe that this differ-
ence could result from either a global effect of a Parker spiral magnetic
field configuration not included in BiCoP model, or magnetic field fluc-
tuations during the integration time of the VDF measurement. In fact,
in-situ measured PAWs for energies above 300 eV were found to be be-
tween 10 and 15o larger for the instances during which the standard
deviation of B was above 10 nT, than when it was below that value.

The scattering of the strahl, not captured in BiCoP model, could also
result from wave-particle interactions. In particular, fast magnetosonic

modes, also called whistler modes are frequently observed in the so-
lar wind with frequencies comparable to electron gyro-frequency (La-
combe et al., 2014; Stansby et al., 2016; Tong et al., 2019; Agapitov et al.,
2020; Jagarlamudi et al., 2020). A local correlation between a narrow-
band whistler wave activity and the broadening of the strahl electrons
at a specific energy range was found by Kajdič et al. (2016). This ob-
servation supports the scenario of strahl scattering through through
the cyclotron resonance of a whistler wave propagating parallel to the
magnetic field. The cyclotron resonance velocity corresponds to the
anti-sunward strahl electrons when the wave is propagating in the sun-
ward direction. However, at 1 au, where the correlation was observed,
majority of whistlers were found to propagate in the anti-sunward di-
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rection (Stansby et al., 2016). Interestingly, the whistler waves observed
during the first encounter of Parker Solar Probe (PSP) at ∼ 35 RS were
found to propagate in sunward direction (Agapitov et al., 2020).

The effects of different types of waves have on electron VDF were
studied with the particle-in-cell simulations by Saito and Gary (2007),
and a kinetic model in a framework of quasi-liner theory by Vocks et
al. (2005). The quasi-parallel narrow-band whistler waves were related
to an anti-correlation between PAW and electron energy, while the
quasi-parallel broad-band whistler waves, generated by the magnetic
field power spectrum in the whistler range, were found to result in an
increase of PAW with electron energy. However, the assumption that
broad-band whistler waves exist as part of the magnetic field power
spectrum in the solar wind is in contradiction with the observations
reported by Chen et al. (2010), who observe most of the spectral power
is in the perpendicular component. Nevertheless, no matter how small
the parallel spectral power contribution is, it could still resonate with
the solar wind electrons.

Generally, there are two ways to exchange energy between parti-
cles and waves. Energy can be deposed to a particle VDF through
a resonant interaction with a wave, as described above, or can be
taken from a non-equilibrium particle VDF and transferred to a wave.
Mechanisms transferring energy from free-energy sources, like non-
equilibrium VDFs, are called plasma instabilities (Rosenbluth, 1965).
Scattering of the strahl electrons through an instability was inves-
tigated by Verscharen et al. (2019a). They analytically and numeri-
cally showed that the strahl-driven oblique whistler instability creates
whistler waves in the low-β solar wind, when the velocity of the strahl
electrons reaches above 3 times the thermal velocity of the total elec-
tron VDF. The resulting oblique waves propagate with an angle of
∼ 60o with respect to the magnetic field and with a parallel velocity
smaller than that of the strahl electrons. The described strahl-driven
instability could explain the observations of increasing PAW with elec-
tron energy shown in Article A.

High energy strahl electrons could also be scattered through a non-
resonant energy diffusion process called stochastic heating. If the mag-
netic field spatial fluctuations are on the order of a gyro-orbit scale
of electrons, and if the fluctuation frequency is small compared to the
electron gyro-frequency, the electrons can diffuse in the perpendicular
direction (Verscharen et al., 2019b). The perpendicular heating appears
to be important for the solar wind protons (Chandran et al., 2013; Mar-
tinović et al., 2019), however, to our knowledge no similar studies exist
for the solar wind electrons.

The increasing signatures were found for PAWs observed in the
low-β solar wind by Helios mission at farther distances from the Sun
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(above ∼ 100 RS). A slight increase of PAW with energy was also found
for the high-β solar wind observed by PSP (35 - 60 RS). We conclude
that these PAWs shapes, observed at distances above ∼ 100 RS, and
in high-β solar wind already at 35 RS, require the existence of wave-
particle scattering mechanisms. However, PAWs in low-β solar wind
close to the Sun, can be explained by Coulomb collisions scattering.

At the time of writing PSP is exploring the yet unknown regions in
vicinity of the Sun, and the Solar Orbiter is sampling the regions vis-
ited by the Helios mission. The large quantities of the high-quality EM
field measurements, combined with the fast cadence electron VDFs,
will allow a new perspective on the field-particle interactions and the
consequences they have on a global scale evolution of the solar wind.

The scattering of the low-energy strahl electrons by Coulomb colli-
sions in the BiCoP model was found to have an effect on the parallel
cut through the strahl VDF, modifying the information carried by the
strahl about the state of coronal electron VDF. Ts,‖ was found to in-
crease with radial distance, mostly close to the Sun, in the solar wind
acceleration region. In the simulation runs with Maxwellian-like coro-
nal electron VDFs, Ts,‖ increased for up to 15 % sampled at the radial
distance of 35 RS.

The PSP observations of PAW in the low-β solar wind coincide
best with the PAWs found in a Maxwellian coronal electron VDF run,
where the Ts,‖ increases by 15 %. Therefore, we conclude that the mea-
sured Ts,‖ presented in Article B overestimates the temperature of the
electron in the solar corona. Instead of the average reported value of
96 eV, we believe the average coronal temperature over the measured
period equals to 83 eV.

The given numbers are just first order approximations for the aver-
age solar wind observed by the PSP so far. With a growing observa-
tional data base we will be able to study separate solar wind types at
different distances from the Sun, and with a use of BiCoP model re-
late these observations to the different plasma conditions in the solar
corona.

The ambipolar electric field (E), accelerating the solar wind in the
BiCoP model, was found to be on the order of Dreicer electric field
(ED). This means that the collisions are not strong enough to damp
the effects of E, and departures from the Maxwellian VDF are ex-
pected. In fact, the separation velocity vD (Scudder, 1996) was found
to correspond to the strahl break-point velocity, the velocity at which
departure from Maxwellian shape appears in the anti-sunward direc-
tion. Separation velocity vφ, a consequence of the electron potential
predicted by the exospheric models, was found to limit the core pop-
ulation in both, sunward and anti-sunward direction. In cases where
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vD < vφ, we found that non-Maxwellian features do exist even for
electrons trapped by the electric potential. This is a new finding, as un-
til now it was believed that electrons with velocities below vφ strictly
belong to the collision-dominated core population.

A Kappa-like electron VDF, or any VDF with a sufficient excess of
high-energy electrons, existing in the solar corona is known to produce
the fast solar wind in the exospheric solar wind models. Coulomb col-
lisions were found to weaken the solar wind acceleration, as the sim-
ulation runs with Kappa-like boundary condition, even though pro-
ducing a faster wind compared to the Maxwellian runs, reached only
velocities up to 350 km/s.

Although some spectroscopic, observational evidence of the pres-
ence of high-energy tails in coronal electron VDFs exist (Dzifčáková
et al., 2018; Saqri et al., 2020), the Maxwellian shape of the strahl elec-
tron VDF observed close to the Sun by PSP proves otherwise. Further-
more, the observed strahl VDFs relate much better to the strahl VDFs
obtained from BiCoP runs with Maxwellian-like, than Kappa-like bot-
tom boundary conditions. The observed strahl VDF, thus leads to the
conclusion that the electron VDF in the solar corona is Maxwellian.

We emphasise that this conclusion was drawn on the basis of near-
Sun PSP measurements providing an accurate information about elec-
tron VDF up to the energy of ∼ 800 eV. At the radial distance ∼ 35

RS the electron flux above that energy is too low to be captured by
the instrument. However, as PSP approaches the Sun, and the plasma
densities increase, we might be able to measure electrons at higher
energies and more precisely model the strahl VDF. The Solar Orbiter
mission, currently sampling the distances a bit farther from the Sun
might also reveal new features of the electron VDF, that may not have
been caught by the older technology used on the Helios spacecrafts.
The Solar Orbiter will in the future be the only spacecraft measuring
the fast solar wind originating from the polar regions, which might
exhibit high-energy tails in electron VDFs.

Kappa-like VDFs have not been observed in the near-Sun solar wind
observed by PSP, however, they describe well the strahl, and especially
the halo VDFs at distances above ∼ 100 RS. We believe that the high-
energy tails, non-Maxwellian VDFs, cloud be produced during the so-
lar wind expansion by wave-particle interaction or exchange of energy
with turbulence.

During the course of this thesis project we advanced the data analy-
sis techniques used for investigating the observed and modelled solar
wind electron VDFs. Techniques were implemented to the PSP elec-
tron data and will be useful for representing the electron VDFs also
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during the future solar encounters. Our future goal is to implement
our analysis also to the Solar Orbiter data, which will make it easy to
compare measurements between the two concurrently operating helio-
spheric missions. Furthermore, using the shown VDF representations
we can easily relate the observations to results of the various numer-
ical models, which often provide a phase space distribution function,
which includes the evolution of VDF in space.

VDF space is 4-dimensional (three dimensions in the velocity space
and one energy dimension), thus using the right data analysis and rep-
resentation approach is crucial to find the information they posses. If
we are able to recognise the higher order VDF features, they can give
us a new insight on the electron dynamics and physical mechanisms
taking place in the solar wind.

The studies of the Sun and the solar wind surrounding our mag-
netosphere are not only important for the space weather applications,
which have a direct effect on the Earth. Majority of stars are believed to
produce stellar winds. For the less massive stars, like our Sun, the high
temperature just above the solar surface causes a small part of solar
mass to escape and form the stellar wind, similar to one we know here.
For more massive stars the large amounts of radiation pressure blow
away significant parts of the stellar mass in a form of much denser
stellar wind. The proximity of the Sun gives us a unique opportunity
for observation and exploration, impossible in the context of any other
star. That is why deep understanding of the mechanisms driving the
Sun and the solar wind, might be an important key to learn more
about the dynamics of other stellar winds.
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D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E S PA N - E F I E L D O F V I E W
( F O V )

Each of the SPAN-E instruments provides a three-dimensional infor-
mation describing solar wind electron VDF: 32 energy bins, and 16

azimuth anodes × 8 elevation bins describing the angular distribution.
The combined field of view (FOV) of the two instruments together cov-
ers almost a full solid angle. SPAN-A and B configuration is shown in
the upper plots of Fig. 26 for the first two encounters and in Fig. 27

for the third and the fourth encounter. Lower plots of the same figures
show example measurements of the electron VDF at times when the
magnetic field is almost aligned with the radial direction, providing
the strahl electrons to be partly blocked by the heat shield.

The azimuth angle in both instruments is sampled with anodes of
different sizes: 8 anodes with the width of 6o, and 8 with the width
of 24o, which can be recognised in Figs. 26 and 27. This configuration
allows a finer sampling of the strahl electrons. The strahl, following the
magnetic field lines, which close to the Sun become more and more
aligned with the radial direction, is expected to enter the instruments
just on the edges of the heat shield. Therefore, the small anodes are
set to sample the directions close to the heat shield.

The effect of the heat shied on the strahl electron measurements
during the first two encounters is presented in the Appendix A of
Article B.

We present how the different elevation settings affect the FOV of
SPAN-E. Initially, during encounters 1 and 2, the deflecting voltages
have been overestimated, which resulted in extreme elevation bins
sampling angles corresponding to the heat shield or the spacecraft
payload. Therefore the two extreme elevation bins have not been used
in the data analysis, and are shown in Fig. 26 as empty grids. With the
third orbit the voltage settings have been corrected which resulted in
a better FOV coverage shown in Fig. 27.
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B
TA B L E S O F PA R A M E T E R S U S E D I N B I C O P
S I M U L AT I O N S

Table 1: Simulation input parameters

Notation Parameter Units

Te Temperature of electrons at the bottom boundary K

vC Velocity below which collisions is conducted every
time

v0

ncoll Total number of collisions

N Number of each of the species in the simulation do-
main

g0 Ratio between gravitational and thermal force (Eq.
32)

htop Ratio between length and the position of bottom
boundary (L/r0)

el0 Initial guess of the charge-neutralising electric field V/m

ncoll,el0 Number of collisions conducted before setting a first
order E

ncoll,loc Number of collisions conducted after ncoll,el0, dur-
ing which the plasma moments are sampled and the
second order E is determined

nz Number of bins along the radial direction

nv Number of bins separating electron velocity space

vmax,e Maximal velocity value in electron velocity space v0

vbot Velocity of both species at the bottom boundary v0

vtop Velocity of both species at the top boundary v0

veth,bot Thermal velocity of electrons at the bottom boundary v0

veth,top Thermal velocity of electrons at the top boundary v0

kebot Kappa parameter of the Kappa electron VDF at the
bottom boundary
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Table 2: Simulation input parameters

Notation Maxw κ = 6 κ = 5 κ = 4 κ = 3 Units

Te 2 2 2 2 2 MK

vC 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 v0

ncoll 3 3 2 3 3 1011

N 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500

g0 0.14162 0.14162 0.14162 0.14162 0.14162

htop 45 45 45 45 45

el0 150 150 150 150 150 V/m

ncoll,el0 2 2 2 2 2 1010

ncoll,loc 4 4 4 4 4 1010

nz 40 40 40 40 40

nv 80 80 80 80 80

vmax,e 5 5 5 5 5 v0

vbot 0 0 0 0 0

vtop 0.028 0.033 0.036 0.038 0.046 v0

veth,bot 1 1 1 1 1 v0

veth,top 0.41 0.37 0.39 0.395 0.4 v0

kebot 6 5 4 3
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S C AT T E R I N G O F S T R A H L E L E C T R O N S I N T H E
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ABSTRACT

Electron velocity distribution functions in the solar wind according to standard models consist

of four components, of which three are symmetric – the core, the halo, and the superhalo, and

one is magnetic field-aligned, beam-like population, referred to as the strahl. We analysed in

situ measurements provided by the two Helios spacecrafts to study the behaviour of the last,

the strahl electron population, in the inner Solar system between 0.3 and 1 au. The strahl is

characterized with a pitch-angle width (PAW) depending on electron energy and evolving with

radial distance. We find different behaviour of the strahl electrons for solar wind separated

into types by the core electron beta parallel value (βec�). For the low-βec� solar wind the strahl

component is more pronounced, and the variation of PAW is electron energy dependent. At

low energies a slight focusing over distance is observed, and the strahl PAW measured at 0.34

au agrees with the width predicted by a collisionless focusing model. The broadening observed

for higher energy strahl electrons during expansion can be described by an exponential relation,

which points towards an energy-dependent scattering mechanism. In the high-βec� solar wind

the strahl appears broader in consistence with the high-βec� plasma being more unstable with

respect to kinetic instabilities. Finally we extrapolate our observations to the distance of 0.16

au, predicting the strahl PAWs in the low-βec� solar wind to be ∼29◦ for all energies, and in

the high-βec� solar wind a bit broader, ranging between 37◦ and 65◦.

Key words: plasmas – scattering – methods: observational – space vehicles: instruments –

Sun: heliosphere – solar wind.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Electrons as the lighter constituents of the solar wind are the

carriers of the heat flux and therefore play an important role

in the energy balance during the solar wind expansion. Electron

velocity distribution functions (VDFs) are highly non-thermal and

can be divided into four components: a core, a thermal and dense

population well represented by a Maxwellian function, a halo with a

higher temperature and exhibiting strong high-energy tails, an even

hotter superhalo spanning from a few to a few hundred keV, and a

magnetic field aligned component, called a strahl (Feldman et al.

1975; Hammond et al. 1996; Maksimovic, Pierrard & Riley 1997a;

Lin 1998; Maksimovic et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2012; Graham et al.

2017).

⋆ E-mail: laura.bercic@obspm.fr (LB); milan.maksimovic@obspm.fr

(MM); slandi@arcetri.astro.it (SL)

Strahl electrons can propagate in a positive or negative magnetic

field direction, but generally away from the Sun (Feldman et al.

1978; Pilipp et al. 1987a). Bidirectional strahls have also been

observed and serve as indicators of certain magnetic field structures,

like magnetic field loops and magnetic clouds (Gosling et al. 1987).

It is commonly believed that these antisunward field-aligned

electrons originate from the hot solar corona, escaping from a

thermal VDF and focusing around the magnetic field as they

conserve their magnetic moments (Feldman et al. 1975; Pierrard,

Maksimovic & Lemaire 1999; Salem, Bale & Maksimovic 2007).

The formation of the strahl from a thermal population during the

spherical expansion was simulated by Landi, Matteini & Pantellini

(2012) using a fully kinetic model including Coulomb collisions.

However, it was shown with particle-in-cell simulations that strahl

could also be created by a resonant interaction of halo electrons

with whistler-mode waves generated by electron core anisotropy

(Seough et al. 2015). The question of the origin of strahl electrons

as well as other non-thermal components of electron VDF awaits

C© 2019 The Author(s)
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Scattering of solar wind strahl electrons 3405

for new theoretical and observational studies, soon fortified by the

two upcoming solar missions: Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.

The properties of strahl population, and its evolution during the

expansion have been shown on the basis of various near-Earth,

and interplanetary in situ observations. The theoretically predicted

focusing effect during the radial expansion was not observed. On

the opposite, widening of strahl VDF with distance from the Sun

has been reported by Hammond et al. (1996) using Ulysses data (1–

3.5 au), and Graham et al. (2017) using Cassini data (1–6 au).

The authors of the later state that the strahl ceases to exist at

distances larger than 5.5 au as it is most likely completely scattered

into the halo population. This hypothesis agrees with the study

of Maksimovic et al. (2005) and Štverák et al. (2009), showing a

decrease in relative density of strahl component with radial distance,

but an increase of the halo density. Štverák et al. (2009) find the

same tendency in both the slow and the fast solar wind between 0.3

and 4 au using data from Helios, Cluster, and Ulysses missions.

The strahl is more pronounced and narrower in the fast wind as

opposed to the slow wind, where it appears less dense, broader,

and sometimes even not present at 1 au (Fitzenreiter et al. 1998;

Gurgiolo & Goldstein 2017).

Studying the variation of the strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) with

electron energy might reveal which scattering mechanisms are at

work at different radial distances, and for different solar wind types.

Both increasing and decreasing trends were observed so far. Kajdič

et al. (2016) find anticorrelation between PAW and electron energy,

which gets broken for a certain energy range at times of observed

whistler-mode wave activity. Their analysis includes mostly the

slow solar wind at 1 au (Cluster observations). Particle-in-cell

simulations provided by Saito & Gary (2007) confirm that strahl

scattered by whistlers which were generated by whistler anisotropy

instability would in fact exhibit decreasing trend between the width

and electron energy. The same behaviour was observed by Feldman

et al. (1978), Pilipp et al. (1987a), and Fitzenreiter et al. (1998).

Positive correlation between strahl width and electron energy was

reported by Pagel et al. (2007) in the study of cases with especially

broad strahl observed at 1 au by ACE spacecraft. This trend can

result from scattering by whistler waves generated by k−3 power

spectrum (Saito & Gary 2007). We mention two examples of the

strahl scattering mechanisms that can be related to the variation of

the strahl PAW with electron energy, but more mechanisms have

been proposed so far. These include firehose instability generated

fluctuations (Hellinger et al. 2014), Langmuir waves (Pavan et al.

2013), lower hybrid waves (Shevchenko & Galinsky 2010), oblique

kinetic Alfv´en waves (Gurgiolo et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013), and

Coulomb collisions (Horaites, Boldyrev & Medvedev 2018), and

are discussed latter in the article.

With an exception of analysis by Štverák et al. (2009), none of the

observational studies present the radial evolution of strahl electrons

within 1 au, separated by the solar wind type. As discussed above,

the strahl population is more pronounced in the fast solar wind and

close to the Sun, thus it is important to study strahl properties

exploring the data set from Helios missions still providing the

closest in situ measurements from the Sun.

The two almost identical Helios spacecrafts were launched in the

70’s with a mission to explore the innermost parts of interplanetary

space (Porsche 1981). During 10 yr of active mission for the first

spacecraft, and three years for the second one an intriguing and

currently still unique data set was produced, sampling the solar wind

in the ecliptic plane with the closest perihelion of 0.29 au (Helios 2).

In this work we provide a statistical analysis of these data with

a focus on strahl electrons behaviour within 1 au. Our results in

general agree with previously published works, but give us an

additional insight into regions closer to the Sun, from where we

were able to estimate strahl properties that will be observed during

the first perihelion of the Parker Solar Probe, 0.16 au from the Sun.

2 INSTRUMENT D ESCRI PTI ON

To study kinetic properties of solar wind electrons we analysed the

data from the electron particle instrument I2, part of E1 Plasma

Experiment onboard Helios 1 and 2 missions (Rosenbauer et al.

1981; Pilipp et al. 1987b).

I2 is designed to measure a 2D distribution function of solar

wind electrons within 1 au from the Sun. The instrument aperture

pointing perpendicular to the spin axis of the spacecraft is followed

by deflection plates, preventing sunlight-beam electrons to enter

the analyser part. Electron energy is measured by a hemispherical

electrostatic analyser in 16 exponentially spaced energy steps. Two

different operation modes allow the measurement of either low- (0.5

to 13.3 eV) or high- (9 to 1445 eV) energy electrons. A channeltron

sits at the end point of the electrostatic analyser and provides the

electron count rate.

The narrow instrument field of view covers 19◦ × 2◦ (elevation x

azimuth) and is centred on the ecliptic plane. Both spacecrafts spin

around the axis perpendicular to that plane with a spin period of

1 s allowing the instrument to sample a full 360◦ azimuthal angle.

This is done in eight steps (eight azimuth sectors), each lasting for

78.06 ms for Helios 1 and 31.1 ms for Helios 2, corresponding

to angular sector width of 28.1◦ and 11.2◦, respectively. Thus one

scan over 16 energy steps and eight azimuthal directions is normally

obtained in 16 s and repeated every 40 s.

3 M E T H O D

3.1 Data set

This study is based on the data provided by plasma experiments

onboard Helios missions: the electron VDFs – instrument I2

(described in Section 2), proton plasma moments – instruments

I1a and I1b, and magnetic field vectors – instruments E2 and E3.

The core of this analysis are electron VDFs described in Sec-

tion 3.2.

The proton onboard integrated densities and velocity vectors were

taken from the original Helios files in Helios data archive.1 The

measured proton densities are likely to be underestimated, therefore

the measurement with the higher value between the two – I1a and

I1b – with 10 per cent uncertainty was considered.

The proton core temperatures we use are taken from a new

Helios proton data set provided with descriptions by Stansby et al.

(2018).

Instruments E2 and E3 are the two fluxgate magnetometers

onboard Helios missions. E2 samples data with a frequency of

4 Hz which is saturated at 50 nT, and E3 gives a 6s-averaged

measurements. The E2 data are used if available, and if the absolute

magnetic field value is smaller than 50 nT. In other cases the E3

data are used. A mean value of magnetic field vector is obtained

for each 16-s electron VDF. We note that magnetic field vectors

obtained this way differ from the ones used in all previous Helios

data electrons studies, e.g. (Štverák et al. 2009).

1Link to the data archive: http://helios-data.ssl.berkeley.edu.
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3406 L. Berčič et al.

Figure 1. (a) A schematics of I2 instrument azimuth sectors in the magnetic field frame corresponding to the example electron VDF shown in panel (b). The

difference in sector size between Helios 1 and 2 is marked with colour. Note, however, that the example measurement was taken by Helios 1 spacecraft, and

Helios 2 azimuth sectors are added to the schematics only to highlight the differences between the two. (b) An example electron VDF measured at the distance

of 0.32 au from the Sun. Each of the four plots shows a pair of oppositely directed azimuth sectors: the red dots are measurements corrected for spacecraft

potential, and green and blue line represent the fit to core and halo population, respectively. For each sector pair the angle indicates the position with respect to

the magnetic field direction.

The data set has many limitations, but we have the benefit of

using measurements collected over several years by two almost

identical spacecrafts. Moreover, this is the only data set providing

insight on the solar wind plasma parameters in the near-Sun regions.

The analysed period spans between 1974 and 1982 for Helios 1 and

between 1976 and 1979 for Helios 2. We only use scans when all the

above parameters are available and when the measured magnetic

field vector lies within 5◦ from the I2 measuring plane (the ecliptic

plane).

3.2 Electron VDF

The measurements of the solar wind electrons are strongly polluted

by two phenomena: photoelectrons emitted from the spacecraft

body, and spacecraft charging. A method for correcting these effects

making use of other in situ plasma measurements is well described

by Salem et al. (2001).

Photoelectrons appear as a sharp peak at low energies and have

already been removed in the provided Helios data set.

A charged spacecraft deforms electron VDF depending on the

shape and magnitude of the spacecraft potential which varies as

a function of the surrounding plasma (Pedersen et al. 2008). In

the solar wind at 1 au the typical values of spacecraft potential

are between 1 and 10 V (Salem et al. 2001), and decreasing with

distance from the Sun. A positive charge accelerates electrons

towards the instrument making their energies seemingly larger.

The density obtained by integration of this deformed VDF would

therefore be overestimated.

Salem et al. (2001) suggest the use of electron density obtained

by a thermal noise receiver measuring the plasma peak to scale

the VDF preforming a linear shift in electron energy. We apply the

same method to determine the spacecraft potential, however, since

there were no thermal noise receiver measurements made by the two

Helios missions, we use a less reliable proton density measurement

from I1a and I1b instruments instead. We assume quasi-neutrality

(ne = np + 2nα), and a typical alpha particle to proton number ratio

of 0.05.

The corrected VDF is then shifted to the plasma zero velocity

frame using the proton velocity measurement, and rotated to

the magnetic-field-aligned frame defined by the magnetic field

measurement during each scan. In this frame the 0 deg angle is

aligned with the direction of either positive or negative magnetic

field vector and always pointing antisunward. An example of a

VDF at this point is shown in Fig. 1(b), where each of the four

plots consists of two oppositely located azimuth sectors. The angles

indicate how far each sector pair lays from the magnetic field

direction. The sign of the angle [within the interval (−180◦, 180◦)]

is kept for easier understanding of the schematics in Fig. 1(a), but

it is not relevant for our further analysis.

A non-linear least squares method is used to fit two solar wind

electron components: a core and a halo (see Fig. 1b). We do not fit

strahl component because our aim is to study the energy-dependent

radial evolution of it, neither the superhalo component as it is out

of the measuring energy range of the instrument. To model the core

we use a 2D bi-Maxwellian function fc(v⊥, v�) (see equation 1),

and for the halo a 2D bi-Kappa function fh(v⊥, v�) (see equation 2),

MNRAS 486, 3404–3414 (2019)
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Scattering of solar wind strahl electrons 3407

the same model as used by Maksimovic et al. (2005):

Ac = nc

( me

2πkB

)3/2 1

Tc⊥
√

Tc‖

fc(v⊥, v‖) = Ac exp
(

−
me

2kB

( (v⊥ − �vc⊥)2

Tc⊥
+

(v‖ − �vc‖)2

Tc‖

))

(1)

Ah = nh

( me

πkB(2κ − 3)

)3/2 1

Th⊥
√

Th‖

Ŵ(κ + 1)

Ŵ(κ − 1
2
)

fh(v⊥, v‖) = Ah

(

1 +
me

kB(2κ − 3)

( (v⊥ − �vc⊥)2

Th⊥

+
(v‖ − �vc‖)2

Th‖

))−κ−1

(2)

In the above equations v⊥ and v� are the independent variables

of functions fc and fh. With me we mark the mass of an electron,

and with kB the Boltzman constant. Quantities n, v, and T with

indices c – core and h – halo, stand for the density, the velocity, and

the temperature of the respective electron components. The drift

velocity between the core and the halo is assumed to be 0, thus

the values �vc⊥ and �vc� in equation (2) are the values obtained

from the fit to the core population. We are left with nine fitting

parameters: nc, �vc⊥, �vc�, Tc⊥, Tc�, nh, Th⊥, Th�, and κ .

To isolate the strahl population the fit (fc + fh) is subtracted from

the measured values. If the residual is a positive value higher than

0.9 × (fc + fh) it is kept as a strahl VDF. The ratio 0.9 was chosen

because it appears to correctly separate the core electron fit errors

from the lowest strahl electron energies. We believe that a strahl

component was detected, if the strahl VDF consists of at least five

data points. In the opposite case we mark that the strahl was not

observed.

We assume that the strahl is symmetric with respect to the

magnetic field vector. As already said, these electrons are aligned

with the magnetic field in the antisunward direction, so they can be

detected by maximum four azimuth sectors, but commonly by only

two of them. We enhance the angular resolution by averaging over

consecutive scans, assuming that during the averaging time solar

wind conditions do not change significantly. To make sure of that

we only group up to 15 scans which belong to the same solar wind

type (see Section 3.3) and satisfy the following arbitrary conditions:

�vp < 40 km s−1, �np < 15 cm−3, �B < 10 nT, and �	B < 30◦,

where � stands for the difference between two consecutive scans

following the equation: �X = |Xi − Xi + 1|. Index p stands for

proton, �B is the variation of magnetic field amplitude, and �	B

the variation of the magnetic field angle in the ecliptic plane. Fig. 2

shows an example result of this kind of averaging in velocity space.

In the example strahl VDF from the Helios 1 spacecraft (Fig. 2)

we can still recognize the instrumental properties: the size of the

azimuth sectors (28.1◦) and energy bins. Even though the resolution

is improved by averaging consecutive scans (with slightly different

magnetic field vector direction), the smallest measurable angle stays

fundamentally limited by the angular breadth of the azimuth sectors

of I2 instruments (Helios 1: 28.1◦, and Helios 2: 11.2◦).

We study the width of strahl VDF, and a way to define it is using

the full width at half-maximum parameter (FWHM), also used by

e.g. Hammond et al. (1996) and Graham et al. (2017). We measure

FWHM for each energy bin, by fitting the values of this bin with

a normal distribution function, centred at angle 0◦ – the magnetic

Figure 2. Strahl VDF in velocity space where x-axis presents velocity

parallel to the magnetic field, and y-axis the perpendicular one. The

instrumental properties like azimuth sector width and energy bin size are

still distinguishable.

field direction:

f (PA) = a exp
(

−
1

2

(PA2

σ 2

))

, (3)

where a and σ are the fitting parameters and PA stands for pitch-

angle, the angle from the magnetic field direction (see Fig. 2). This

angle is defined in terms of parallel and perpendicular velocity as:

PA = tan−1(v⊥/v‖). (4)

FWHM is calculated from σ parameter using FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2 ×
σ , and is referred to as strahl PAW.

3.3 Binning

The solar wind is usually separated into fast, and slow wind

according to its proton velocity. Another interesting separation

was proposed in a recent work of Stansby et al. (2018), where

the solar wind is separated into three types: slow Alfv´enic, slow

non-Alfv´enic, and fast Alfv´enic wind, by its measured proton

anisotropy and cross helicity. Even though both of the mentioned

separation techniques give the same main observational results of

this article for the fast, and the slow solar wind, we find that it is

better to separate the solar wind into types according to a parameter

more closely related to the kinetic properties of the solar wind

electrons. In the following sections the solar wind is separated

according to core electron parallel beta value (βec�), the ratio of

plasma parallel pressure to magnetic pressure, defined as:

βec‖ =
2μ0nckBTc‖

B2
, (5)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, and B the magnitude

of the measured magnetic field. We chose βec� as a separation

parameter because it spans over a large range of more than two

magnitudes, but does not exhibit a radial dependency. This is not

true for the halo electron parallel beta (βeh�), which is observed to

increase with the radial distance (see Fig. 6b). We define three solar

wind types: low-βec� wind (βec� < 0.2), intermediate-βec� wind

(0.2 < βec� < 0.4), and high-βec� wind (βec� > 0.4). The arbitrary

chosen separation values are marked in an electron anisotropy-βec�

parameter space in Fig. 6(a) with red dashed lines.

MNRAS 486, 3404–3414 (2019)
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3408 L. Berčič et al.

How our solar wind separation compares to the solar wind

proton velocity and anisotropy (Matteini et al. 2007) is shown with

histograms in Fig. 3. The low-βec� wind corresponds to the faster

solar wind with higher proton anisotropy averaging to ap = 2.4,

while the high-βec� wind represents the slow almost isotropic solar

wind.

The data set is naturally binned in energy by instrumental energy

bins, and additionally according to the distance from the Sun into

seven equally spaced bins. A mean value of the strahl pitch angle

width with its standard error is assigned to each bin.

Starting from 231 778 scans with the magnetic field vector close

to the ecliptic plane, 51 570 were successfully fitted with models for

core and halo components and matched with the solar wind proton

data. Of these 14 052 (27 per cent) were identified as the low, 15 060

(29 per cent) as the intermediate, and 22 263 (44 per cent) as the

high-βec� solar wind. The mean velocity of the low-βec� wind is

528 km s−1, the intermediate 459 km s−1, and the high-βec� wind

377 km s−1. Strahl was not observed in 4359 examples. This means

that strahl was absent in 8.5 per cent of our observations with a mean

velocity, and a standard deviation of 441 and 105 km s−1. This is

much less than ∼20 per cent observed by Gurgiolo & Goldstein

(2017) or 25 per cent by Anderson et al. (2012). This difference

might be due to the fact that most of our measurements were taken

within 1 au, while both of the mentioned studies are based on

the analysis of the data from 1 au, which is consistent with the

gradual disappearance of strahl with radial distance (Maksimovic

et al. 2005; Štverák et al. 2009; Graham et al. 2017).

It is important to note that the number of the fast solar wind

samples is decreasing with radial distance. This is because our data

set, and analysis are limited for low plasma densities. The proton

measurement is less accurate for low proton densities, therefore

making our estimation of the spacecraft potential more inaccurate,

which deforms the electron VDF and results in an unsuccessful fit.

Another instrumental limitation could be the time needed to

obtain one 2D VDF scan. We checked how much the mag-

netic field angle varies during the sampling time (16 s), and

found no correlation between broader strahls and the variation

of magnetic field angle. The standard deviation varies between

1.5◦ and 5.5◦, where larger values were found in the low-βec�

solar wind.

4 O BSERVATION S

Different properties of strahl electrons were found for the low-,

intermediate-, and the high-βec� wind. For each of them, Fig. 4

shows how strahl PAW varies with electron energy. The differently

coloured lines represent different distances from the Sun. We focus

on the low-, and the high-βec� type, as the intermediate possesses

the properties of both of them.

The strahl component in the low-βec� wind, which can be related

to the fast solar wind, appears narrower than in the high-βec� case.

The PAW properties depend on the electron energy. For the lower

energies, up to 343 eV the PAW is decreasing with electron energy.

The PAWs vary very little between 0.34 and 0.74 au, however, a

slight decrease with radial distance is observed in this low electron

energy range. The PAW seems to saturate just below 40◦, which is an

effect of a limited angular resolution of the electron instrument I2.

Interestingly, for the electron energies above the 499 eV bin strahl

PAW increases with electron energy and the distance from the Sun.

Strahl electrons in the high-βec� wind appear more than 20◦ wider

than in the low-βec� wind already at 0.34 au. An anticorrelation

between PAW and electron energy can be observed. Moving away

from the Sun, the strahl is becoming broader and less correlated with

electron energy. At the distance of 0.94 au from the Sun PAW is no

longer correlated with the energy and reaches values above 100◦.

5 D ISCUSSION

5.1 Low-βec� solar wind

We observe that the strahl electrons in the low-βec� solar wind

exhibit different trends depending on their energy. In the low-

energy part observations of strahl electrons for the first time show

a slight decrease in the strahl PAW with the radial distance. All the

existing observational studies of the evolution of strahl PAW with

distance (Hammond et al. 1996; Graham et al. 2017, 2018) show a

broadening of the strahl during expansion, however, none of them

samples the radial distances below 0.8 au, where the focusing was

found in this work. Thus, the decrease of PAW with distance is

particular for the low-βec� solar wind, and for the regions closer to

the Sun (down to 0.3 au).

As mentioned in the introduction, the strahl electrons are the

electrons which at some distance close to the Sun escape the dense

corona dominated by collisions, and during their escape undergo

the focusing effect induced by the radially decreasing magnetic

field. We present a simple collisionless focusing model, often used

in the exospheric models (e.g. Maksimovic, Pierrard & Lemaire

1997b), to understand what would be the shape of the electron

strahl originating from an isotropic function close to the Sun at the

point of our first observations, at 0.34 au. We assume that at a given

point an isotropic distribution function starts to focus conserving

the electron energy and the magnetic moment:

me

2
(v2

⊥ + v2
‖) − e� = const. and

mev
2
⊥

2B
= const. (6)

In equations e stands for elementary charge, and � for the electro-

static ambipolar potential in the solar wind, with � = 0 at infinity.

We now write these equations indexing quantities at the focusing

starting point with 0, and at the distance of our first observation (0.34

au) with 1. The strahl PAW of the isotropic distribution function at

the focusing starting point is described with the PAW of 180◦, thus

the parallel velocity (v�0) equal to 0.

me

2
v2

⊥0 − e�0 =
me

2
v2

‖1 +
me

2
v2

⊥1 − e�1, (7)

mev
2
⊥0

2B0

=
mev

2
⊥1

2B1

. (8)

From equations 7 and 8 we obtain expressions for parallel and

perpendicular velocities at the observation point,

v2
‖1 = v2

⊥0

(

1 −
B1

B0

)

+
2e

me

�� (9)

v2
⊥1 = v2

⊥0

B1

B0

, (10)

where �� = �1 − �0 is the difference in electrical potential

between the observation and the starting point. To compare the

model directly to our observations in Fig. 4 we would like to express

the model PAW in terms of electron energy (E):

E =
me

2
v2

⊥0 + e��. (11)
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Scattering of solar wind strahl electrons 3409

Figure 3. Histograms showing how the three solar wind types according to βec� relate to the solar wind velocity – (a), and proton core anisotropy – (b). The

mean values with the standard deviations for each type are marked in both plots.

Using equation (11) we can rewrite the expressions for the parallel

and the perpendicular velocity (equations 9 and 10) as:

me

2
v2

‖1 = E −
B1

B0

(

E − e��
)

(12)

me

2
v2

⊥1 =
B1

B0

(

E − e��
)

. (13)

Combining equations (12) and (13), we obtain an expression for

the strahl PAW of the model distribution at r1, which we denote as

PAWcf(E):

PAWcf (E) = 2 tan−1
(v⊥1

v‖1

)

= 2 tan−1
(

√

E − e��
B0

B1
E − E + e��

)

.

(14)

We find that PAWcf is a decreasing function of energy if the magnetic

field strength, and the electric potential are decreasing with the

distance from the Sun. This is normally true in the solar wind.

We calculate the PAWcf for a simplified case where we assume

that magnetic field strength changes with r2 and use the electric

potential values from a transonic collisionless model of the solar

wind by Zouganelis et al. (2004).2 The value r0, the focusing starting

point, is set to 4 solar radii, following Maksimovic et al. (1997a),

who find that in their kinetic model of the solar wind with Kappa

distribution functions the exobase is located between 2.8 and 10.2

solar radii, where the distance 4 solar radii corresponds to typical

equatorial region solar wind conditions. This solution shown with a

black line in Fig. 4(a) gives a strahl component which is about half

the width of the strahl observed for low energies at 0.34 au.

Still assuming that the magnetic field strength decreases with r2,

we fit the model to the PAWs observed for the lowest two energies

at 0.34 au (the dashed red line in Fig. 4a). To recover the observed

strahl width the focusing of the solar wind electrons needs to start

further away from the Sun, at the distance of r0 = 8.4 RS, which

is still in the range discussed by Maksimovic et al. (1997a). The

potential difference obtained from the fit (�� = −1171 V) is very

close to the one taken for the same r0 from the model of Zouganelis

2The electrostatic potential values are taken from Fig. 1 for κ = 2.5, r0 = 4

RS: �� = −2165V.

et al. (2004).3 For comparison the strahl PAW solution according

to the model of Zouganelis et al. (2004) for r0 = 8.4 is plotted in

Fig. 4(a) with a red solid line.

We conclude that the strahl PAWs observed for the low electron

energies close to the Sun could be a result of collisionless focusing of

the solar wind electrons during expansion. The shape of the observed

strahl distribution function at 0.34 au corresponds well to the shape

predicted by a collisionless focusing model with parameters in the

range of the ones reported for the solar wind.

Even though a slight focusing over radial distance is observed

for the low energies of the low-βec�, the PAW decrease is not strong

enough to follow collisionless focusing described by equation (6).

We consider collisions as a possible strahl scattering mechanism

in this low strahl electron energy range. In the future we plan to

use a fully kinetic solar wind simulation (Landi et al. 2012; Landi,

Matteini & Pantellini 2014) to explore the limiting energy at which

the Coulomb collisions are still able to effect the electron VDF.

However, the lowest strahl energy presented in this article, 68 eV,

already equals to more than three times the typical core electron

thermal energy, so collisions are expected to be very rare.

The positive correlation between strahl PAW and electron energy,

observed for the more energetic strahl electrons in the low-βec�

solar wind, was already reported in the study of Pagel et al. (2007).

The authors analyse 29 events during times when extremely broad

strahl was observed at 1 au. The mean solar wind velocity of these

29 events, 501 km s−1, is comparable to the mean velocity of our

low-βec� population, 528 km s−1. From the relation between PAW

and electron energy they conclude that the source of the scattering

of the strahl electrons are most likely the quasi-parallel broad-

band whistler-mode waves generated by the magnetic field power

spectrum in the whistler range. The cyclotron resonance of the faster

electrons corresponds to smaller k-vectors, for which the magnetic

field fluctuations are larger in the solar wind, providing stronger

scattering of the higher energy electrons.

Supporting this hypothesis are the particle-in-cell simulations

provided by Saito & Gary (2007), and a kinetic model in a

framework of quasi-linear theory by Vocks et al. (2005). How-

ever, sunward-directed wave k-vectors parallel to the background

3For κ = 2.5, r0 = 8.4 RS: �� = −1008V.
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3410 L. Berčič et al.

Figure 4. Strahl PAW versus electron energy shown separately for the low

– (a), intermediate – (b), and high – (c) βec� solar wind. The darker coloured

lines denote distances closer, and lighter coloured lines distances farther

from the Sun. In the upper plot a dashed red, a solid red, and a solid black

line denote a curve resulting from a simple collisionless focusing model for

three different parameter pairs (see Section 5.1).

magnetic field needed for whistlers to be able to resonate with

antisunward moving electrons (Gary 1993) were observed to be rare

at sub-ion scales. Moreover, Chen et al. (2010) observe the power in

the parallel spectral component (δB(k�)
2) to be only 5 per cent of the

power in perpendicular one (δB(k⊥)2). Another possibility is that

the correlation between the strongly scattered faster strahl electrons

and the magnetic field power spectrum results from a mechanism

related to the perpendicular magnetic field fluctuations. An example

of this kind of mechanism is stochastic heating studied for the case

of solar wind protons by Chandran et al. (2013). To our knowledge

no similar theory has been developed for electrons so far.

Variations in the magnetic field could affect the trajectories of the

gyrating electrons if their gyroradius would be of the same scale as

the changes in the magnetic field. Typically the gyroradius of the

strahl electrons, directly proportional to their perpendicular velocity,

spans between a few tenths and 30 km, larger radii corresponding

to more energetic electrons. We can now again draw the correlation

with the magnetic field power spectra: k-vectors are inversely

proportional to the gyroradii, and the amplitude of the fluctuations

in the solar wind, thus more energetic electrons are diffused by

the stronger fluctuating magnetic field. It should be noted that this

diffusion process has not yet been studied in detail, and is for now

just a candidate to explain our observations.

To better quantify the observations presented in this article, a

simple empirical model of the scattering of the strahl components

is proposed. The mechanism at work has to first overcome the

theoretically predicted focusing effect, and then further scatter

strahl electrons. We estimate how strong the focusing is for each

radial distance starting from the observed strahl at 0.34 au and

applying the electron energy and magnetic moment conservation

(see equation 6). As above, the electric potential values are taken

from the work of Zouganelis et al. (2004). By adding to the observed

strahl PAW the angle for which the strahl has been focused over a

given radial distance we obtain the total-required-scattering PAW,

used in Fig. 5. We only consider distances from 0.34 to 0.64 au

from the Sun, as at larger distances the strahl PAWs do not appear

to follow a continuous function anymore (see for example most

right plot in Fig. 7a) and the measurements become less reliable

due to the higher relative error on the measurement of the solar

wind density. We can describe these PAWs with a perpendicular

scattering process, in which electrons are scattered across the

magnetic field as a function of their parallel velocity (v�) with

an empirical exponential form:

v⊥(v‖) = c1 · exp
[

C · v‖
]

, (15)

where c1 and C are the fitting parameters. This can be easily seen

in Fig. 5(a), as the higher energy part of strahl PAWs observed

at different radial distances form almost straight lines in linear-

logarithmic scale space. We find that the first parameter, c1, does

not vary significantly with the radial distance and can be fixed to

a value 1309.3 km s−1. The latter parameter, C, depends on the

distance from the Sun as shown in Fig. 5(b). We can write C, and

consequentially v⊥ as

C(�r) = c2 + c3 · �r and �r = r − 0.34au, (16)

v⊥(v‖, �r) = c1 · exp
[

(c2 + c3 · �r) · v‖
]

. (17)

r stands for the distance from the Sun for each of the observations.

Note that this type of scattering does not necessarily conserve the

particle total energy. As electrons are scattered in perpendicular

direction they can take the energy from the scattering source (i.e.

ambient electromagnetic waves, or background turbulence), and if

that is the case, their parallel velocity can remain unchanged.

The values of fitting parameters are noted in Table 1.

An exponential relation between v⊥ and v� is in a case when

v� does not vary with distance (the total particle energy is not

conserved) a solution of the differential equation which can be

written as:

1

v⊥

dv⊥

dr
= c3 · v‖, (18)

where the constant c3 describes the scattering strength. We would

like to emphasize that this model is solely empirical and is developed

with the purpose to better understand the observations. Further

studies of the scattering mechanisms are required to understand

MNRAS 486, 3404–3414 (2019)
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Scattering of solar wind strahl electrons 3411

Figure 5. Comparison between the empirical model (dashed line), and observations for four closest distances from the Sun of low-βec� solar wind (dots).

Table 1. Fitting parameters.

c1 c2 c3

1309.3 km s−1 1.01 × 10−4 s km−1 1.72 × 10−4 s/(km au)

whether a physical phenomena (or a combination of them) can

result in above described velocity-dependent scattering.

5.2 High-βec� solar wind

For the high-βec� solar wind with the mean velocity of 377 km s−1,

scattering of the strahl electrons appears to be extremely efficient

over the whole electron energy range. In the work of Gurgiolo &

Goldstein (2017) the authors show that 20 per cent of the observed

solar wind at 1 au with velocities below 425 km s−1 appears without

the strahl electron component, and pose the question whether this

is a consequence of the strahl origin, or of some transit mechanisms

acting upon it during its expansion. Our radial-dependent obser-

vations confirm the latter: during the radial evolution, the strahl

broadens until the point when it is completely scattered into the halo

component. Electron VDFs without the strahl were mainly observed

in the high-βec� solar wind at larger distances from the Sun.

A reason for this efficient scattering might lay in the βec�

parameter itself. This dense population of the solar wind electrons

takes up a region of the βec�-anisotropy parameter space constrained

by instabilities, e.g. whistler, or firehose instability (given in Fig. 6).

A direct correlation between narrow-band whistler activity and

the broadening of the strahl was presented by Kajdič et al. (2016).

On the basis of statistical study of the slow solar wind (the velocity

is below 400 km s−1 for most of the samples) at 1 au they conclude

that anticorrelation between the PAW and electron energy is broken

in the presence of narrow-band whistler-mode waves which scatter

a portion of strahl VDF. Note that in this work the direction of the

detected whistler waves could not be inferred. The broadening is

energy dependent, spanning from 5◦ to 28◦ 4 influencing electrons

with energies between 250 and 600 eV. In our data set decrease

of the PAW with energy was not observed close to 1 au, but very

similar tendencies were found in the slow solar wind closer to the

Sun: PAW decrease with electron energy, and broader strahl for

energies between 200 and 500 eV. The source of these whistles,

however, is not discussed in the above cited work.

Properties of whistler-mode waves observed in near-Earth re-

gions were studied by Lacombe et al. (2014). Authors believe

that whistlers are most likely generated by the whistler heat flux

instability, as they were found at times when electron distributions

were close to this instability threshold. Their observations show

that electron temperature anisotropy (T⊥/T�, taken as moments of

a total VDF) is most of the time below unity, therefore excluding

a possibility that whistlers are created by the whistler anisotropy

instability.

However, our obtained anisotropies separately for core and halo

components, plotted against the whistler and firehose instability

conditions, which were calculated for an electron VDF consisting

of maxwellian core and a kappa halo (Lazar et al. 2018) give the

impression that both instabilities, limiting high βec� values could

play a role in the generation of whistler-mode waves (see Figs 6 a

– core, and b – halo).

Whistler-mode waves generated by the heat-flux instability have

a preferred propagation direction in the direction of the positive heat

flux (Gary et al. 1975). Thus, this kind of waves will propagate away

from the Sun, and will not be able to interact with strahl electrons.

An observational study by Stansby et al. (2016) indeed shows that

98 per cent of the measured whistlers propagate in the antisunward

direction. Anyhow, the generation of whistlers itself could change

the shape of the strahl VDF. With a tendency towards a more stable,

isotropic state, the strahl electrons’ parallel velocities will decrease

while their perpendicular velocities will increase.

4These values were converted to FWHM for consistency. Strahl PAW in

the analysis by Kajdič et al. (2016) is defined as standard deviation, σ , and

FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2 × σ .
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3412 L. Berčič et al.

Figure 6. A contour plot showing radial evolution of core – (a) and halo – (b) electrons in anisotropy-beta parameter space. The three colours denote

measurements taken within three different 0.1 au wide radial bins centred on the values given in the plot. The blue lines present the whistler instability (ae >

1), and firehose instability (ae < 1) maximum growth rate curves obtained by Lazar et al. (2018). The two red dashed lines show the arbitrary chosen βec�

values separating solar wind into three types.

Symmetric whistlers, parallel and antiparallel to the mag-

netic field direction, can theoretically develop from the whistler

anisotropy instability (e.g. of a symmetric halo component), and

sunward-directed portion of them could resonate with strahl elec-

trons, enhancing their perpendicular velocities. A numerical simu-

lation of this mechanism (Saito & Gary 2007) predicts a scattered

strahl with a negative correlation between PAW and electron energy,

as observed closer to the Sun in this work, and at 1 au by Kajdič et al.

(2016). However, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, this is in

contradiction with the observations showing that sunward-directed

whistlers are extremely rare at 1 au (Stansby et al. 2016).

An alternative scattering source to whistler waves are self-

generated Langmuir waves discussed by Pavan et al. (2013). Using

numerical simulations the authors show that Langmuir waves can

contribute to the widening of the strahl component resulting in an

anticorrelation between PAW and energy, however, the velocities

at which the diffusion is effective only reach up to two times

the thermal speed of electrons. The directly observed scattering

of the strahl electrons into the halo reported by Gurgiolo et al.

(2012) appears at similar energy scales. In this last work the

proposed source of scattering are the highly oblique kinetic Alfv´en

fluctuations, which can widen the strahl through Landau damping.

These two scattering mechanisms both take place at lower energies

and could be effective up to ∼100 eV.

5.3 Estimations of strahl pitch-angle width closer to the Sun

The radial evolution of the strahl is shown in Fig. 7 in velocity

space, separately for each solar wind type. The green and blue

colours present observations at different distances from the Sun

(marked at the bottom), however the leftmost plots marked with a

radial distance of 0.16 au are estimated from the observations. For

the low-βec� solar wind an empirical relation between parallel and

perpendicular strahl electron velocity (developed in the Section 5.1)

was used to estimate the strahl PAW closer to the Sun, while for

the high-βec� solar wind the PAW values are linearly extrapolated

from the observations. Linear, the simplest, extrapolation technique

is used because no model has been developed for the high-βec� solar

wind.

With red colour we present how efficient is the collisionless

focusing effect starting from the observation at 0.34 au. This is the

same focusing model as used in Section 5.1 and Fig. 5 taking the

electrostatic potential values from the work by Zouganelis et al.

(2004).

We choose to extrapolate our observations to the distance of

0.16 au as this will be the first perihelion of the Parker Solar

Probe (Fox et al. 2016). We believe that the strahl electrons will

be observed narrower than at 0.34 au in the high-βec�, as well

as for the energies above ∼200 eV in the low-βec� solar wind.

Using the empirical model for the low-βec� solar wind we predict

that the positive correlation between the strahl PAW and electron

energy will no longer be present at 0.16 au, in fact, the strahl

PAW will become almost independent on the electron energy with

a mean value of ∼29◦ (leftmost plot of Fig. 7a). Considering the

limitation of the I2 instrument in measuring small PAs (minimal

angular width ∼28◦), we believe this will be the upper limit for the

strahl PAW observed at 0.16 au. We expect the high-βec� solar wind

strahl to be broader, between 37◦ and 65◦ (see leftmost plot of Fig.

7b).

The low-energy strahl electrons (bellow ∼200 eV) in the low-

βec� solar wind are observed to focus slightly during expansion

already between 0.34 and 0.74 au, and we believe that the focusing

effect will be observed, and even stronger at 0.16 au. The shape of

the strahl component will coincide with the collisionless focusing

model shown in Fig. 4(a). Closer to the Sun, during the upcoming

perihelions, we should be able to observe the shifting point between

MNRAS 486, 3404–3414 (2019)
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Scattering of solar wind strahl electrons 3413

Figure 7. Radial evolution of the electron strahl component in velocity space for the low – (a), and the high – (b) -βec� solar wind. The radial position of each

plot is marked on the bottom of the figure. The leftmost plot, marked with a distance of 0.16 au is an estimation, in (a) obtained from the empirical model

developed above, and in (b) a linear extrapolation of the observations. In red we show the shape of the strahl component resulting only from collisionless

focusing.

focusing and scattering with radial distance for the higher electron

energies as well.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

An observational study of the electron strahl width in the inner Solar

system reveals different behaviour of the strahl depending on the

value of the electron core beta (βec�) in the solar wind.

Strahl electrons appear narrower in the low-βec� – faster, and

more tenuous – solar wind, and their behaviour is closely related to

their energy. The slower strahl electrons experience anticorrelation

between PAW and their energy, and a slight focusing over radial

distance for distances up to 0.74 au. Comparing the observations

to a simple collisionless focusing model, we find that the strahl

observed at 0.34 au for the lower energies could result from the

collisionless focusing. Model parameters, r0 and ��, found from

fitting the data are very close to the ones reported for the solar

wind.

More energetic strahl electrons show a correlation between the

strahl PAW and their energy, for which we develop a simple

empirical model. We observe that the increase of the electron

v⊥ is exponentially related to the electron v� and the change in

radial distance �r. Further studies are required to understand which

phenomena could scatter strahl electrons in this particular way

described with equation (18).

Strahl electrons in the high-βec� solar wind are effectively

scattered over their whole energy range. From an anticorrelation

between the PAW and electron energy at 0.34 au, the strahl gets

scattered to PAs above 100◦ close to the orbit of the Earth,

many times disappearing completely from the electron VDF. We

believe that this efficient scattering is a consequence of high-

βec� solar wind being more unstable with respect to the kinetic

instabilities. We show that the core and the halo components for

the high-βec� solar wind sometimes appear close to the whistler

anisotropy instability, giving way to the generation of sunward-

propagating whistlers, which can resonate and scatter the strahl

electrons.

For now the available in situ observations only reach down to 0.3

au, but to globally understand the interplay between collisions close

to the Sun, and then focusing and scattering of the strahl electrons

along their expansion, we need to probe the regions even below

the mentioned distance from the Sun. Therefore, a combination

of numerical solar wind simulations and the soon available Parker

Solar Probe data might be the key to a better understanding of

the kinetic properties of the solar wind electrons. In the scope of

this article we used the available observations to estimate the strahl

PAW at 0.16 au, a distance of the first Parker Solar Probe perihelion.

Obtained results point to the fading of the correlation between the

strahl PAW and electron energy, with the PAWs in the low-βec� solar

wind of ∼29◦, and in the high-βec� solar wind ranging between 37◦

and 65◦.
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Abstract

The shape of the electron velocity distribution function plays an important role in the dynamics of the solar wind
acceleration. Electrons are normally modeled with three components, the core, the halo, and the strahl. We
investigate how well the fast strahl electrons in the inner heliosphere preserve the information about the coronal
electron temperature at their origin. We analyzed the data obtained by two missions, Helios, spanning the distances
between 65 and 215 RS, and Parker Solar Probe (PSP), reaching down to 35 RS during its first two orbits around
the Sun. The electron strahl was characterized with two parameters: pitch-angle width (PAW) and the strahl
parallel temperature (TsP). PSP observations confirm the already reported dependence of strahl PAW on core
parallel plasma beta ( bec ). Most of the strahl measured by PSP appear narrow with PAW reaching down to 30°.
The portion of the strahl velocity distribution function aligned with the magnetic field is for the measured energy
range well described by a Maxwellian distribution function. TsP was found to be anticorrelated with the solar wind
velocity and independent of radial distance. These observations imply that TsP carries the information about the
coronal electron temperature. The obtained values are in agreement with coronal temperatures measured using
spectroscopy, and the inferred solar wind source regions during the first orbit of PSP agree with the predictions
using a PFSS model.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Solar wind (1534); Solar physics (1476); Space plasmas (1544); Space
vehicle instruments (1548); Astronomy data analysis (1858); Solar corona (1483); Solar atmosphere (1477)

1. Introduction

The solar wind is the constant flux of plasma that leaves the
solar corona and expands in our solar system (Parker 1958). It
consists of mostly electrons and protons, both exhibiting
nonthermal velocity distribution function (VDF) features.
Electrons are usually modeled by three components. The lower
electron energies are dominated by the core, Maxwellian-like
population taking up most of the total electron density.
Electrons with higher energies are either part of the magnetic
field–aligned strahl population or of the halo population present
at all pitch angles (Feldman et al. 1975; Pilipp et al. 1987;
Maksimovic et al. 2005; ŠtveráK et al. 2008; Štverák et al.
2009; Tao et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2019a, 2019b; MacNeil
et al. 2020). These models were based on the observations of
the solar wind far from the Sun (the closest at 0.3 au), where
the solar wind already propagates with a supersonic velocity
and where most properties of the pristine coronal plasma have
been changed. But how does the electron VDF look like in the
solar corona? Does it exhibit high energy tails, or is the excess
of the high-energy electrons observed in the interplanetary

solar wind created during the expansion from purely Maxwel-
lian coronal electrons?
Multicomponent distribution functions are used in the kinetic

exospheric models of the solar wind initially assuming
collisionless evaporation of the solar corona into interplanetary
space (Jockers 1970; Lemaire & Scherer 1971). The accelera-

tion of the solar wind in these models is provided by solar wind
electrons. As their velocities are much higher than the
velocities of protons with the same temperature in the solar
corona, a portion of electrons manage to escape the Sun and
create charge imbalance in the plasma. The imbalance gives
rise to an anti-sunward-directed electric field, accelerating the

heavier solar wind protons. This dynamics produces two main
populations in electron VDF. Electrons with energies smaller
than the electric potential energy needed to sustain the anti-
sunward electric field are bounded to the Sun and present the
dense thermal core population. The faster anti-sunward-

directed electrons, which are able to overcome the potential,
escape and form the strahl. The escaping strahl electrons are

governed by the magnetic momentum ( ^m v

B2

e
2

=const.) and
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energy (Ekin + Epot=const.) conservation. As they expand
into regions with a weaker magnetic field, they experience
focusing (Schwartz & Marsch 1983).

Similarly, a two-component VDF was obtained by the
exospheric models accounting for collisions with the Fokker–
Planck equation solver using a test particle approach (Lie-
Svendsen et al. 1997; Pierrard et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2012)
and by the kinetic simulation of the solar wind accounting for
Coulomb collisions statistically (Landi et al. 2012, 2014).

These models describe well the formation of the core and the
strahl, but they do not explain the formation of the halo. It is
possible that the halo is already present in the solar corona,
consisting of hot electrons leaking from the dense coronal
regions with closed magnetic field loops. Exospheric models
assuming an excess of high-energy electrons in the corona were
the first models able to self consistently produce fast solar wind
reaching velocities above ∼700 km s−1

(Maksimovic et al.
1997a; Dorelli & Scudder 1999; Lamy et al. 2003; Zouganelis
et al. 2004).

On the other hand, observations have shown that the relative
density of the two high-energy electron populations exchanges
as a function of radial distance. The strahl is more pronounced
close to the Sun while the halo density increases over the radial
distance (Štverák et al. 2009). This suggests that the halo is not
present in the solar corona and is formed during the solar wind
expansion from the strahl component.

The strahl and the halo populations, not sensitive to
collisions, were early assumed to be the remnants of the hot
coronal electrons in the solar wind (Feldman et al. 1975). The
focusing mechanism experienced by the strahl during the
expansion does not affect the shape of the magnetic field–
aligned cut through the strahl VDF ( fsP) nor the strahl parallel
temperature (TsP). Therefore, the strahl, in the absence of
collisions any other interactions, preserves the temperature and
the shape of the VDF of the coronal electrons at its origin.

This is only valid in the kinetic models not including
collisions or wave–particle interactions. The strahl electrons
have been observed to not focus but scatter with radial distance
(Hammond et al. 1996; Graham et al. 2017; Berčič et al. 2019)
accounting this phenomena to some extent to Coulomb
collisions (Horaites et al. 2018, 2019), but also to wave–
particle interactions (Vocks et al. 2005; Kajdič et al. 2016) and
scattering by the background turbulence (Pagel et al. 2007;
Saito & Gary 2007). Graham et al. (2017) report that the strahl
was rarely observed at distances higher than 5 au. The strahl
and the halo electrons do interact with the surrounding plasma
and electric and magnetic fields but on much larger spatial
scales than the thermal, core electron component.

The core electron temperature was recently found to be
correlated to the solar wind origin in the inner heliosphere;
however, the correlation is almost completely lost by the
time the solar wind reaches the distance of 1 au (Maksimovic
et al. 2020).

Whether the high-energy electron components preserve
information about the solar wind origin at the radial distance
of 1 au has been tested through comparison to the oxygen
charge-state ratio (O7+/O6+

), an established proxy for
measuring the coronal electron temperature. While Hefti
et al. (1999) find a correlation between the TsP and the oxygen
charge-state ratio, MacNeil et al. (2017) find that the correlation
is not very strong, and it varies depending on the choice of
interval.

We aim to investigate whether the information about the
solar wind origin is present at the closest distances sampled by
in situ instruments so far: 35 RS for the Parker Solar Probe
(PSP) and 65 RS for the Helios mission. As the oxygen charge-
state ratio is not measured by these two space crafts, we use the
solar wind velocity as an indicator of the solar wind origin.

2. Data Sets

2.1. Parker Solar Probe

Launched in 2018 August, PSP (Fox et al. 2016) is a mission
designed to study the solar wind in the vicinity of the Sun,
eventually reaching as close as 8.8 RS from its surface. We
analyze the data gathered during the first two orbits of PSP
with the perihelion of 34.7 RS and the aphelion between the
orbits of Venus and Earth.
Electrons on board PSP are measured with two SPAN

Electron (SPAN-E) electrostatic analyzers: SPAN-A and
SPAN-B (Whittlesey et al. 2020), part of the SWEAP
instrument suite (Kasper et al. 2016). Positioned on the ram
and on the anti-ram side of the spacecraft with their
120°×240° field of views (FOVs) 90° tilted with respect to
each other, they cover almost a full 4π solid angle. The azimuth
angle (f) on each of the SPAN-Es is measured by eight small
(6°) and eight large (24°) anodes, while the elevation (θ) angles
are sampled by the electrostatic deflectors. During the first two
encounters, deflectors separated the elevation measurements in
eight angular bins with a resolution of 20°, of which the two
extreme elevation bins have not been used in our analysis. The
combined FOV of the two instruments is represented in
Figure 1, where the gray surfaces represent solid angles that are
not sampled by the instruments. To be able to withstand high
levels of solar radiation, PSP is equipped with a heat shield.
When the spacecraft is within 0.7 au from the Sun, the shield
points straight to it and blocks approximately an angle of 10°
from the Sun-spacecraft line (the center of the FOVs in
Figure 1). Electron energy is measured by toroidal electrostatic
analyzers, which are adapted to the high variation of electron
fluxes with a mechanical attenuator controlling the size of the
entrance to the aperture. Energies between 2 eV and 2 keV are
sampled in 32 exponentially spaced bins with the energy
resolution (ΔE/E) of 0.07.
The duration of one sweep over all the energy and deflection

bins is 0.218 s. The data product used for the presented data
analysis are full 3D spectra (32 energies, 8 elevations, 16
azimuths) integrated over a period of 27.9 s during Encounter 1
(2018 October 29–November 14) and over a period of 14.0 s
during Encounter 2 (2019 March 29–April 10). When the
spacecraft is farther from the Sun (>60 RS), the instruments are
operating in cruise mode with the cadence of 895 s and
integration period of 27.9 s.
Detailed descriptions of the SPAN-E instruments and their

operating modes are provided by Whittlesey et al. (2020).
In addition to the electron measurements, we use the solar

wind proton velocity and density moments calculated from the
SPC instrument (Case et al. 2020) and a vector magnetic field
measured by a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer MAG part of the
FIELDS investigation (Bale et al. 2016). SPC is a Faraday cup
instrument sticking out of the heat shield and measuring the
plasma flowing directly from the Sun, also part of the SWEAP
investigation (Kasper et al. 2016). The cadence of both, SPC
and MAG, is higher than that of SPAN-E; thus, the averages

2
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over the duration of each full SPAN spectra are used in further
analysis.

2.2. Helios 1

The predecessors of the PSP are the two Helios missions
launched in the 70 s (Porsche 1981). For more than 6 years,
these two spacecraft were exploring the inner heliosphere down
to 0.3 au (64 RS) and providing us with a big data set of various
solar wind parameters, among others revealing radial and solar
cycle related trends (Feldman et al. 1975; Pilipp et al. 1987;
Maksimovic et al. 2005; Marsch 2006; Štverák et al. 2009).
These data were of great importance during the preparation for
the PSP mission and stay important due to the large statistics
and radial and time coverage. In this work, we use the data
from Helios 1 gathered between 1974 and 1980.

Electron VDFs on board the Helios 1 mission are sampled by
a single narrow 2°×19° FOV aperture, which uses spacecraft
spin to obtain a 2D measurement in the plane perpendicular to
the spin axis. The sampled plane is aligned with the ecliptic
plane. The 360° azimuth angle measurement is completed in 8
steps resulting in 28°.1 wide azimuth bins with gaps in between
them (see schematics in Figure 4(a)). Energies between 9 eV
and 1.5 keV are sampled in 16 exponentially spaced energy
steps. The full 2D measurement (16 energies, 8 azimuths) is
completed in 16 s with a cadence of 40 s.

The proton onboard integrated densities and velocity vectors
were taken from the original Helios files in Helios data
archive.14

The magnetic field vector is a composite measurement of
two fluxgate magnetometers: E2 for all instances where

measured magnetic field was less than 50 nT, and E3 for the
rest. More details about the Helios data set and instrumentation
can be found in our previous work with Helios observations
(Berčič et al. 2019).

3. Method

3.1. Parker Solar Probe

The measured electron distribution functions are subject to
instrumental as well as environmental effects. An important issue
on the instrumental side is the determination of the sensitivities of
each of the azimuth anodes. The sensitivity coefficients used for
our analysis were obtained through in-flight calibration described
in the work of Halekas et al. (2020). The effects of the spacecraft
own magnetic field and electric charge on the particle trajectories
were studied by McGinnis et al. (2019). They show that, even
though the spacecraft magnetic field is relatively large (it was
predicted to reach the strength of 500 nT), the effect on some of
the plasma moments is small (see Table 2 in McGinnis et al.
2019). The biggest errors were found for the bulk velocity
calculation, as it strongly depends on low-energy measurements.
The smallest errors, on the other hand, arise for the temperature
calculation, as it is more dependent on higher-energy measure-
ments. The spacecraft potential was estimated to be low, on the
order of a few Volts negative during the first two encounters. As
our main focus in this article is the high-energy (strahl) electrons,
we believe that our results are not affected significantly by these
effects, which are more relevant for the low-energy electrons
(Salem et al. 2001).
The instruments’ lower-energy bins are contaminated by

secondary electrons emitted from the spacecraft. Halekas et al.
(2020) choose to include them in their fitting model as a
Maxwellian distribution with a temperature of 3.5 eV. For the

Figure 1. Combined SPAN-E FOVs showing two examples (columns) of a full angular scan for two energy bins (rows). The examples (left—November 5 2018,
9:25:18, right—22:07:44) were selected due to their different orientations of the magnetic field in the FOV. A color denotes the value of the VDF in each angular bin.
The horizontal axis of FOVs is aligned with the spacecraft orbital plane. The Sun-spacecraft line is marked with the red dot and is in the middle of each plot. The
vertical dimension thus shows angles out of orbital plane. The spacecraft is moving toward the black triangle, and the black dot and the black cross denote magnetic
field positive and negative directions. The light gray areas represent the solid angles not sampled by the two instruments.

14
Link to the data archive: http://helios-data.ssl.berkeley.edu.
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purpose of our work, we find that it is sufficient to simply
neglect the contaminated lower-energy measurements.

We start our analysis with a rotation of the SPAN-A and -B
velocity vectors from their initial instrument frame to the
common RTN (Radial-Tangential-Normal) coordinate frame.
In this frame, the R-axis is aligned with the Sun-spacecraft line
and pointing away from the Sun, the T-axis is perpendicular to
the R-axis and pointing in the spacecraft ram direction, and the
N-axis completes the right-handed frame. The spacecraft
velocity and the solar wind proton velocity as measured by
SPC are then subtracted to shift the VDFs in the plasma rest
frame. After that, the magnetic field measurement averaged to
the SPAN full scan duration is used to rotate the VDFs to the
magnetic field–aligned frame.

Following the works of Maksimovic et al. (1997b), Štverák
et al. (2009), and Berčič et al. (2019) the core electrons are
modeled with a bi-Maxwellian distribution function

⎛
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where D ^ ^v 1, 2, are the drift velocities corresponding to three

axes of the magnetic field–aligned frame. The fits were

preformed on the full three-dimensional VDFs using a least-

square minimization algorithm15 provided by Scipy Optim-

ization package for Python programming language (Virtanen

et al. 2019). Because the VDF values span over several orders

of magnitude (see Figure 2), the fitting was carried out in

logarithmic space ( ( )fln c ). This technique decreases the large

difference in the weight of fitted data points, giving more

importance to the low VDF values. From our six fitting

parameters—Ac, w⊥, wP, and D ^ ^v 1, 2, —we can obtain the core

density nc from:

· ( )p= ^n A w w . 2c c
3 2 2

The thermal speeds parallel (wP) and perpendicular (w⊥) to
the magnetic field can be expressed in terms of core
temperature ^Tc , :

( )
=^

^
T

m w

k2
, 3c ,

e ,
2

B

where kB is the Boltzman constant and me is the mass of an

electron. The core density and parallel temperature are then

used to calculate the electron parallel plasma beta parameter:

( )
b

m
=

n k T

B

2
, 4ec
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2

with μ0 standing for vacuum permeability and B for

magnetic field.
An example of electron VDF measured on the November 5

is presented with the cuts through the parallel (P) and the
perpendicular (⊥) direction with respect to the magnetic field in
Figure 2. We recognize the expected electron VDF features: a
core fitted with a bi-Maxwellian distribution (dashed line in the
Figure 2), a field–aligned strahl component only seen parallel
to the magnetic field direction, and a weak halo departing from
a Maxwellian fit at higher electron energies. Another feature we
do not plan to discuss in the present work, already observed by
Halekas et al. (2020), can be recognized in Figure 2. Directed
toward the Sun (on the left side) and aligned with the magnetic
field (dark blue), there appears to be a deficit in the core
electron distribution—a part of phase space where the
measured VDF appears to be smaller than the best-fitting
Maxwellian distribution function.
Even though the two SPAN-E instruments cover almost a

full solid angle, there exist cases when the electron VDFs are
not fully characterized by the measurement. As introduced in
Section 1, we investigate the behavior of the strahl electrons, a
population aligned with the magnetic field and directed away
from the Sun. The magnetic field closer to the Sun fluctuates
around a vector more and is more aligned with the radial
direction following the Parker spiral model (Parker 1958). This
means that, often, the magnetic field measurement over one full
SPAN-E scan duration will lie in the portion of the FOV where
the solar wind electrons are blocked by the spacecraft heat
shield (marked with gray in the center of the FOVs in Figure 1).
A case when this happens is shown on the right side of
Figure 1. At lower energies where the width of the strahl
electron beam is larger (upper FOV: 253 eV), the effect of the
FOV obstruction does not play a big role, while at high electron
energies (lower FOV: 604 eV) where the strahl electron
population often appears very narrow, we might be missing a
big part of the strahl VDF. An opposite case, when the strahl is
detected as accurately as possible, is presented on the left side
of Figure 1. When the magnetic field direction lies within the
area of the FOV covered by the small anodes of the SPAN-A,
the strahl electrons are measured with the angular resolution of
6×20° (azimuth×elevation) (Whittlesey et al. 2020). We do
not wish to limit our data set with respect to the magnetic field

Figure 2. Parallel (P) and perpendicular (⊥) cuts through an electron VDF
measured by SPAN-E instruments on November 5 at 9:25:18 (the same
example as on the left side of Figure 1). The positive velocity values for the
parallel cut represent the part of the distribution aligned with the magnetic field
and directed in the anti-sunward direction. The perpendicular values are the
same on both sides of the plot, as there is no preferred direction perpendicular
to magnetic field. The data points presented with rightward pointing triangles
(>) were provided by SPAN-A, while the leftward pointing triangles (<)

represent the points from SPAN-B instrument. The strahl electrons in this scan
are detected by SPAN-A agreeing with the FOV representation in Figure 1.

15
scipy.optimize.leastsq (https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/

scipy.optimize.leastsq.html).
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direction because we expect that the physical mechanisms
shaping the electron VDFs will also depend on the magnetic
field vector. Instead, we use a fitting method described below
that accounts for the field-of-view limitation. The differences
resulting from the FOV obstruction are further analyzed and
presented in Appendix A.

We characterize the strahl electrons with two parameters:
strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) and strahl parallel temperature
(TsP).

We expect to observe the strahl component aligned with the
magnetic field and moving away from the Sun. This means that
if the magnetic field radial component is negative, the strahl
electrons will be antiparallel to the magnetic field vector.
However, this is not always the case. Bi-directional strahls have
been observed and related to magnetic field structures like
closed magnetic loops and magnetic clouds (Gosling et al.
1987). Sunward-directed strahls have also been observed and
serve as the indicators of magnetic field structures sometimes
referred to as the switchbacks (Pilipp et al. 1987; Balogh et al.
1999; Yamauchi et al. 2004; MacNeil et al. 2020), which are
frequently observed also during the first perihelion of the PSP
(Bale et al. 2019; Kasper et al. 2019). In this study, we do not
consider special cases and focus on the anti-sunward moving
strahl electrons in the nominal solar wind.

To obtain the strahl PAW, we first calculate pitch angles (α)

for each measured energy bin of the electron VDF put in the
plasma rest (defined by the solar wind protons) and magnetic
field–aligned frame using the following criteria:
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The obtained pitch angles (αi) thus lay on the interval [0°,
180°], where 0° denotes the direction along the magnetic field
and pointing away from the Sun, 90° direction perpendicular to
the magnetic field, and 180° the direction along the magnetic
field and pointing toward the Sun.

These pitch-angle distributions are then fitted for each
energy bin separately with a Gaussian distribution function:

⎛
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where subscript i denotes iteration over all of the energy bins.

Two fits are preformed for each energy bin. A first fit to all of

the available points in an energy bin to separate the strahl from

the background, and a second fit only to the points aligning

with the first fit selected by the following criteria:

∣( )∣ ( )- <f f f 0.99, 8data fit,1 data

where fdata are the data points and ffit,1 are the values predicted

by the first fit. The second fit was performed when at least four

data points conform to the criteria above (Equation (8)). Two

examples of the second fit are shown in Figure 3(a) (dashed

lines). The selected points representing the strahl part of the

distribution are marked with red or blue color. We use the

parameters from the second fit to then calculate the FWHM,

which we refer to as the PAW:

· ( )s=PAW 2 2 ln 2 . 9i i

The instances when PAW exceeds the value of 180° are

excluded from further analysis, as they indicate almost

Figure 3. An example illustrating the strahl characterization method. All three
plots come from one SPAN-E full spectra measurement, the same as shown in
Figure 2 and the left panel of Figure 1. Panel (a): pitch-angle distributions shown
for two different energy bins (253 eV in red and 604 eV in blue) with fitted normal
functions (Equation (7)) marked with dashed lines. The points used calculation of
PAW and fmax are marked with red and blue, and the background is marked in
black. The obtained PAWs for these two energy bins were 40° and 22°. Panel (b):
strahl PAW (Equation (9)) calculated for each of the energy bins. The error bars
denote an interval of one standard deviation. Panel (c): natural logarithm of the
f imax, plotted against the electron energy and the linear fit preformed in this

parameter space (dashed line) to obtain the strahl parallel temperature (TsP) in this
example resulting to 104 eV (see Equation (10)).
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isotropic pitch-angle distributions and could be dominated by

one of the more isotropic solar wind electron components, the

core or the halo. In this work, we choose to perform the PAW

analysis on the full electron VDF and not only on the strahl

VDF, which can be obtained by subtraction of the modeled

core and halo components from the total measured VDF (as

done by Berčič et al. 2019, Section 3.2). Using the full VDF,

we avoid the errors resulting from the core and the halo

modeling. The core population taking up the lower electron

energy is more sensitive to the effects of spacecraft’s magnetic

and electric fields and exhibits the yet unstudied deficit in the

sunward, magnetic field–aligned portion of the VDF. The halo

component is difficult to model because it was observed to be

very tenuous and, during the encounter periods when the

instrumental mechanic attenuator was closed, represented only

by a few data points (Halekas et al. 2020). The strahl

component, on the other hand, takes up higher energies and

appears relatively dense, especially during the encounter

periods. For these reasons, we fit Equation (7), the full

measured VDF, and rely on the assumption that the energy bins

resulting in PAW<180° are dominated by the strahl electron

component. The same approach was used by Hammond et al.

(1996) and Graham et al. (2017). An example of the PAWs

calculated for each energy bin of one measured scan is shown

in Figure 3(b).
In the inner heliosphere and for the energy ranges sampled

by the SPAN-E instruments, the strahl VDFs along the parallel
direction to the magnetic field are well represented by a
Maxwellian distribution function. For the scope of this work,
we are only interested in the temperature of this Maxwellian—
the slope of the parallel strahl VDF. However, the peak of the
pitch-angle distributions aligned with magnetic field is some-
times not sampled due to the heat shield FOV obstruction.
Thus, instead of using the measured VDF closest to the parallel
direction, we use the maximum VDF values ( f imax, ) from the fit
to the pitch-angle distributions at each energy bin (see
Equation (7)).

We perform a fit in the parameter space where a Maxwellian
distribution forms a straight line with a slope depending only
on its temperature:
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where ln denotes the natural logarithm. An example of the

strahl distribution in this representation is shown in Figure 3(c).

Fitting a straight line in this parameter space, we assume that

the drift velocity of the Maxwellian is zero or very small in

comparison to the electron velocity (v). This agrees with the

exospheric models predicting that the VDF stays the same as in

the corona, where the bulk velocity of electrons is zero.

3.2. Helios 1

The same two parameters to characterize the strahl electrons,
PAW and TsP, were obtained from the Helios 1 observations.
The PAWs as well as some other parameters like the core
electron density (nc) and temperature (  ^Tc , ), velocity of the
protons (vp), and magnetic field (B), have already been used
and are described in our previous work (Berčič et al. 2019).

The strahl temperature is determined in a similar way as
described for the PSP; however, the Helios 1 mission did not
have a heat shield, and the 2D electron instrument was able to
point straight at the Sun. Thus, using the f imax, parameter from
the PAW fits is not necessary. Instead, we limit the data set to
instances when magnetic field lies within one of the eight
azimuth bins and fit the Equation (10) to the data points from
this azimuth bin (marked in blue in Figure 4(a)). We use a full
measured distribution function in this bin and not the strahl
distribution presented in Berčič et al. (2019), which was
obtained by subtraction of the core and the halo from the
measured VDF ( = - -f f f fstrahl measured core halo). The full
distribution was used to unify the methods of TsP calculation
between PSP and Helios data set.
This process is illustrated in Figure 4(b). From the Helios

data set, it is not as obvious that the strahl parallel VDF can be
modeled by a Maxwellian. The VDFs appear noisier, and
especially farther from the Sun (lighter blue values
Figure 4(b)), they may exhibit traces of high energy tails,
previously modeled by Kappa-like distribution functions
(Maksimovic et al. 1997a; Štverák et al. 2009). However, for
a certain energy range (between ∼200 and 800 eV), strahl
VDFs still present a straight line in the ( )f vln 2 parameter space
and give us the information about the strahl parallel
temperatures. Fitting only the selected energy range, we avoid
the inclusion of the electron core component.

4. Observations

Strahl PAWs with respect to electron energy for the different
plasma bec values are shown in Figure 5. Only data gathered
during the first two encounter periods (35–60 RS) was used and
plotted separately ((a)—encounter 1, (b)—encounter 2). We
separated the data because of the different integration time of
the instruments for each encounter (see Section 2.1) and
because of an unresolved issue with the instruments’ response
during the encounter 2. This artifact can be seen in
Figures 5(b), A1(b), and B1(b) as a zig-zag pattern of PAW
along the energy dimension for higher energies. It appears as if
the PAW is slightly broader for every second energy bin. A
possible reason for this kind of measurement response could lie
in the hysteresis of the instrument deflection plates. A predicted
correction for this effect has been applied on the whole data set;
however, the hysteresis could be time dependent with a
stronger effect on the measurements made during encounter 2.
Nevertheless, the irregularities do not exceed the statistical
error and, thus, do not change any conclusions of the
present work.
Both plots in Figure 5 show the increase of PAW with bec .

For the lower two bec cases, the PAW decreases with electron
energy reaching down to 30°, while for the highest βecP case
the PAW stays more or less constant with a value ∼55° for the
energies above ∼200 eV. This high-βecP regime where the
strahl appears to be more affected by the scattering mechanisms
was found for 26% of electron spectra during the encounter 1
and for 13% during encounter 2. For all cases, a fast increase of
PAW is observed for the low electron energies, denoting the
presence of the electron core population below the energy of
∼200 eV .
No radial dependence was found during the encounter

periods (from 35 to 60 RS), most likely as a consequence of the
presently limited PSP data set. It appears that the type of the
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solar wind we observe has more of an effect on PAW than the
radial distance.

Strahl temperatures obtained from Helios and PSP data sets
are presented separately in Figures 6 and 7. The results from
Helios data set are the outcome of binning several years’ of
solar wind measurements, while for the PSP, we use the data
obtained over less than 6 months. Nonetheless, during the PSP
encounter periods, the data rate is very high, and we were lucky
to have already sampled different types of solar wind providing
us with a satisfactory statistics. For the Helios data set, sampled
distances range from 65 to 215 RS, while for that of the PSP,
the radial coverage is much smaller, from 35 and 58 RS (first
two encounters). Similarly, measured proton velocities in the
PSP data set have a smaller span than in the Helios data set.
The 2D histograms in both cases show the same result, no
strong trends in variation of the TsP with radial distance (r) and
an anticorrelation with the solar wind proton velocity (vp). The

overall mean value of TsP measured by PSP is 93 eV with a
standard deviation of 13 eV, and by Helios 105 eV with a
standard deviation of 23 eV.
Figure 8 presents the evolution of TsP with part of the PSP

orbit 1 trajectory ballistically projected down to the corona (2
RS) to produce sub-spacecraft points (marked with colored
dots). SWEAP in situ proton velocity measurements are used to
perform this projection. The colored lines show the magnetic
field lines mapped from each of the sub-spacecraft points down
to the solar surface as predicted by the PFSS model (see Bale
et al. 2019; Badman et al. 2020 for more details about the PFSS
modeling). The polarity inversion line is shown in white.
This interval was chosen because it exhibits distinctive

coronal features: a small coronal hole occurring during the first
encounter period (region marked with a box in upper plot in
Figure 8, enlarged in the lower plot), and a big coronal hole
occurring after the encounter period (the center of the upper

Figure 4. (a) Schematics of the electron instrument on board Helios 1 mission. The instrument has eight azimuth bins that are 28°.1 wide and separated with gaps. With “B”,
we mark the magnetic field direction. (b) Each line represents an electron VDF detected by the azimuth bin aligned with the magnetic field direction (marked with blue in the
schematics) and averaged over 10 consecutive measurements. We compare VDF examples from a half of Helios 1 orbit between 1975 September 21 and December 8
spanning distances from 67 to 181 RS (see the legend). The dots mark the measurements used for the TsP fits, which are shown with the dotted lines.

Figure 5. Strahl PAW with respect to electron energy, separated into three bins according to the local βecP value marked in the legend. The number in parenthesis
denotes a number of VDFs in each βecP bin. The shaded region for each line gives the span of one standard deviation. (a) Encounter 1, (b) Encounter 2.
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plot in Figure 8). Coronal holes appear as the darker parts in the

images produced from the 193Å emission line, as these are the

regions marked by low plasma density and open magnetic field

lines. Oppositely, the bright regions in the image correspond to

higher plasma densities, normally related to closed magnetic

field loops. A similar plot has been shown in the work of

Badman et al. (2020), who use a PFSS model to map the

magnetic field lines measured by the spacecraft back to the

solar surface (see Figures 5 and 8 in the referred article).
Our crude separation of TsP appears to discern distinct

coronal features as identified in the PFSS model: Very low TsP
(marked in black in Figure 8) is measured as PSP traces over

the larger, positive polarity coronal hole after the first encounter

and measured a fast wind stream, while a mix of intermediate

TsP (blue) and high TsP (red) occurs in association with the

smaller coronal hole PSP looped over at perihelion. The high

strahl temperatures are associated with mapping to the edges of

the coronal hole and the proximity to the current sheet (white

contour in Figure 8), while the intermediate temperature occurs

at a time when the solar wind bulk speed increased and PSP

was directly over the center of the coronal hole.
In lower plot in Figure 8, presenting a zoom-in of the first

encounter, the intermediate TsP do not correspond directly to

the darker regions on the image. Coronal holes are dynamic

features, and this small coronal hole has been observed to drift

over the limb of the Sun on November 2 (a date marked in

Figure 6. Histograms showing the variation of TsP with radial distance (r) (left panel), and solar wind proton velocity (vp) (right panel) for the Helios data set. The
histograms are normalized to the maximum value in each vertical column. Above each of the 2D histograms and on the right side, 1D histograms present the
probability distribution of the corresponding parameters (r, vp, and TsP).

Figure 7. Histograms showing the variation of TsP with radial distance (r) (left panel), and solar wind proton velocity (vp) (right panel) for the PSP data set. The
histograms are normalized to the maximum value in each vertical column.
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Figure 8(b)). Therefore, we cannot be sure of the position of the
small coronal hole at the time of the PSP crossing, and a slight
disagreement between the image and TsP is expected.

5. Discussion

PAWs observed by the PSP agree very well with the
reported observations from the Helios mission (Figure 4 in
Berčič et al. 2019). The most obvious change in the radial
evolution from the closest regions to the Sun probed by Helios
spacecraft (65 RS) to the first two perihelia of the PSP reaching
down to 35 RS is the fast increase in PAW at low electron

energies (see Figure 5). We attribute this increase to the
presence of the core electron component reaching the
temperatures above 30 eV (Halekas et al. 2020).
The observed anticorrelation between PAW and electron

energy for the lower two βecP bins (Figure 5) might be a
consequence of a collisionless focusing mechanism. Focusing
of the solar wind electrons starts taking place at a distance
above the solar surface where collisions cannot dominate the
electron VDF anymore, a distance in the frame of exospheric
solar wind models referred to as the exobase (Jockers 1970;
Lemaire & Scherer 1971). The location of the exobase can be
between 2 and 10 RS (Maksimovic et al. 1997a) and depends

Figure 8. The evolution of TsP with part of the PSP orbit 1. The PSP trajectory is ballistically projected down to the corona (2 RS) to produce sub-spacecraft points.
The colored lines denote the magnetic field lines mapped from the sub-spacecraft points to the solar surface as predicted by the PFSS model with source surface height
2 RS, the same as used in Bale et al. (2019) and Badman et al. (2020). The white line shows the PFSS neutral line. The points and magnetic field lines are colored with

respect to hour-long averages of TsP (see the color bar in (a)). The corresponding image of the Sun is a synoptic map of the 193 Å emission synthesized from
STEREO/EUVI and SDO/AIA for Carrington Rotation 2210, identical to the one used by Badman et al. (2020) in their Figures 5 and 9. The upper plot presents a
larger time interval (2018 October 30, 00:30–2018 November 23, 17:30), and the lower presents a zoom of the encounter period (2018 October 30, 15:30–2018
November 14, 8:30).
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on the type of the solar wind. The expected relation between
PAW and electron energy at the distance of 35 RS accounting
only for the focusing mechanism is shown in Figure 9 for the
low and the high exobase limit. The model assumes an
isotropic Maxwellian VDF at the exobase expanding along a
radially decreasing magnetic field (B∝1/r2). Following
energy and momentum conservation (Equation (6) in Berčič
et al. 2019), we obtain a VDF at 35 RS and calculate the PAW
as described in Section 3. In comparison to the majority of
observations, the modeled PAWs still appear at least two times
narrower.

In reality, the transition between collision-dominated and
collisionless regimes does not happen at one distance but is a
continuous process. This could be one of the reasons why our
single exobase focusing model predicts lower PAWs than
observed. Another possibility is that the strahl has already been
affected by scattering mechanisms also resulting in an antic-
orrelation between PAW and electron energy. A good
candidate is Coulomb collisions. A study using kinetic theory
is presented in works by Horaites et al. (2018, 2019), providing
a theoretical prediction of the strahl PAW, accounting for
collisions between particles. PAW seems, to some extent and
for some energy range, to agree with the results from Horaites
et al. (2018), predicting relations in the form PAW∝ n , and
PAW∝E−1, where n strands for density and E for electron
energy. However, Equation (15) from Horaites et al. (2019)
does not predict our observations.

The focusing experienced by the strahl electron component
during the solar wind expansion does not affect TsP. If the
scattering mechanisms do not strongly modify the electron
VDF, the temperature of the VDF at the exobase stays
imprinted in the strahl population. The density of the VDFs and
the core T decrease with radial distance, but the slope—the
temperature—of the parallel cut through the strahl part of the
VDF remains unchanged (see schematics in Figure 10). Even
though the strahl PAW are observed to be somewhat broader
than that predicted by the exospheric models, no radial trends
were found in the TsP observed by Helios and PSP missions
(see Figures 6 and 7). This raises the question of the efficiency
of the scattering mechanisms in modifying TsP. The answer
requires further observational and numerical studies, which are
beyond the scope of this work.

The constant behavior of TsP over radial distance is a new
observation, which is in contradiction with the current beliefs
about its radial evolution. Recent near-Earth observational studies,
from either Wind or Cluster spacecraft (Viñas et al. 2010; Tao
et al. 2016; MacNeil et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2019b), report
significantly lower strahl T than the ones reported in this work. As
a consequence, it was accepted that the strahl temperature must
decrease over the distance from Sun to Earth. But the reason for
different observational results lies mostly in the different data
analysis approach. We follow the exospheric theory and,
therefore, fit the strahl field–aligned VDF cut with a Maxwellian
centered on vP=0. Viñas et al. (2010) isolate the strahl
component and obtain the plasma moments by integration. The
obtained strahl T are on the order of 10 eV with T⊥∼2 times
bigger than TP, and the obtained drift velocities are relatively high.
With this approach, they measure the width of the strahl
distribution, while we are interested in the slope. Wilson et al.
(2019b) model the strahl with a Kappa distribution with a drift and
report the mean  kTs , of 44.2 eV. Tao et al. (2016) and MacNeil
et al. (2017) also use Kappa distribution function but centered on
vP=0, and they find means  kTs , of 51.1 eV and ∼50 eV,
respectively. We performed a test to quantify the effect of the
different model choice on the obtained TP. Figure 11 shows the
same example as Figure 3(c) but fitted with a Kappa distribution
function for κ=10 and κ=5. The fit was made in the
logarithmic space with the one-dimensional Kappa distribution
function:
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where the κ parameter is given, and the density (nκ) and the

thermal velocity (wκ) are the fitting parameters. The strahl

parallel Kappa temperature (  kTs , ) can be calculated from wκ:
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Figure 9. Relation between PAW and electron energy at the distance of 35 RS

resulting from a simple focusing model. The difference between the two curves
is the selection of the exobase marked in the legend. The electric potential used
for both examples was the same, equal to −500 V.

Figure 10. A schematic diagram demonstrating how the information about the
temperature of coronal electrons is preserved in the TsP. The upper row shows a
cut through a distribution function with respect to electron velocity, while the
lower row shows the same two distributions in velocity space where vP is
aligned with magnetic field direction.
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In fact, the temperature obtained with the Kappa fit (  kTs , ) is
much lower than the temperature obtained with a Maxwellian fit.
The  kTs , for the κ=5 case falls within the range of observations
shown by Tao et al. (2016) and MacNeil et al. (2017).

A Maxwellian model was chosen because it most accurately
represents new observations of the strahl provided by PSP. For
the measured energy range, up to 800 eV, the strahl VDF
cutting through the parallel direction shows no signs of high
energy tails. This is not strictly true for the strahl measured by
Helios, especially at larger distances, neither for the strahl
observed at 1 au (Tao et al. 2016; MacNeil et al. 2017; Wilson
et al. 2019b). The radial evolution of the strahl modeled by a
Kappa function is presented by Štverák et al. (2009). They
report the increase of κ values at smaller distances from the
Sun, reaching ∼14 at 0.3 au (64.5 RS). For large κ values, a
Kappa distribution tends toward a Maxwellian; therefore, the
PSP observations of a Maxwellian-like strahl VDF below
60 RS were not unexpected.

On the other hand, the increase of κ for small distances
(Štverák et al. 2009), and the measured Maxwellian-like strahls
by the PSP, could be an instrumental artifact. Closer to the Sun,
the total electron temperature is larger; therefore, the unaltered
instrument energy span becomes relatively smaller than farther
from the Sun. We are only able to measure a smaller portion of
the strahl VDF, which could be missing the high energy tails—
the most important part for distinction between a Kappa and a
Maxwellian VDF.

The idea that the strahl electrons carry the information about
the temperature of the electrons at the exobase is a part of
exospheric solar wind models, as they initially do not take into
account collisions or wave–particle interactions (Jockers 1970;
Lemaire & Scherer 1971).

Two studies investigated the relation between the temper-
ature of the supra-thermal electron population observed at 1 au,
and the coronal temperature so far. Both of them make use of
the oxygen charge-state ratio (O7+/O6+

) measurements as an
estimate for the coronal electron temperature. In the study by
Hefti et al. (1999), a clear correlation between the strahl parallel
temperature and the oxygen charge ratio was observed, while
MacNeil et al. (2017) present a data interval where the
correlation is present and a data interval where it is not.
Unfortunately, neither of the two spacecraft presented in this
work provide us with a measurement of oxygen state ratios.

But this measurement will be provided by the Solar Orbiter,
the new probe exploring the inner heliosphere launched on
2020 February 10 (Müller et al. 2013).
Another parameter strongly correlated with the temperature

of the solar corona, which is often used as an indicator of the
solar wind origin, is the solar wind velocity (Lopez &
Freeman 1986). The solar wind originating from the center of
the coronal holes, where the proton plasma temperature is
higher than that of electrons, has a higher terminal velocity than
the wind coming from the edges of the coronal holes. Figures 6
and 7 agree with this global picture as they display a clear
anticorrelation between TsP and the solar wind proton velocity.
Using the sub-spacecraft points in combination with the

synoptic map of the Sun allows us to follow the time evolution
of the TsP and compare it with the current state of the solar
corona (Figure 8). Through comparison with the PFSS
modeling of the magnetic field line topology during the first
orbit of PSP presented in the study by Badman et al. (2020), we
crudely separated the strahl temperature data into three bins.
The coldest TsP (TsP<75 eV) were observed at times when
measured magnetic field lines appear to connect to a bigger
equatorial coronal hole encountered just after the first PSP
perihelion. During the first encounter, when a period of high-
speed solar wind implies connectivity to the smaller coronal
hole (Figure 8(b)), the strahl temperatures appear a bit higher
temperature, 75 eV< TsP< 85 eV. These values are in agree-
ment with the coronal electron temperatures obtained via the
spectroscopy technique presented by David et al. (1998) and
Cranmer (2002). They report the coronal hole electron
temperature just above the solar surface to be 0.79 MK (=68
eV), reach its maximum temperature at 1.15 RS, stay below
1 MK (=86 eV), and decrease after (Figure 2 in the referred
article). For the quiet equatorial corona, the temperatures
appear to be higher, starting at 1 MK and increasing until they
reach 3.16 MK (=272 eV) at 1.3 RS.
This evidence lead us to believe that TsP indeed retains the

information about the temperature of electrons at their origin.
However, to be convinced that TsP is not just correlated with but
equals to the coronal electron temperature, further analysis is
required. As mentioned above, the exobase is not a discrete point
above the solar surface but a continuous region over which the
collisions become less and less important. Another thing one
needs to account for is the energy-dependent scattering of the
strahl electrons. The strahl was, for most of the measurements,
observed to be narrow but still broader than what is expected from
the simple collisionless model. For example, scattering by
Coulomb collisions at only lower energies would result in a higher
TsP. The study of the effect of continuous exobase and Coulomb
collisions making use of kinetic simulations BiCop (Landi &
Pantellini 2001, 2003) is a current work in progress.

6. Conclusions

The PAW data obtained during the first two orbits of PSP
agrees well with the results obtained from the Helios data set
presented by Berčič et al. (2019). We find the same PAW
dependence on βecP: in high-βecP solar wind, the strahl appears
broader than in the low-βecP solar wind. For the measured
energy range, the PAW was found to decrease with electron
energy reaching down to 30° for the lower two βecP bins,
representing the majority of measurements.
We present, for the first time, observations of TsP from both

the PSP and Helios missions. An anticorrelation was found

Figure 11. The same example as shown in Figure 3(c). Additionally to the
Maxwellian fit (dashed blue line), two Kappa fits are shown: κ=10 (red line)
and κ=5 (black line).
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between TsP and the solar wind velocity (vp), while TsP was

observed to be constant over radial distance (r). These findings

lead us to conclude that the strahl carries information about the

coronal electron temperature at the point of its origin and can

be used as a good proxy for connectivity studies involving

remote sensing and in situ data. In fact, the origins of the solar

wind measured by PSP anticipated from the strahl temperature

measurements compare very well to the ones obtained using a

PFSS model presented by Bale et al. (2019) and Badman et al.

(2020). Even though the measured values of TsP agree very

well with the coronal electron temperatures measured with the

spectroscopes on board the SOHO spacecraft (David et al.

1998; Cranmer 2002), we believe further analysis is required to

confirm that TsP is a direct measure of the electron temperature

in the corona.
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Appendix A
PAW—FOV Effects

The combined FOV of SPAN-E instruments is not uniform

(Kasper et al. 2016; Whittlesey et al. 2020). Electrons are

detected by two instruments, and the azimuth anodes of each of

them have two possible angular widths: 6° and 24°. Part of the

full solid angle is not sampled and is part blocked by the heat

shield (see Figure 1). We investigated how much the nonuni-

form FOV affects our data analysis.
We identified two extreme configurations of the magnetic

field vector in the FOV. The measurement is the most precise

when the magnetic field vector lies within part of the FOV

covered by the small azimuth anodes of SPAN-A. The most

problematic measurement of the strahl electrons happens when

the magnetic field is aligned with the radial direction, because

in this case, the strahl electrons get blocked by the heat shield,

which is during the encounter time directed directly toward

the Sun.
The results are presented in Figure A1. PAWs measured at

low electron energies are independent of the configuration of

the magnetic field in the FOV. However, the strahl electrons

with higher energies during the first encounter appear ∼10°

broader when the magnetic field lies outside of the FOV

covered by the small anodes of SPAN-A. The variation is less

pronounced during the second encounter.

Figure A1. Strahl PAW with respect to electron energy, separated into three bins according to location of the magnetic field vector in the FOV of the instruments. Bin
edges are noted in the legend followed by a number of instances belonging to each bin. (a) Encounter 1, (b) Encounter 2.
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Appendix B
PAW—Standard Deviation B

Another test was conducted to determine how much the
variation of the magnetic field during the integration time of
SPAN-E instruments affects our strahl PAW measurements.
We calculated the standard deviation of a 294 Hz magnetic
field measurement during each SPAN-E scan lasting 27.96 s for
the first encounter. For the second encounter, the magnetic field
was sampled with a cadence of 147 Hz, and the duration of one
scan was set to 13.98 s.

Figure B1 shows PAWs separated into two groups according
to the standard deviation of B. The effect of the strong variation
of the magnetic field during the SPAN-E measurement is
increasing with increasing electron energy and can make the
strahl appear up to 20° broader than during times of small
magnetic field variation.
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Key Points:8

• We use a kinetic model of expanding solar wind accounting for Coulomb col-9

lisions. This model produces a slow, supersonic solar wind proton population10

accelerated only through the ambipolar electric field, which arises due to the11

difference of mass between electron and proton.12

• The self-consistently calculated ambipolar electric field in the model is on the13

order of Dreicer electric field.14

• We present the radial evolution of the strahl electron component under the15

influence of Coulomb collisions.16
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Abstract17

The solar wind protons are accelerated to supersonic velocities within the dis-18

tance of 10 solar radii from the Sun, as a consequence of a complex physical mechanism19

including particle kinetic effects as well as the field-particle energy and momentum ex-20

change. We use a numerical kinetic model of the solar wind, accounting for Coulomb21

collisions (BiCoP), and model a solar wind accelerated only by the ambipolar electro-22

static filed (E) arising due to the difference in mass between electron and proton, and23

assuring quasi-neutrality and zero current. We study the effect E, which was found24

to be on the order of Dreicer electric field (ED) (Dreicer, 1959), has on the resulting25

electron velocity distribution functions (VDF). The strahl electron radial evolution is26

represented by means of its pitch-angle width (PAW), and the strahl parallel tempera-27

ture (Ts,‖). A continuous transition between collisional and weakly collisional regime28

results in broader PAW, compared to the single-exobase prediction imposed by the29

exospheric models. Collisions were found to scatter strahl electrons below 250 eV,30

which in turn has an effect on the measured Ts,‖. A slight increase was found in Ts,‖31

with radial distance, and was stronger for the more collisional run. We estimate that32

the coronal electron temperature inferred from the observations of Ts,‖ in the solar33

wind, would be overestimated for between 8 and 15%.34

1 Introduction35

The solar wind is a continuous flux of magnetised plasma which originates in36

the solar corona and permeates the interplanetary space. The first physical model ex-37

plaining its existence was proposed by Parker (1958) in a form of a fluid hydrodynamic38

flow. The mass conservation of solar wind expansion results in a strong radial gradient39

in plasma density, decreasing with radial distance as r−2, and even faster in the solar40

wind acceleration region. The plasma that escapes the hot and dense, collision dom-41

inated solar corona, therefore significantly decreases in density and becomes almost42

collisionless, over a few solar radii (RS). Frequently used measure of collisionality is43

the ratio between the mean-free path of the particles (λ) and the atmospheric density44

scale-height (H), called the Knudsen number (Kn). Values Kn ≪ 1 are typical for45

the solar corona, while Kn > 1 marks the weakly collisional and collisionless regimes,46

where departures from a thermal equilibrium, Maxwellian particle velocity distribu-47

tion function (VDF), are expected. Accordingly with the Parker (1958) model, the48

transition between the two regimes (defined with Kn = 1) lies at the radial distance49

of about 4 RS (Brasseur & Lemaire, 1977).50

Kinetic exospheric solar wind models were developed, with a goal to provide a51

more detailed description of the solar wind expansion physics above the transition point52

(Kn = 1), referred to as the exobase. A common element of all the exospheric solar53

wind models is an explicit existence of the global electrostatic field, resulting from the54

difference in mass between electron and proton. The first proposed kinetic model by55

Chamberlain (1960) assumed that this electrostatic field is the Pannekoek-Rosseland56

electric field, arising in any gravitationally bound plasma in hydrostatic equilibrium57

(Pannekoek, 1922; Rosseland, 1924). As the solar wind is not in such equilibrium, the58

electric field was underestimated, resulting in a subsonic solar wind solution, called59

the solar breeze.60

Due to their smaller mass and consequently larger thermal velocity, the electrons61

evaporate from the solar corona faster than the heavier protons. The arising global62

electric field, also referred to as the ambipolar electrostatic field (E), must thus assure63

the equality of electron and proton fluxes at all radial distances, allowing the Sun to64

remain charge-free. The ambipolar electric field was used in succeeding exospheric65

models (Lemaire & Scherer, 1970, 1971; Jockers, 1970; Maksimovic et al., 1997; Pier-66
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rard et al., 1999; Zouganelis et al., 2004), producing supersonic wind that agrees well67

with the measured solar wind plasma moments.68

Scudder (1996) showed that the value of E in the solar wind critical point, the69

radial distance at which the solar wind protons become supersonic, should be on the70

order of Dreicer electric field (ED) (Dreicer, 1959). The electric fields of that size were71

found to cause the electron runaway in the context of fusion laboratory experiments,72

resulting in large currents (Dreicer, 1960). A theory describing the effect of E on73

the solar wind electron VDF was developed by Scudder (2019b), who proposes that74

the supra-thermal electrons result from the runaway mechanism. No observational75

evidence of E interacting with electron VDF were reported so far.76

The benefit of a kinetic description of the solar wind is that it allows the exis-77

tence of non-thermal VDFs, commonly observed in the solar wind for both protons78

and electrons. Observed solar wind electron VDFs are normally modelled with three79

components: the dense electron core takes up the low electron energies, while the high80

energies are represented by field-aligned beam-like electron strahl and the electron halo81

present in all directions (Feldman et al., 1975; Pilipp et al., 1987; Maksimovic et al.,82

2005; Štverák et al., 2008; Štverák et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2019b,83

2019a; Macneil et al., 2020). In exospheric models the velocity space at any radial dis-84

tance is separated by the velocity required for an electron to escape from the potential85

well of the ambipolar electric field. Electrons with velocities smaller than the escape86

velocity can belong to either trapped, ballistic or incoming exospheric particle class,87

and are equivalent to the core component. Electrons with velocity high enough to es-88

cape, belong to the escaping class, and correspond to the strahl component (Lemaire89

& Scherer, 1971). The halo component is not present in the exospheric models, and is90

thus believed to be created through the electromagnetic (EM) field-particle interaction91

during the solar wind expansion, or exist already deep in the solar corona (Pierrard et92

al., 1999).93

In the collisionless approximation the anti-sunward moving strahl electrons focus94

around the radially decreasing magnetic field, following the magnetic moment and95

energy conservation. However, the strahl observed in the solar wind was reported to96

broaden with radial distance (Hammond et al., 1996; Graham et al., 2017; Berčič et97

al., 2019), requiring the existence of strahl scattering mechanisms. Coulomb collisions98

were found to be efficient in isotropising the electron core (Salem et al., 2003; Štverák99

et al., 2008), but have a much smaller effect on the higher energy electrons. A study100

of the Coulomb scattering of the strahl electrons using kinetic theory is presented in101

works by Horaites et al. (2018, 2019), who provide an analytical expression relating102

the strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) to the energy and density of solar wind electrons.103

PAW was found to decrease with electron energy, at 1 au affecting electrons below ∼104

300 eV. Proposed scattering mechanisms, effective at higher electron energies, include105

wave-particle interactions (Vocks et al., 2005; Kajdič et al., 2016; Verscharen et al.,106

2019; Krishna Jagarlamudi, 2020) and scattering by the background turbulence (Pagel107

et al., 2007; Saito & Gary, 2007).108

Collisionless focusing in the absence of any field-particle interactions, does not109

affect the shape of the parallel profile of the strahl VDF (fs,‖). This argument was used110

in the works by Hefti et al. (1999); MacNeil et al. (2017); Berčič et al. (2020), trying111

to relate the temperature of the supra-thermal electron components to the coronal112

electron temperature at their origin. The study by Berčič et al. (2020), including the113

analysis of data from Parker Solar Probe (PSP) and Helios missions, reveals that the114

strahl parallel temperature (Ts‖), defined with a Maxwellian fit to the fs,‖, does not115

vary with radial distance. Together with the found anti-correlation between Ts‖ and116

the solar wind speed, the authors conclude that the strahl does carry the information117

about the state of the electron VDF in the solar corona.118
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The results presented in this work were obtained using a numerical kinetic model119

of the solar wind expansion accounting for Coulomb collisions (Landi & Pantellini,120

2001, 2003; Landi et al., 2010, 2012, 2014). The model does not capture all of the121

solar wind physics, but instead allows a detailed view into a kinetic behaviour of the122

colliding solar wind electrons in the near-Sun regions. In comparison to the existing123

exospheric models, the benefits of the numerical model are:124

• a statistical treatment of binary Coulomb collisions instead of using a Fokker-125

Planck collision operator,126

• a self-consistent calculation of the ambipolar electric field, and127

• a continuous transition between the collisional and collision-less regime (the128

exobase is not defined as a single radial distance and is not required as an input129

parameter).130

The modelled solar wind and its evolution through the acceleration region is131

described with plasma moments in Sec. 3. The analysis of the obtained electron132

VDFs permits an investigation of the effects of the ambipolar electric field on the133

VDFs (Sec. 4), and of the radial evolution of the strahl electron component (Sec. 5).134

2 Numerical model135

We use the fully kinetic model BiCoP (Binary Collisions in Plasmas) to simulate136

the radial expansion of the solar wind. Details of the model are described by Landi137

and Pantellini (2001, 2003), who in the first work present the evolution of solar wind138

moments over the first 0.2 RS above the solar surface. In the second work they extend139

their simulation domain to reach up to 50 RS , however, with decreased proton to140

electron mass ratio. Later works with BiCoP use realistic solar wind characteristics,141

like proton-electron mass ratio and the input plasma moments, and present the radial142

evolution of electron VDF between 0.3 and 3 RS , where the solar wind has already143

reached its terminal velocity and the effect of gravity can be neglected (Landi et al.,144

2012, 2014). They show that the model produces a two-component electron VDF145

function - consisting of the core and the strahl, and the global solar wind moments146

which compare well with the observed values. With the evolution of the code as well147

as computer technology we are now able to conduct the simulations of the solar wind148

acceleration region where the effect of gravity is of great importance (1 RS - 49 RS)149

using real proton to mass ratio and reproducing the plasma moments measured by the150

Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al., 2016).151

A schematics of the simulation setup is shown in Fig. 1. The model is 1-152

dimensional in space and 3-dimensional in velocity space. N macroparticles are in-153

cluded in the simulations representing two species – electrons and protons, defined by154

their opposite signed charge and realistic mass ratio (
mp

me

= 1837). The particles are155

accelerated by the Sun’s gravitational force and the ambipolar electric field force:156

d2r

dt2
= −

GMS

r2
+

~L2

m2
i r

3
+

q

mi

E(r), (1)

where r is the radial distance from the Sun, G the gravitational constant, MS157

the mass of the Sun, mi the mass of a particle and E(r) the ambipolar electric field.158

~L is the angular momentum that can be expressed in terms of perpendicular particle159

velocity: ~L = mi~r×~v. In the model we assume a radial magnetic field so that angular160

magnetic conservation is equivalent to the magnetic moment conservation (Landi et161

al., 2012).162

The main parameter defining the behaviour of the system is the ratio between163

the gravitational potential and the electron thermal energy at r0, the distance from164
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Table 1. Presented simulation runs and their crucial input parameters.

Parameters Unit A LC MC HC

N 22500 22500 22500 22500
vC vth,0 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2

Te,p,bot 106 K 2 1.4 1.4 1.4
Te,top 106 K 0.82 0.77 0.77 0.77
g0 0.1416 0.0225 0.0225 0.0225
r RS 1 - 46 3 - 49 3 - 49 3 - 49

vbot km/s 0 104 104 104
vtop km/s 218 228 228 228

and Maxwellian-like, which leaves us with the temperature and the bulk velocity as191

the only free parameters. The bottom and top velocities are the same for both species192

(vbot, vtop). We define the temperature of the both species at the bottom (Te,bot, Tp,bot),193

and the temperature of electrons on the top (Te,top), as the protons at the top have194

a supersonic velocity, thus all leaving the simulation domain and being re-injected at195

the bottom. On the contrary, electrons are subsonic, thus a portion of them has to196

be injected back from the top boundary with a probability and velocity which are197

given by the distribution function assumed at the top. The equal flux between the two198

species is assured everywhere in the system only by the self-consistent electric field.199

The kinetic model tends toward a stationary, quasi-neutral solar wind solution only200

if the boundary conditions are also a part of this solution. Therefore the choice of201

Te,top and vtop is not really free, and depends on the Te,bot and Tp,bot, as well as on the202

collisionality of the system. For each of the presented simulation runs, test runs were203

preformed iterating towards good values for the top boundary parameters.204

The particle’s velocity distribution functions are built by binning the spatial205

domain in 40 bins and the velocity space in 80×80 bins in the radial and perpendicular206

direction. Once the stationary state has been reached the position and velocity of the207

particles are regularly sampled to build the velocity distribution function as function208

of the distance. Moments of the distribution function are also directly computed in209

the simulation.210

The presented simulation runs with their key parameters are listed in Tab. 1.211

3 Density, velocity & temperature212

3.1 Method213

3.1.1 Physical unit density214

Fig. 2 shows the radial evolution of density (n), velocity (v), and core electron215

temperature (Te,core) over the simulation domain for the four presented simulation216

runs. The physical units of the parameters in the equation of motion (Eq. 1: r, v,217

T, E) are all determined through the mass, gravity and temperature of the corona.218

Particle density, however, does not affect gravitational and electric fields, but it plays219

an important role for the properties of Coulomb collisions. The physical units for220

density are thus determined using the electron-proton collision frequency (νe,p(r))221

measured in the simulation and comparing it to the Fokker-Planck electron-proton222

transport collision frequency for a plasma with known density (n) and temperature223

(T ):224
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Table 2. Electron moments for simulations HC, MC, and LC at 35 RS .

Moments HC MC LC

n (cm−3) 1129 376 76
v (km/s) 211 217 212
Te,core,‖ (eV) 40.7 48.4 47.6
Te,core,⊥ (eV) 39.0 44.6 43.3

corona, and use the obtained temperature and velocity as a guidance for the input269

parameters for the runs HC (high collisionality), MC (medium collisionality) and LC270

(low collisionality) starting from 3 RS . As mentioned above, Te&p,bot and vbot are271

not independent parameters, and a simulation starting with Te&p,bot = 150 eV, and272

vbot = 90 km/s at 3 RS , as follows from the simulation run A, does not result in a273

stationary solution. That is because the bottom boundary proton and electron VDFs274

(at 3 RS) are set to be isotropic Maxwellians, however, in the simulation run A at this275

distance the VDFs are already deformed: protons appear anisotropic and electrons276

start to form a tenuous strahl population. Instead of changing the shape of the VDFs277

at the bottom boundary of the simulations starting at 3 RS we decrease Te&p,bot (to278

120 eV). This way the radial evolution of v is similar for all runs, while there are some279

differences in the radial evolution of T .280

Because the highest gradients are avoided for the runs HC, MC, and HC, the281

used amount of particles (22500 electrons and 22500 protons) provides us with much282

better statistics. We study the effect of Coulomb collisions by varying the system283

collisionality using the input variable vC . Run HC is the most collisional (vC = 0.4),284

which is reflected in higher density and steeper decrease in core electron temperature285

with radial distance (see Fig. 2). The core stays close to isotropic all through the286

simulation domain, while in less collisional runs MC (vC = 0.3) and LC (vC = 0.2),287

the parallel core electron temperature is notably larger than the perpendicular one.288

The collisionality does not appear to have an effect on the final solar wind velocity,289

which is similar for all three runs, ∼ 220 km/s. This result is in contradiction with290

the simulation results shown by Landi and Pantellini (2003), who found that denser291

solar wind is accelerated to higher velocities. The discrepancy between the two results292

could be a consequence of the reduced proton to electron mass ratio, or much smaller293

amount of particles used in the simulation runs from Landi and Pantellini (2003).294

For a quantitative comparison of the obtained electron moments with the Parker295

Solar Probe data we list the simulation values at 35 RS in Tab. 2.296

4 Electric field & electric potential297

4.1 Method298

Another simulation output is the ambipolar electric field (E) at the position of299

every simulation particle. These values are then binned accordingly with the 40 radial300

bins and integrated over radial distance to obtain the electric potential (φ).301

In the exospheric solar wind models, the total electric potential difference between302

any given distance and infinity has an important effect on the electron VDF. At any303

radial distance (r) the antisunward moving electrons with the energy higher than the304

electric potential energy (Eφ(r)) are able to escape and form the strahl population,305

while electrons with energy below Eφ(r) can not escape and form a ballistic, core306

population. The antisunward core electrons are trapped in a potential well: they307
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along the perpendicular direction appear in blue and regions with higher density in390

red. With this representation the small VDF features are less pronounced than in the391

scaled VDF, however a relation with the original VDF is preserved through a norm,392

in this case chosen to be f⊥. VDFs are shown in electron core resting frame, as this is393

the frame in which isotropy is expected.394

The scaled distribution reveals two features aligned with magnetic field: the395

strahl present at positive velocities, and another overdensity at small negative ve-396

locities. The second feature is very small and does not appear in the normalised397

representation. It results from a slight mismatch between the anti-sunward portion398

of electron VDF leaving the simulation at the top boundary and the sunward portion399

defined with input parameters.400

vD and vφ are overplotted as half circles with dashed black, and full blue line,401

respectively. Positive signed vD corresponds to the velocity where first strahl electrons402

are found (see the scaled representation), while negative signed vφ coincides with the403

cutoff, clearly seen in blue in the normalised representation. Since electron core is close404

to isotropic and drifting with a relatively low speed, positive signed vφ also corresponds405

to the upper velocity limit of the core population. The same conclusions follow from406

the electron VDF slices at two different radial distances shown in Fig. 8 (a, b).407

We are interested in the behaviour of electron VDF parallel to the magnetic field,408

thus we average the values within a pitch-angle 10o to create parallel cuts through409

the VDF in original, scaled and normalised representation. These values are then410

plotted with respect to the radial distance in Fig. 9, for the simulation run MC. This411

plotting technique allows us to observe the radial evolution of the core and the strahl412

component. Over all radial distances positive vD follows the transition between the413

core and the strahl component (see scaled representation), while negative vφ follows the414

exospheric cutoff (see normalised representation). The same type figures for simulation415

runs HC and LC are added in Appendix A.416

We compare the cuts through electron VDF at the same radial distance, in three417

different simulations in Fig. 8 (b, c, d). The first notable difference is the break-point418

velocity between the core and the strahl electrons. In the more collisional run HC the419

collisions are able to maintain a Maxwellian VDF up to higher velocity compared to420

the less collisional runs MC and LC. While vφ is almost the same for all the runs, vD421

reflecting the collisionality of the system varies between the runs.422

Both, positive and negative signed velocities vφ and vD, are marked on all plots423

because they are expected to describe the VDF in both senses. In the antisunward di-424

rection vφ > vD means that the electrons with energies smaller than the local potential425

energy, which will eventually be slowed down and start falling back towards the Sun,426

already exhibit non-Maxwellian features. Whether this results in a non-Maxwellian427

sunward directed portion of electron VDF can not be determined with the results428

obtained from our model. The sunward portion of the VDF is defined at the top429

boundary and is assumed to be Maxwellian.430

5 Pitch-angle width (PAW) & strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖)431

5.1 Method432

We define the strahl as the residual anti-sunward component of the electron433

velocity distribution function and we characterise it with two parameters, the pitch-434

angle width (PAW) and the strahl parallel temperature (T‖), in the same way as in435

the observational studies by Berčič et al. (2019); Berčič et al. (2020). PAW width is436

obtained as a full width half maximum (FWHM) of the pitch-angle distributions in an437
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bottom boundary (f0,Maxw):482

l =

∫
fi(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥∫

f0,Maxw(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥
, (17)

where index i is the number of the radial bin. This technique was used to483

verify the exospheric prediction, which says that f‖ should, in absence of collisions484

and wave-particle interactions, remain unchanged in the exosphere, and carry the485

information about the shape of the VDF at the exobase to farther radial distances.486

If Ts,‖ remains unchanged from the bottom boundary the presented normalisation487

results in a horizontal line, as found for the VDF in the first radial bin (blue colour).488

Decreasing curves denote temperatures smaller than Te,bot, which can be seen for489

farther radial distances (red colour) at low electron energies and represent the electron490

core population. Increasing curves appearing at strahl electron energies indicate that491

the Ts,‖ slightly increases with radial distances. Fig. 12 includes values from the run492

MC, while plots for runs HC and LC are added in Appendix B.493

The same result was obtained by fitting f‖ with a 1D Maxwellian to obtain Ts,‖494

(see Fig. 13). The increase in Ts,‖ is the largest for the most collisional run A, at495

radial distance of 35 RS by 15% exceeding the initial Te,bot. The smallest increase was496

found in run C, amounting to 3%.497

6 Discussion498

6.1 Modelled and observed solar wind499

The used kinetic solar wind model does not capture all the physics of the solar500

wind. Most importantly it does not account for electro-magnetic (EM) wave activity, or501

the Parker spiral, non-radial, magnetic field. It assumes spherically geometric radial502

expansion to reconstruct a 3-dimensions in space from its 1-dimensional simulation503

domain. However, it allows us to focus on electron kinetic physics on the global solar504

wind scales. Using this model we are able to quantify the contribution of the kinetic505

electron behaviour, under the influence of gravity and Coulomb collisions, in the solar506

wind dynamics. As the resulting electron VDFs are not far from the observed ones,507

we can speculate that the recognised differences between the modelled and observed508

VDF are the result of the physical mechanisms not included in our simulation, like509

EM waves or non-radial magnetic field.510

The simulation run A presents the solar wind arising solely from the hot Maxwellian511

solar corona with a temperature of 2 MK (172 eV). This temperature is higher than512

value 0.79 MK reported above the surface for the coronal holes (David et al., 1998;513

Cranmer, 2002), but an upper limit temperature related to the edges of coronal holes514

in the recent study by Berčič et al. (2020) inferring the temperature of the coronal515

electrons from the strahl electrons measured by PSP. The estimated density at 1 RS516

in the simulation is about one order of magnitude lower than that reported for the517

coronal holes, measured by multi-frequency radio imaging (Mercier & Chambe, 2015).518

Due to their small mass, the contribution of electrons to the total mass flux of the519

solar wind is very small, however, the high velocities they reach, and their subsonic520

behaviour have an important role in the solar wind acceleration. In comparison to521

the heavier protons, electrons evaporate from the Sun faster, which requires an ex-522

istence of large-scale electric field ensuring the plasma quasi-neutrality (Lemaire &523

Scherer, 1971). This electric field is referred to as the ambipolar electric field (E), and524

is self-consistently obtained in the simulation. It is responsible for acceleration of the525

solar wind protons to the supersonic velocity at 4 RS , and to the terminal velocity526

of 206 km/s. Even though the modelled corona is somewhat hotter than measured,527

the obtained terminal velocity is still about a third smaller than frequently observed528
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velocities of ∼ 300 km/s during the first two encounters of the PSP (Kasper et al.,529

2019). We conclude that the ambipolar electric field is an important driver of the530

solar wind acceleration, but can alone not produce the terminal velocities observed531

in the solar wind. A significant contribution could be due to the heat and momen-532

tum transfer from electro-magnetic wave activity and turbulence (Tu & Marsch, 1997,533

2001). At the same time, the shape of the coronal particle VDFs has an important534

effect on the solar wind acceleration. For example, fast solar wind can be produced by535

the exospheric solar wind models assuming a Kappa electron VDF in the solar corona536

(Maksimovic et al., 1997; Lamy et al., 2003) even including the effect of binary particle537

collisions Zouganelis et al. (2005). Moreover, several evidence seem to indicate that the538

coronal plasma is not in a thermal equilibrium. Strong temperature anisotropies were539

observed in the VDFs of coronal ions (e.g. Kohl et al., 1998). Different temperatures540

and thermal anisotropies in the proton distribution function can have a strong effect541

on the velocity of the resulting solar wind. However, the study how the solar wind542

terminal velocity depends on the bottom boundary parameters is out of the scope of543

the current work.544

Our obtained electron VDF are very similar to the ones measured during the first545

two encounters of PSP (Halekas et al., 2019). The observed core electron temperatures,546

between 30 and 40 eV, are slightly lower than the modelled ones at 35 RS . The density547

estimated for the simulation run MC corresponds well to an average density observed548

(∼ 300cm−3), while the densities in runs HC and LC reach the high and low extremes,549

respectively (see Tab. 2). However, as shown in Sec. 3.1.1, the determination of550

physical unit density from the model is not simple and some errors can be expected.551

We assume an accuracy up to an order of magnitude on the obtained absolute value,552

and pay more attention to the relative values between the simulation runs. The biggest553

difference between the modelled and observed VDFs is that halo electron component is554

not present in the modelled one. This leads us to believe that the halo is an outcome555

of phenomena not included in the kinetic model and we can rule out the Coulomb556

collisions, and ambipolar electric field as possible halo generation mechanisms.557

6.2 Ambipolar electric field558

The electric field in the solar wind is responsible for the energy transfer from559

electrons to protons, modifying the the fluid properties of the solar wind, like velocity560

and temperature, as well as the kinetic properties of electron VDF. Its cumulative561

effects explain the two-component form of electron VDF in the exospheric models562

(Jockers, 1970; Lemaire & Scherer, 1971). The total electric potential exerted on them563

by protons (through E) creates a potential well, at each radial distance separating564

electron VDF in two regimes. Electrons with anti-sunward velocities high enough to565

climb out of the potential well can escape and form the strahl. Electrons with anti-566

sunward velocities lower than that are ballistic. After they use all their energy they567

start falling back, forming the sunward directed part of electron VDF, symmetrical568

about v = 0 in Sun’s resting frame. The ballistic population represents the electron569

core. In exospheric models the separation velocity (vφ, Eq. 11) defines two boundaries570

in electron VDF. In the anti-sunward direction it separates the core and the strahl571

population, and in the sunward direction it defines the largest possible electron speed,572

referred to as the electron cutoff.573

The behaviour of a fully ionised gas under the influence of an electric field of574

arbitrary magnitude was studied by (Dreicer, 1959, 1960). He defined a parameter575

relating electric field strength to the collisionality, which is after him referred to as the576

Dreicer electric field (ED, Eq. 13). In a homogeneous plasma, an electric field of 0.43577

ED, causes electrons to drift with respect to the ions, with a velocity equal to their578

thermal velocity. For E > ED, electrons efficiently gain energy in a process called579

runaway. This scenario, characterised by large electric currents, was observed in the580
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fusion laboratory experiments. Scudder (1996) generalised the Dreicer’s work to make581

it applicable to the solar wind, where zero current condition appears to be fulfilled582

despite the presence of ambipolar electric field (E) of the order of ED. Analytically583

calculated E at the solar wind critical point was shown to be between 0.6 and 2 ED.584

Following the work of Fuchs et al. (1986), he defines a boundary velocity (vD, Eq.585

14), separating the electron velocity space into a region where E is overdamped by586

collisions, and a region where E is underdamped.587

In the series of articles by Scudder (2019a, 2019b, 2019c), the author develops588

a Steady Electron Runaway Model (SERM) of the solar wind, based on the presence589

of E. In this model, all the suprathermal electrons, moving towards or away from590

the Sun, are a consequence of the runaway mechanism. The expected electron VDF591

is shown in Scudder (2019b) - Fig. 4, where the boundary between the core and the592

suprathermal electrons in both parallel directions is vD.593

Two different solar wind models, provide two separation velocities. vφ predicted594

by the exospheric models describes the effects of the electric potential, thus the cumu-595

lative effects of E. vD from SERM model is a result of the local effects of E. vφ in our596

simulations corresponds the cutoff velocity over all the simulation domain, while the597

strahl break point is well described by vD. This is clearly visible in the least collisional598

run LC, where vD is much lower than vφ (see Fig. 8 (d)). In the anti-sunward direction599

vφ still describes the properties of the core population, it marks the velocity at which600

the core electron flux strongly decreases.601

We note that the sunward directed portion of the electron VDF had to be de-602

fined at the top boundary and was assumed to be Maxwellian. Any non-Maxwellian603

features injected at the top boundary are in the model propagated towards the Sun,604

accordingly with the separation velocity vD. An example of a simulation run with605

a non-Maxwellian top boundary condition is shown in Appendix C. The feature is606

damped by collisions for velocities below vD, and persists for velocities above this607

speed.608

In the solar wind non-Maxwellian features could be produced locally through609

field-particle interactions, and be propagated towards the Sun. Another mechanism610

producing a bump in the sunward direction could be the focusing of the strahl in611

cases where vφ > vD. When this condition is fulfilled, part of the strahl electrons has612

energy bellow the electric potential energy required to escape the Sun. This means613

that these electrons reach their maximal radial distance and then start falling back614

towards Sun. As the anti-sunward portion of the VDF below vφ is non-Maxwellian,615

this could translate into a non-Maxwellian sunward potion as well.616

6.3 Strahl electron focusing617

High energy, anti-sunward moving strahl electrons are able to escape the colli-618

sional core and focus around the radial magnetic field. In a collisionless approximation,619

a simple model conserving magnetic moment and electron energy (Berčič et al. (2019)620

- Eq. 6), describes the evolution of electron VDF from the exobase, where the focusing621

begins, to the measuring point. Additional required input parameter is the potential622

difference between these two points in space (∆φ).623

The focusing taking place in the simulation accounts for two additional physical624

effects, compared to the simple collisionless model described above. The first difference625

is that the exobase is not limited to a single radial distance, and accounts for so called626

multi-exobase phenomena. In the simulations the strahl starts to form gradually, from627

the highest energy electrons, which are first able to avoid Coulomb collisions and628

focus, to the lower energy electrons following the decrease of vD with radial distance.629

Therefore, strahl electrons with different energies have different exobase locations.630
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However, vD gradient is the highest close to the Sun, therefore the exobases of the631

majority of strahl electrons lie within a relatively small radial distance. From Figs.632

9, A1, and A2 we conclude that majority of the strahl is formed within ∼ 20 RS .633

A second phenomena included in the kinetic model are the Coulomb collisions which634

can, despite the Coulomb cross-section decrease with v4, have some effect on the strahl635

electrons.636

The results in Fig. 11, show that the high energy strahl electrons are not affected637

by Coulomb collisions, as the same PAW values are found for the simulation runs HC,638

MC, and LC. For the low energy strahl electrons the effect of collisionality is reflected639

in the shape of the decreasing PAW with electron energy. In a collisionless model and640

in the least collisional simulation run LC, the transition between low strahl PAWs and641

core PAWs reaching over 180o (only PAW below 180o are shown in Fig. 11) is abrupt.642

While the collisions in run HC make this transition gradual and smooth, comparing643

better with the PAWs observed by PSP.644

PAWs obtained from a single-exobase collisionless model with the exobase of 3 RS645

do not compare well with PAWs measured for the collisionless, high-energy electrons646

in all three simulation runs, as well starting from 3 RS . This difference is accounted647

to the multi-exobase phenomena. Furthermore, we found that exobase in the simple648

model needs to be shifted to 10 RS , to correspond to the collisionless part of the strahl649

obtained by simulations BiCoP.650

PAWs measured during the first two encounters of PSP, shown by Berčič et651

al. (2020) for the low electron beta solar wind, still appear from 10 to 20o wider652

than PAWs obtained in the most collisional simulation run HC. Since the gradual653

transition between core and strahl electrons is very similar to our simulation result we654

conclude that the difference is not a consequence of Coulomb collisions. We suggest655

that broader strahls observed by PSP are a result of the non-radial magnetic field656

topology not captured by our kinetic model, or a consequence of the measurement657

technique, integrating electron VDF over time periods with varying magnetic field658

angle. In fact, in-situ measured PAWs for energies above 300 eV were found to be659

between 10 and 15o larger for the instances during which the standard deviation of B660

was above 10 nT, than when it was below that value (Berčič et al., 2020).661

The wider strahls observed could also result from scattering by EM fluctuations,662

however, due to the monotonic decreasing relation between strahl PAW and energy,663

some of scattering mechanisms can be ruled out. Scattering through a resonance with664

a whistler wave, for example, is expected to produce a peak in PAW at the resonant665

electron energy (Behar et al., 2020). And an electron VDF relaxation mechanism666

giving energy to a whistler wave would first scatter the higher energy strahl electrons,667

which would result in an increasing trend between PAW and energy (Verscharen et al.,668

2019).669

The simple, single-exobase focusing model does not affect the parallel profile of670

the electron distribution function, therefore preserving its shape from the solar corona671

to the measuring point (Feldman et al., 1975). This argument was used by Berčič672

et al. (2020), who use the strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖, Eq. 16) measured by673

the PSP, to make a zero order estimation of the electron temperature in the solar674

corona. Surprisingly, Ts,‖ was found to increase with radial distance in our simulation675

runs. The smallest increase was found for the least collisional run LC amounting to676

only 3 %, while the Ts,‖ in the most collisional run HC increased for 15 %. Due to677

the correlation between the percentage of increase in Ts,‖ and the collisionality of the678

system, we believe the effective heating of the strahl electrons is caused by Coulomb679

collisions.680
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The self-consistently obtained E in our model was found to be on the order713

of the Dreicer electric field (ED). We analysed the effects it has on electron VDF.714

The cumulative effects of E were predicted by exospheric solar wind models, and715

the separation velocity vφ correlates well with the electron sunward cutoff velocity.716

Similarly, vφ describes an upper velocity limit for the core population in the anti-717

sunward direction. The local effects of E on the VDF were described by the Steady718

Electron Runaway Model (SERM) (Scudder, 2019b) predicting a separation of electron719

velocity space into two regions separated by vD: an overdamped region, where collisions720

are frequent enough to overdamp the electric force and preserve a Maxwellian VDF,721

and an underdamped region, where electrons can be accelerated by E and departures722

from a Maxwellian VDF can be found. In our obtained VDFs vD represents well the723

strahl break point velocity.724

Strahl focusing in the kinetic model is compared to the simple, single-exobase725

collisionless focusing model. We find that at the distance of 34 RS , energies above726

250 eV are not affected by Coulomb collisions. Pitch-angle widths are observed to727

be larger than the ones obtained from a simple focusing model, and this difference728

is accounted to the multi-exobase phenomena. For energies below 250 eV Coulomb729

collisions are able to scatter the strahl electrons and change the dependence of PAW730

on electron energy.731

In the collisionless approximation the strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖) is inde-732

pendent of radial distance. However, Ts,‖ in our simulation runs was found to be larger733

than the temperature set at the bottom boundary, and the increase to be correlated734

to the collisionality of the system. We presented a raw idea of how scattering of the735

low energy strahl electrons by Coulomb collisions in the solar wind acceleration region736

could affect Ts,‖.737

Appendix A Radial evolution of the parallel cuts through electron VDF738

for simulation runs HC and LC739

Appendix B f‖ normalised to the Maxwellian at the bottom bound-740

ary for simulation runs HC and LC741

Appendix C Simulation run with a non-Maxwellian top boundary con-742

dition743

With slices through electron VDFs at different radial distances we demonstrate744

the propagation of the non-Maxwellian feature produced in the sunward portion of745

the electron VDF at the top boundary. The parameters used for the presented run746

are gathered in Table C1. In this simulation run, vD (black dashed line in Fig. C1)747

separates the over-, and underdamped parts of the VDF in both directions. In the748

antisunward direction it marks the beginning of the strahl component, as already749

shown for runs HC, MC, and LC. In the sunward direction vD follows the beginning750

of the feature propagating towards the Sun, separating electron VDF into Maxwellian751

and non-Maxwellian parts.752
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